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UNSTABLE JET FLOW ALONG ZONAL RIDGE TOPOGRAPHY

1. INTRODUCTION

Hydrographic and remotely-sensed observations show that mesoscale eddies

are a ubiquitous and dynamically active component of ocean circulation (Wyrtki et

al. 1976, Robinson 1983). Transient eddies may be particularly important in the

Southern Ocean, where the time-mean flow is largely zonal (Brydell 1983; Olbers

1993). Unlike the gyre systems to the north, meridional transports of heat, momen-

tum and chemical species at high southern latitudes may be accomplished primarily

by the mesoscale component of ocean circulation. Analyses of the Southern Ocean

hydrographic data base and intensive observations from Drake Passage suggest that

eddies contribute to the momentum balance of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current

(Johnson and Bryden 1989) and that eddies figure prominently in the total oceanic

heat balance (deSzoeke and Levine 1981). These links between transient eddies and

the dynamics of the larger-scale flow suggest that Southern Ocean eddies must be

accounted for in broader considerations of ocean climate and climate variability.

Until recently, the statistics of mesoscale variability have been poorly sam-

pled in all regions of the Southern Ocean, with the possible exception of Drake

Passage. The development of high precision altimeters for earth-orbiting satellites

in the 1970's and 1980's allowed the first view of the statistics of the transient eddy

field over the entire circumpolar region. These observations demonstrate that eddy

energy varies spatially over the Southern Ocean and that the eddy field in Drake
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Passage is not representative of that in other areas (Chelton et al. 1990). Observa-

tions from satellite altimeters also suggest a strong correlation between locations of

large-scale bathymetric features and regions with strong surface current variability

(Chelton et al. 1990). Areas of high sea level variability appear to be confined and

steered by the bottom topography. Variability is particularly strong on the deep

side of steep topographic slopes in regions with strong time-mean shear. These

observations suggest that the stability of large-scale Southern Ocean flows may be

partially controlled by topography.

In this thesis, links between topography, flow stability, and eddy feedbacks

on larger-scale dynamics are investigated. The sensitivity of zonal jet flow to zonal

variations in topography is evaluated from process studies with a 2-layer quasi-

geostrophic (QG) model. The model is configured in a channel domain somewhat

analogous to a specific segment of the Southern Ocean. The principal topogra-

phy in the model is an idealized representation of bathymetry south of Australia.

In this region, satellite altimeter and and hydrographic observations suggest that

the topography may be particularly instrumental in controlling the stability of the

time-mean flow. To provide a framework for the modeling problem of interest here,

observations of Southern Ocean circulation are reviewed in Sec. 1.1. Mechanisms

which may lead to the observed patterns of eddy variability are then discussed in

Secs. 1.2 and 1.3. A brief review of results from previous related model simulations

is given in Sec. 1.4, and an overview of this thesis is provided in Sec. 1.5.

1.1. Inhomogeneity in the Antarctic Circumpolar Current

The picture that emerges from previous observational studies of the South-

em Ocean is that the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (AC C) is a system of nearly
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zonal, turbulent jets punctuated by regions of enhanced eddy variability (Nowlin

and Klinck 1986). Hydrographic surveys across the ACC show that the majority

of eastward transport is confined to narrow jets separated by regions of weaker or

westward flow (Gordon et al. 1978; also see Fig. 1.1). Time-mean flow speeds at

the surface in individual current cores generally range from 20-50 cm s (Hofmann

1985), and each jet coincides with a strong horizontal temperature gradient. To first

order, the large-scale flow is geostrophic (Nowlin and Klinck 1986).

Early observational studies of Southern Ocean hydrography were important

in describing the large-scale, time-mean flow pattern (see Nowlin and Klinck 1986

for a review). More recently, the development of long-lived remote sensing platforms

and advances in computing technology have provided an understanding of the im-

portance of short-scale variability in the dynamics of the entire ACC. Several data

sets, including the historical hydrographic data base (Lutjeharms and Baker 1980;

Gille 1995), FGGE drifter tracks (Patterson 1985; Daniault and Ménard 1985), and

Geosat altimeter heights (Sandwell and Zhang 1989; Chelton et al. 1990), suggest a

strong link between topography and the spatial distribution of mesoscale variability.

Particularly striking examples of this correspondence occur along the path of the

ACC near the Kerguelen Plateau and the Macquarie Ridge (see Fig. 1.2). In these

regions, both the topography and time-dependent fluctuations in sea level height

vary in the along-stream direction. Along the 1500 km segment of the ACC down-

stream of the Kerguelen Plateau, the sea level height standard deviation decreases

from 20-25 cm to 7-10 cm. Near the Macquarie Ridge, areas of enhanced sea level

variability are located in small basins bordered by steep topographic slopes. Al-

ternating regions of high and low eddy variability are also found near 125°E and

140°W along the circumpolar extension of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge.
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FIGURE 1.1. Geostrophic current at the sea surface relative to the 1000-dbar level.
Current components are calculated from 10 latitude by 2° longitude grid point values.
(From Gordon et al. 1978).
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FIGURE 1.2. Sea level height standard deviation (cm) from 2 years (46 cycles)
of Geosat altimeter height observations. Standard deviations are shown in grey.
Values less than 12.75 cm correspond to the lightest grey shades. Those greater
than 25.00 cm correspond to the darkest grey shades. Continents and ocean depths
between 500 m and 3000 m are plotted in black for reference. (After Chelton et
al. 1990.)



Regions of highest sea level variability in the Southern Ocean also correspond

to areas with particularly strong time-mean flows (Chelton et al. 1990). This result,

coupled with the link between sea level variability and topography, suggests that

topography affects the hydrodynamic stability of the ACC.

1.2. Baroclinic and Barotropic Instability

Two mechanisms which may contribute to the observed pattern of sea level

variability in the Southern Ocean are baroclinic and barotropic instability. In baro-

clinically unstable flows, vertical shear associated with the mean horizontal tern-

perature gradient can serve as a source of potential energy for growing eddies. In

barotropically unstable flows, eddies can extract kinetic energy from the mean hori-

zontal shear. As a result of these processes, heat and momentum may be transferred

from large to small spatial scales, and horizontally and vertically within the ocean.

Most theories of baroclinic and barotropic instability have been developed

based on linear dynamics (e.g., Charney 1947; Eady 1949; Kuo 1949). These the-

ories apply to the initial phase of wave growth, when perturbation amplitudes are

significantly smaller than those associated with the mean flow. Due to the difficulty

of obtaining solutions under general conditions, analytical solutions are usually re-

stricted to flows with shear in one dimension and to flows subject to simple geometry

and forcing. Despite these limitations, linear stability theories are valuable indica-

tors of conditions under which perturbations are likely to form and grow.

Linear stability theories are derived by linearizing the total velocity field

about a large-amplitude mean state which is constant with time and a simple func-

tion of space (see Pedlosky 1987, Ch. 7 for a complete derivation). For some ge-

ometries, the time-evolution of small amplitude perturbations about this mean state
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can be expressed analytically. For example, the rate of change of perturbation en-

ergy expressed in nondimensional units for inviscid, unforced zonal flows with both

horizontal and vertical shear, is (Pedlosky 1987, Eq. 7.3.11)

1 ___ae0laE(c) j dy dz Ps UOVO + V090

j,

(1.1)
at 0 -1

where E(c) is perturbation energy, u0(x, y, z, t) and v0(x, y, z, t) are the zonal and

meridional components of the perturbation velocity field, Oo(x, y, z, t) is the pertur-

bation temperature field, Uo(y, z) is the zonal mean velocity, e0(y, z) is the zonal

mean temperature gradient, and p5(z) is the nominal fluid density profile. An over-

bar indicates a zonal average. The perturbation is assumed to exist in a region of

nondimensional width 1 <y < 1 and depth 0 < z <ZT.

The two mechanisms for instability of unforced zonal flow in cases with rota-

tion are evident from Eq. (1.1). The first term in square brackets on the right-hand-

side of Eq. (1.1) corresponds to barotropic instability, which may supply energy to

the eddy field in regimes with horizontally sheared basic states. Energy conver-

sions due to this mechanism may occur only if the covariance of the perturbation

velocity components is nonzero. Barotropic instabilities are therefore associated

with nonzero eddy momentum fluxes. The second term in square brackets on the

right-hand-side of Eq. (1.1) corresponds to energy conversions due to baroclinic in-

stability. These conversions are nonzero only if the large-scale temperature field

contains meridional shear. From the thermal wind relation, this requires vertical

shear in the basic state. Baroclinically unstable regimes contain nonzero meridional

eddy heat flux. For practical reasons, these two mechanisms are often considered

independently. However, in cases with both vertical and horizontal shear, baroclinic

and barotropic instability may act in combination, or the presence of one type of
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shear may alter the properties and development of eddies produced by the other

mechanism.

One particularly useful indicator of regimes which may be subject to baro-

clinic or barotropic instability is the conditions necessary for instability. These

conditions are derived by noting that unstable perturbations have energy which in-

creases with time (i.e., the left-hand-side of Eq. (1.1) is positive). These conditions

can be expressed in numerous forms (see Pedlosky 1987). One form pertinent to the

flow regimes considered in this thesis is (Pedlosky 1987, Eq. 7.3.37),

o
IL s

[2]
dy dz

+ L11 [

2] dy

ZZT

_1ôU0 DT/B a2
Ps S

z=o'
(1.2)

where Ho(x, y) is the mean potential vorticity, 1](x, y, z, t) is the displacement of fluid

elements in the northward (y) direction, S = ND2/JØ2L2 describes the stratification

in terms of N5, the buoyancy frequency, and 71B (x, y) is the nondimensional variation

of the lower boundary about the nondimensional depth of 1. The condition (1.2)

is a necessary but not sufficient condition for instability. Flows which fail (1.2) are

necessarily stable; those which satisfy (1.2) have the potential to be unstable.

The relation (1.2) implies a constraint on the mean meridional potential

vorticity gradient for unstable flows. For cases with flat-bottom topography and

a uniform mean temperature distribution on the upper and lower boundaries (in

which case = 0 at z = 0 and z = ZT by the thermal wind relation), the

second and third integrals on the right-hand-side of Eq. (1.2) are zero. Thus, the

mean meridional potential vorticity gradient aHo/ay must take on both positive

and negative values within the domain for unstable wave growth. The contribution

of the second and third integrals on the right-hand-side of Eq. (1.2) indicates that
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sufficiently steep topography or sufficiently strong temperature gradients along the

boundary may alter flow stability (see Sec. 1.2.2 or Pedlosky 1987).

1.2.1. Observations

Linear stability theory can be used to assess flow stability from oceanic ob-

servations. This is commonly done using one of two approaches. From hydrographic

observations or from a time series of temperature measured on moorings, the de-

gree to which a given flow satisfies the necessary conditions for instability can be

evaluated. Flows that are stable can be distinguished from those which exhibit

the potential for instability. Mean to eddy energy conversions are not, however,

explicitly calculated with this method. This technique therefore cannot conclu-

sively demonstrate that a particular instability processes is active in the study area.

Alternatively, measured properties of the mean and eddy fields (e.g., mean shear,

stratification, and eddy diameters, phase speeds and vertical phase shifts) can be

compared with properties predicted based on theory. Both of these techniques are

particularly powerful when coupled with observations of eddy heat and momen-

tum fluxes. As shown in Eq. (1.1), such fluxes occur in conjunction with energy

transfers between the mean and eddy fields and are considered "signatures" of flow

instabilities.

As part of the International Southern Ocean Studies (ISOS) program, the

stability of the ACC in Drake Passage was assessed during the 1975 First Dynamic

Response and Kinematics Experiment (FDRAKE 75) and the 1979 Dynamic Re-

sponse and Kinematics Experiment (DRAKE 79). In both experiments, observa-

tions indicated that flow in Drake Passage met the necessary conditions for baroclinic

instability. During 1975, vertical velocity shear near the bottom of Drake Passage
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favored the growth of baroclinic disturbances (Bryden 1979), while the 1979 data

showed that the vertical profile of the meridional potential vorticity gradient Q(z)

satisfied necessary conditions for baroclinic instability in each of four water mass

zones (Peterson et al. 1982). Observations of the eddy field and estimates of mean

shear and stratification supported these results. Bryden (1979) found that deep ve-

locity fluctuations preceded shallower velocity fluctuations by about 1 day, yielding

a vertical phase shift similar to that predicted from a linear, flat-bottom, /3-plane

baroclinic instability model. From the DRAKE 79 data, Inoue (1985) showed that,

in each of four water mass zones, eddy diameters were consistent with the wavelength

of the most unstable baroclinic wave predicted based on hydrographic observations.

Barotropic instability has not been measured as frequently as its baroclinic

counterpart in Drake Passage. Accurate estimates of meridional shear near a narrow

jet require closely-spaced observations across the jet. Experiments designed to esti-

mate barotropic energy transfers and to evaluate whether or not a flow satisfies the

necessary conditions for barotropic instability are therefore difficult and costly. The

few studies of barotropic instability in Drake Passage which have been attempted

indicate that instability is possible on the wings of the main frontal zones (Peterson

et al. 1982). Barotropic energy transfers appear, however, to be up to two orders of

magnitude smaller than transfers due to baroclinic processes (Wright 1981).

The few Southern Ocean observations that exist in regions outside Drake

Passage indicate that other segments of the ACC may also be unstable. In a study

of the region of high sea level variability just east of New Zealand, equatorward

fluxes of eddy momentum were observed just north of the ACC axis (Bryden and

Heath 1985). While not conclusive, this result suggests that barotropic instability

may be removing energy from the mean flow in this region. Eddy momentum fluxes

computed from the Geosat altimeter are consistent with this interpretation (Morrow
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et al. 1994). As part of the same experiment, Bryden and Heath (1985) attempted

to estimate the likelihood of baroclinic instability from measurements of meridional

heat flux. Due to the short record length of the current meter data, it was impossible

to confirm that the observed eddy heat fluxes were significantly different from zero.

1.2.2. Effects of Topography on Flow Stability

Although not explicitly included in many analyses of flow stability, a num-

ber of analytical studies have demonstrated that the wavelength, phase speed and

growth rate of the most unstable mode is sensitive to meridional topographic slopes

(Orlanski 1969; Blumsack and Gierasch 1972; Robinson and McWilliams 1974; Tang

1976). Topography modifies these properties of unstable eddies as well as the condi-

tions under which large-scale oceanic flows may become unstable. One mechanism

linking topography to flow stability is the meridional potential vorticity gradient.

In particular, the contribution of topography to this gradient may allow flows to

satisfy the necessary condition for instability at values of shear which differ from

the flat-bottom case (Pedlosky 1987).

From the first term on the right-hand-side of Eq. (1.2), it can be shown that

topographic slopes which reinforce the planetary vorticity gradient, /3, can increase

the minimum critical shear for baroclinic instability. Thus topography may stabilize

flows which might otherwise be baroclinically unstable (Pedlosky 1964; Orlanski

1969; Blumsack and Gierasch 1972; Tang 1976). Topographic slopes in the opposite

direction can destabilize baroclinic flows by reducing the minimum critical shear for

instability (Tang 1976).

For zonal barotropic flows, topographic slopes have a similar effect on flow

stability. Studies of atmospheric (Lorenz 1972) and oceanic (Gill 1974) flow demon-
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strate that the presence of a planetary vorticity gradient increases the minimum

critical shear for barotropic instability and shifts the range of unstable wavenum-

bers toward higher wavenumbers. Because the /3-effect is dynamically equivalent

to a meridional topographic slope for zonal barotropic flows (Pedlosky 1987), this

implies a dependence of barotropic instability on topographic slope.

Topography can also influence the stability of baroclinic flows through a

direct kinematic effect. In particular, vertical displacements of fluid elements due

to flow up or down topographic slopes may force instability in flows which would

otherwise be stable (Blumsack and Gierasch 1972; Hartmann 1979; Barnes 1984).

This effect can be understood by considering the basic mechanism for baroclinic

instability.

As discussed in Sec. 7.6 of Pedlosky (1987), the mechanism for baroclinic in-

stability is the release of available potential energy as light fluid parcels are displaced

into regions of higher ambient density. When this occurs, the resulting distribution

of density is unstable. Rather than returning to their original configuration, light

fluid parcels continue their motion, and the instability proceeds. Such displace-

ments depend critically on the equilibrium orientation of isopycnal surfaces. In

cases without rotation, isopycnal surfaces are horizontal due to the balance between

the pressure gradient and gravitational forces. Displacements of fluid parcels in this

system are gravitationally stable in the absence of external forcing. In cases with

rotation, the additional effect of the Coriolis force tilts isopycnals, creating a "wedge

of instability" defined by the angle between the horizontal and the equilibrium ori-

entation of isopycnal surfaces (see Pedlosky 1987, Fig. 7.6.1). The displacement of

fluid elements within this wedge can initiate baroclinic instability. Near the lower

boundary, the kinematic effect of topographic slopes on trajectories of individual
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fluid elements can induce displacements within the wedge of instability, facilitating

baroclinic energy conversions.

In the southern hemisphere, effects of topographic slope on the ambient po-

tential vorticity gradient oppose the kinematic effect of topographic slope on flow

stability. The contribution of topographic slope to the ambient potential vorticity

gradient destabilizes flow along topography which slopes up toward the equator.

This same topography simultaneously exerts a stabilizing influence by the direct ef-

fect of topographic slope on the motion of fluid elements (Tang 1976). The relative

magnitudes of these tendencies depends on the stratification, vertical shear, and the

rate of rotation (Hartmann 1979; Barnes 1984). In addition, from the continuity re-

lation, vertical displacements of fluid elements associated with cross-isobath flow can

be particularly large in cases with large horizontal velocities. The kinematic effect

of topography therefore assumes greatest importance in cases with large horizontal

velocities near the lower boundary.

In addition to these physical considerations, the specification of vertical struc-

ture influences the relative magnitudes of the kinematic and dynamical effects of

topography. As shown by Tang (1976), for pure baroclinic flows along meridional

topographic slopes, the kinematic effect of topography alters the stability of flows in

a 2-level model; this effect is absent in 2-layer models (Tang 1976). The dynamical

effect of topography on the ambient potential vorticity gradient is however similar

for the two choices of model geometry (Tang 1976).

In atmospheric cases, velocities near the lower boundary are large and ver-

tical density variations are distributed over a broad range of height (Holton 1992).

The kinematic effect of topography on flow stability is significant (Blumsack and

Gierasch 1972; Hartmann 1979; Barnes 1984) and a level representation is most ap-

propriate. In contrast, in oceanic cases, velocities are typically an order of magnitude
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or more smaller near the bottom of the water column than above the thermocline

and density variations are often concentrated over a narrow range of depth (Gill

1982). The kinematic effect of topography may be significantly smaller in the ocean

than in the atmosphere and the contribution of topography to the ambient potential

vorticity gradient will assume a more important role. Thus layer models may pro-

vide relatively accurate represeiltatiolls of topographic effects on oceallic baroclinic

instability.

In addition to the effects of large-scale topographic slopes on flow stability,

other analytical studies have shown that stability is sensitive to more complicated

topography. deSzoeke (1975) evaluated the sensitivity of unstable mode properties

to variations in the meridional wavenumber of the topography. His results demon-

strate that topography can alter the spatial structure and dynamics of unstable

baroclinic disturbances. In a study of the nonlinear development of these waves,

deSzoeke (1986) found that time-dependent variations in wave amplitude can be

attributed to along-stream variations in topography. The complicated nature of

these two studies demonstrates that including even relatively simple topography in

analytical developments of the stability problem requires considerable effort.

1.2.3. Local Instabilities

Theories of pure baroclinic and pure barotropic instability explain some of

the features of eddies observed in the ocean. These theories do not however account

for the geographic variability of eddy energy observed in the Southern Ocean. An

additional element of complexity, namely spatial variations in mean shear or in the

mean potential vorticity gradient, must be considered to explain this response.
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In connection with the problem of cyclogenesis along storm tracks, a num-

ber of atmospheric studies have considered the problem of flow instabilities in cases

where the mean shear varies in the alollg-stream direction (e.g., Pierrehumbert 1984;

Pedlosky 1989; Mak and Cai 1989; Cai and Mak 1990). Qualitatively similar re-

sults are obtained for both baroclinic and barotropic flows. In particular, zonal

inhomogeneities in the basic state can give rise to "local instabilities", which are

characterized by large perturbation amplitudes in the region immediately down-

stream of the point of maximum shear; perturbation amplitudes decay gradually in

the upstream and downstream directions.

The dynamics leading to localization of eddy energy have been explained

in terms of a competing balance between advection and instability arising from

variations in the mean shear (Pierrehumbert 1984; Cai and Mak 1990). For a strong,

zonally-variable mean flow, large growth rates occur at the point of maximum shear.

However, unstable eddies are advected rapidly through this region, and there is a

limited period for active development before eddies are subject to smaller growth

rates dowllstream. For weaker flows, the maximum local growth rate may be smaller,

but eddies remain in the regioll of highest growth rate for a loilger interval due to

sluggish advection. In both cases, perturbations may evolve to large (and perhaps

comparable) amplitudes in the region downstream of the point of maximum shear.

Once removed from the region of strong growth, dissipation and feedback from the

eddies to the mean flow may remove energy from the eddy field faster than it is

being supplied by any instability process. The resulting local maximum in eddy

kinetic energy downstream of the point of maximum shear is qualitatively similar

to the distribution of eddy energy observed in some regions of the Southern Ocean.

In the studies cited above, local instabilities arise due to variations in stability

associated with along-stream changes in mean shear. By taking a different approach,
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Samelson and Pedlosky (1990) were able to produce locally trapped unstable waves

in simulations with along-stream variations in topography and zonally uniform shear.

From Eq. (1.2), the effect of topography on the ambient potential vorticity gradient

can regulate flow stability and produce along-stream variations in wave growth.

Samelson and Pedlosky (1990) explored this mechanism as a possible source of

local instabilities. Zonal variations in the mean potential vorticity gradient were

introduced by using a domain which included abrupt variations in topographic slope.

Properties and dynamics of unstable waves arising from the interaction of a uniform

baroclinic shear with the along-stream variation in potential vorticity gradient were

investigated. Results from this analysis indicate that along-stream variations in

unstable mode amplitude and in eddy heat flux can be produced by along-stream

variations in meridional topographic slope.

1.3. Eddy-Mean Flow Interaction

The dynamics of unforced, inviscid fluids are governed by conservation of

energy, momentum, and vorticity (Batchelor 1967). In a strict sense, linear theories

of baroclinic and barotropic instability violate these conservation relations. In par-

ticular, linear dynamics requires that eddy energy accumulate without a concurrent

reduction in the energy of the mean flow. Linear stability theories thus provide a

useful approximation of eddy development only during the small-amplitude stage

of wave growth (i.e., prior to significant depletion of mean flow energy). As eddies

become more energetic, their effect on the mean flow becomes more significant, and

a different theoretical formulation is required.

Interactions between finite-amplitude eddies and a zonal or temporal mean

flow is described by the theory of eddy-meall flow interaction. This theory was
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first developed to describe the zonally-averaged structure of atmospheric circulation

(Lorenz 1953; 1955). Observations indicate that the angular momentum budget of

the atmosphere cannot be accounted for by the dynamics of only the zonal-mean flow

(Starr 1968). Including feedbacks due to eddies improves the agreement between

the theoretically-predicted structure of the zonal-mean flow and the observed circu-

lation. From theory, a similar interaction between eddies and the mean flow is also

recognized as an important feature of atmospheric flow over topography (Eliassen

and Palm 1960), oceanic flows in western boundary currents (Rhines and Holland

1979), and of more general planetary and astrophysical flows (Starr 1968).

The basis of the theory of eddy-mean flow interaction is that the total flow

field can be decomposed into "mean" and "eddy" components and the dynamics of

each component can be investigated separately. The advantage of this technique is

that concise expressions for the effects of one component of flow (e.g., the eddies)

on the other component of flow (e.g., the mean) can be derived for systems where

a meaningful "mean" flow can defined (see Hoskins 1983). The choice of decom-

position depends on the geometry of the problem. In atmospheric studies, a zonal

decomposition is often used (e.g., Hoskins 1983), while in oceanic regimes where

flows are blocked by continental boundaries, a temporal decomposition is generally

more appropriate (e.g., Rhines and Holland 1979).

While interaction between oceanic eddies and mean flows is a theoretical

possibility, detecting and evaluating eddy-mean flow interaction in the ocean is a

formidable challenge. The separation of scales between the time-mean flow and

transient features is large. Eddies also evolve rapidly relative to the sampling ca-

pability of most instruments used to measure large- to meso-scale oceanic flows.

Synoptically-sampled time series of the flow field are therefore available only for

limited oceanic regions. In many cases, traditional analysis techniques must be
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adapted to accommodate the specific sampling characteristics of a given data set

(e.g., Cronin 1995). Studies of oceanic eddy-mean flow interaction from in situ data

must therefore be supplemeilted by evaluations of the dynamics of eddy-resolving

ocean models.

Flow regimes containing well-developed eddies, such as western boundary

currents, are the most obvious candidates for regions of strong eddy-mean flow

interaction. Observations of ocean flows from current meters deployed near the

Gulf Stream indicate that eddy momentum fluxes are an important driving force

for the time-mean flow in the deep part of the water column (Schmitz 1977). The

magnitude of eddy fluxes is found to vary spatially over the Gulf Stream extension

and with depth. Clear evidence of effects of topography on these fluxes are found

in the current meter records (Schmitz 1980). A detailed calculation of the vertical

structure of eddy force on the time-mean flow in the same region suggests that the

eddy force is important in maintaining the orientation of the time-mean flow and

in decelerating eddies which develop and propagate as meanders in the Gulf Stream

(Cronin 1995).

Observations in other regions and results from numerical ocean models show

similar feedbacks. For example, velocity variances calculated from Geosat altimeter

heights indicate that the eddy flux of momentum is a significant source of momentum

for the Aghulas Return Current and for the ACC south of Tasmania and New

Zealand (Morrow et al. 1994). In addition, eddies play an important role role in

the balance of mean momentum, vorticity, energy, and enstrophy in many numerical

ocean simulations (Holland and Lin 1975a; Holland 1978; Holland and Rhines 1980).

Thus, in both models and observations, a clear effect of eddies on the properties and

dynamics of the mean flow can be distinguished.
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1.4. Results from Previous Modeling Studies

Because of the potential importance of eddies to the dynamics of the larger-

scale or time-mean flow, many numerical modelers have attempted to explicitly

include this component of ocean circulation in their simulations. The earliest eddy-

resolving ocean models were configured in closed domains which resemble the geome-

try of the subtropical and subarctic gyres (e.g., Holland and Lin 1975a,b). However,

it had long been known that the Southern Ocean is a potentially important link

in global ocean circulation (see e.g., Sverdrup et al. 1942), and an eddy-resolving

QG model was adapted for experiments with channel geometry (McWilliams 1977;

McWilliams et al. 1978). This model, and several nearly eddy-resolving primitive

equation (FE) models developed subsequently (e.g., FRAM Group 1991; Semtner

and Chervin 1992) have been used to investigate Southern Ocean dynamics.

The simplest configuration which bears some resemblance to the ACC is a

barotropic, flat-bottom, straight-sided channel forced by steady winds. McWilliams

et al. (1978) and McWilliams and Chow (1981) modified this case to allow for ef-

fects of baroclinicity, which are expected from theory to influence the stability of

zonal currents (Charney 1947; Eady 1949). Their experiments demonstrate that

a baroclinically unstable zonal jet can produce energetic mesoscale eddies which

transfer momentum vertically through the water column, where it can be dissi-

pated by friction. A second level of complexity, namely the inclusion of topography

which blocks zonal flow, was considered in case TB ("Topographic Barrier") of

McWilliams et al. (1978) and in several experiments by Wolff et al. (1991). Merid-

ional topographic barriers produce standing eddies immediately downstream of the

topography. These eddies cannot be maintained in flat-bottom simulations due to

advection by the mean jet. In one case (McWilliams et al. 1978), the addition of
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a topographic barrier shifted the surface layer dynamics from a regime of primar-

ily baroclillic instability (in the flat-bottom case) to one of mixed baroclinic and

barotropic instability.

More recent QG simulations have focused on effects of topographic shape

and height on model flow fields. Treguier and McWilliams (1990) found that the

horizontal wavenumber of topography is a critical parameter in zonally-averaged

momentum budgets, with increases in topographic length scales leading to increasing

domination of topographic form drag over bottom friction as the primary momentum

sink. Their experiments also showed that large-scale, isolated topography was more

effective than random topography (with similar amplitude) in reducing transport

through a channel. Wolff et al. (1991) simulated Macquarie Ridge bathymetry and

found that changes in the maximum topographic height (from 500 m to 1500 m)

significantly increased the role of topographic form drag, relative to bottom friction,

in the zonally-averaged momentum balance.

In comparison with the process-oriented QG studies, the nearly eddy-

resolving Semtner and Chervin (1992) and FRAM (FRAM Group 1991) PE models

have attempted to model the Southeril Ocean with high fidelity. These models

include realistic coastlines and bathymetry, active thermodynamics, and higher ver-

tical resolution than idealized QG simulations. Unlike QG models, which are nu-

merically efficient and can be used for sensitivity experiments, the large PE models

run 100-1000 times more slowly than QG process simulations and require signifi-

cantly more computer memory than is presently available on desktop workstations.

The preseilt generation of Southern Ocean PE models is therefore used to produce

single experiments, which include intermittent run-time adjustments to parameters

and forcing (see, e.g., Semtner and Chervin 1992).
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The correlation between topography and eddy kinetic energy evident in the

altimeter observations is a clear feature of the FE simulations (Semtner and Chervin

1992; Wilkin and Morrow 1994; Gille 1995). In particular, eddy kinetic energy is

locally enhanced near large-scale, meridional topographic barriers to the ACC (Gille

1995). As is common with most numerical ocean models, the PE experiments un-

derpredict the magnitude of eddy kinetic energy, probably due, at least in part,

to the coarse grid resolution of present models (Wilkin and Morrow 1994). Near

smaller-scale topographic features such as the one considered in this thesis, the

agreement between model and altimeter eddy kinetic energy values is poor (Gille

1995). A recent increase in the resolution of the Semtner and Chervin model im-

proved this situation somewhat, but the relatively large role of biharmonic friction

in the mean momentum balance of the higher resolution simulation suggests that

further improvements in resolution are likely to produce a more active eddy field

(Gille 1995).

Even with the discrepancies between the model and altimeter eddy kinetic

energy fields, the FE experiments provide an unprecedented opportunity to study

Southern Ocean dynamics. Analyses of output from these models suggest that

eddies are a dynamically active component of the total Southern Ocean circulation.

They are important for the transport of heat across the ACC (Thompson 1993).

In regions near large topographic features, Reynolds' stress and the vertical flux

of momentum from the transient eddies both contribute significantly to the mean

momentum balance (Gille 1995). While the role of topography in the PE model

dynamics has not yet been fully evaluated, studies of the mean momentum balance

of the FRAM and Semtner and Chervin models indicates that topographic form

stress in regions below the major Southern Ocean sills is important in balancing the
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input of momentum by the wind (Killworth and Nanneh 1994; Gille 1995). These

are the same regions of the models where eddy energy is locally high (Gille 1995).

A general conclusion that emerges from the work with eddy-resolving ocean

models described above is that large-scale flows are sensitive to variations in topogra-

phy. In particular, topography can alter primary energy flow pathways and modify

the mean momentum balance. Effects of topography on the local eddy field and

on regional dynamics in the Southern Ocean are not, however, as well understood.

Many of the studies cited above (and several ongoing efforts) have focused primar-

ily on describing area-integrated or zonally-averaged quantities. This emphasis is

the result of practical considerations, as well as the fact that there are numerous

pertinent and interesting problems related to large-scale Southern Ocean circulation

which utilize zonally-uniform geometry. Jilterest in the strong geographic variability

of Southern Ocean circulation evident from satellite altimetry has recently spawned

a new class of Southern Ocean studies focusing on regional and local processes (e.g.,

Saunders and Thompson 1993; Morrow et al. 1994; Gille 1995). This relatively new

emphasis on the regional dynamics of the Southern Ocean is central to the theme

of this thesis.

1.5. Overview of the Thesis

In this thesis, effects of zonal variations in topography on the stability and

dynamics of a zonal oceanic jet are evaluated based on experiments with a 2-layer

Q G model. This study is motivated by the clear correspondence between Southern

Ocean sea level variability and topography in the altimeter and drifter observations

described in Sec. 1.1. Theoretical considerations and the model studies summarized

in Sec. 1.4 indicate that topography may steer mean flows, producing along-stream
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variations in the potential vorticity gradient, or induce along-stream variations ill

mean shear. As a result, variations in topography may destabilize flows that would

otherwise be stable or alter local wave properties. In regimes containing sufficiently

large local topographic variations, these effects may contribute to an eddy kinetic

energy distribution similar to that observed in some regions of the Southern Ocean.

The flow fields analyzed in Chapters 3 and 4 are produced by a QG model

configured in a domain somewhat analogous to a specific segmeilt of the Southern

Ocean. The topography in the model is an idealized version of the Southeast Indian

Ridge in the Southern Ocean south of Australia. The topography, altimeter sea

level variability fields, and large-scale flow in this region are described in Chapter 2.

Effects of zonally uniform topography on the stability of zonal jet flow are

evaluated in Chapter 3. The focus in this chapter is on the small amplitude stage

of wave development during the transition from laminar to turbulent jet flow. This

analysis demonstrates that the structure and energetics of small-amplitude, baro-

clinic eddies produced by instability of zonal flow along a zonal ridge depend on the

ridge height and width. In cases where the ridge geometry varies in the along-stream

direction, along-stream variations in eddy properties and dynamics occur. As ed-

dies grow from small- to finite-amplitude, the time-evolution of energy conversions

between eddies and the time-mean flow is coiltrolled by the topographic slope and

ridge width.

Effects of zonal variations in topographic geometry on the structure and

dynamics of a fully turbulent zonal jet are evaluated in Chapter 4. This analysis

concludes that zonal variations in topography produce local variations in mean shear

and in the ambient potential vorticity gradient along the axis of the jet. As a result,

the stability of the jet varies in the along-stream direction. The distribution of

eddy energy is enhanced downstream of the point of highest vertical shear. Eddies
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produced in these simulations contribute significantly to the overall dynamics of

the flow. As the topography becomes more zonally variable, energy dissipation by

the eddies increases, the net eddy contribution to the time-mean vorticity balance

becomes more important, and the dynamically active region of the domain becomes

illcreasingly concentrated near the zonal variation in topography.

In view of the idealized dynamics, geometry, and forcing of the model consid-

ered here, a direct correlation between the model and observations is not expected.

The intent of the model is to provide insight about processes that might be active

in the ocean. The correspondence between model flow fields from the statistically

steady experiments presented in Chapter 4 and observations of the ACC south of

Australia are remarkably good, considering the simplicity of the model.
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2. VARIABILITY AND HYDROGRAPHY IN THE SOUTHERN
OCEAN SOUTH OF AUSTRALIA

One region of the Southern Ocean where along-stream variations in eddy

energy correspond well with local variations in topography is in the area south of

Australia. In this region, the Antarctic Circumpolar Current flows zonally along

the large-scale, nearly zonally-oriented Southeast Indian ridge. Geosat observations

show that, near 125°E (the Australian-Antarctic Discordance, or AAD), sea level

variability is locally high; a tongue of high variability extends to the east from the

AAD along the axis of the time-mean flow (Fig. 2.1). In this region, the Southeast

Indian Ridge narrows, the height of the ridge decreases, and small-scale roughness

increases. At the AAD, sea level variance measured by the Geosat altimeter is 10

times larger than background noise levels and 3-4 times larger than values over

the abyssal plains to the north and south. In general, variances are higher on the

equatorward side of the ridge.

Hydrographic surveys from USNS Eltaniri cruise 41 and the R/V Professor

Znbov provide an indication of the structure of the large-scale flow near the AAD.

The Eltamin cruise, completed during December 1969 and January 1970, surveyed

a meridional transect at 132°E between 35°S and 65°S. Geostrophic flow through

the section, absolute velocities estimated from deep current meters, and an estimate

of zonal transport at 132°E are reported in Callahan (1971). The joint Soviet-U.S.

experiment aboard the R/V Professor Znbov during January and February 1977

sampled nearly the same region (i.e., 132°E between 47°S and 65°S). This cruise

included investigations of thermal features from XBT casts, geostrophic velocity
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FIGURE 2.1. Geosat sea level height variance (grey) and bathymetry (ci=400 m)
near the Australian-Antarctic Discordance south of Australia. Shadingcorresponds
to variances between 50 cm2 and 350 cm2; darker shades represents larger variances.
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from hydrographic data, and absolute velocity from two current meter deployments

(Savchenko et al. 1978).

Geostrophic velocities relative to the deepest common depth between sta-

tions indicate eastward flow over the north flank of the Southeast Indian Ridge

during both cruises (Figs. 2.2-2.3). During December 1969 and January 1970, east-

ward geostrophic velocities at the surface exceeded 25 cm s at the core of the

jet (48.3°S). Velocities decreased to zero near 46.5°S and 50°S, corresponding to

a jet width of approximately 250 km. Weak westward flow was observed at the

surface along the crest of the ridge. Stronger geostrophic flow, possibly associated

with the formation of a cyclonic eddy, was observed in January and February 1977.

Flow speeds over the north flank of the ridge exceeded 40 cm s1; westward flow of

approximately the same magnitude was observed over the south flank of the ridge.

Savchenko et al. (1978) concluded that flow through the section was approximately

geostrophic based on a comparison of current meter and hydrographic observations.

Geostrophic transport calculations from the two cruises agree remarkably

well. Callahan's (1971) estimate from the Eltanin data between 40°S and 63° indi-

cates eastward transport of 156 Sv (1 Sv=106 m3 s') relative to the bottom. The

corresponding value from Professor Zubov observations between 47°S and 65°S is

165 Sv (Savchenko et al. 1978). Due to the width of the Southern Ocean south

of Australia, it is not surprising that these transports are slightly higher than the

average value of 134 Sv reported at Drake Passage (Nowlin and Klinck 1986).

Observations from deep current meters suggest that the velocity field near

the bottom of the water column varies across the Southeast Indian Ridge. Current

meters, moored 400-900 m off the bottom, were deployed for 2-3 day intervals as

part of the Eltanin transect. Time-averaged velocities computed from these short

records indicate weak eastward flow over the north flank of the ridge, westward flow
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FIGURE 2.3. Zonal geostrophic velocity (cm s1, positive values eastward) section
along 132°E relative to the bottom. (From Savchenko et al. 1978).
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over the ridge crest, and eastward flow over the south flank of the ridge (Callahan

1971). Relatively large westward speeds above the ridge crest were also measured at

the deepest instruments in a 16-day deployment of current meters by the Professor

Ztbov. The degree to which the variations in deep flow across the ridge in the Eltanin

observations represent conditions averaged over longer intervals is unknown.

While the time-mean structure of the ACC at 132°E cannot be recovered

from two surveys completed in the same season, agreement between these data sets

is encouraging. Other transects across the the Southeast Indian Ridge at 115°E and

140°E (see Callahan 1971) show similar structure.
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3.1. Abstract

Motivated by observations from the Geosat altimeter, which show that vari-

ations in topography often occur in combination with variations in eddy kinetic en-

ergy, the relation between topography and the stability of a 2-layer, quasigeostrophic

zonal jet is investigated. Jet stability is considered as a function of ridge height and

ridge width for flow along a zonally uniform ridge. Unstable wave properties and the

dynamics of eddy-mean flow interaction are assessed as a function of topographic ge-

ometry using a nonlinear, finite-difference model and two-dimensional linear stability

analysis. A comparison of linearly unstable modes through topographic parameter

space shows that the growth rate, phase speed, and wavelength of the most unsta-

ble mode depends primarily on topographic slope. However an abrupt shift in the

horizontal and vertical structure of the most unstable mode occurs in the transition

from short or narrow ridges to tall, wide ridges. During the linear stage of wave

growth, this shift modifies the properties and dynamics of the most unstable mode.

During the finite-amplitude stage of wave development, an evaluation of energy and

momentum budgets shows that topography strongly controls the time evolution of

eddy-mean flow interaction. Analysis of sample cases with weakly zonally variable

topography demonstrates that processes identified in cases with zonally uniform

geometry also occur in cases with more general topography.
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3.2. Introduction

Recent observations from the Geosat and Topex satellite altimeters suggest

that the geographic distribution of eddy kinetic energy is dependent on the distribu-

tion of topography in many regions of the ocean (Sandwell and Zhang 1989; Chelton

et al. 1990; Morrow et al. 1994; Heywood et al. 1994). This relationship is particu-

larly apparent in the Southeast Indian and Southwest Pacific sectors of the Southern

Ocean, where altimeter-measured sea surface height variability (a proxy for eddy ki-

netic energy) shows well-defined local maxima adjacent to steep topographic slopes

(Chelton et al. 1990; Morrow et al. 1994). In the same area, topographic steering

of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC) is evident from hydrographic surveys

(Gordon et al. 1978). The path of the large-scale flow between 100°E and 100°W is

constrained by zonal ridge topography (the Southeast Indian and Pacific Antarctic

Ridges), meridional ridge topography (the Macquarie Ridge), and other large-scale

topographic features (the Tasman and Campbell Plateaus and Usarp and Eltanin

Fracture Zones). Distinct altimeter height variability signals are associated with

each of these features (Chelton et al. 1990).

The dynamics of the apparent coupling between topography and eddies are

not well understood. The close correspondence between the path of the ACC, the

structure of the eddy variability field, and the topography suggests that topogra-

phy may play a role in determining the stability of the ACC. However, because of

practical difficulties inherent in acquiring a large data base of current meter and

temperature observations in the Southern Ocean, the influence of topography on

the stability of the ACC has not been evaluated systematically. The only direct

calculations of the stability of the ACC to date indicate that the ACC satisfies

the necessary condition for baroclinic instability at Drake Passage (Bryden 1979).
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While this does not ensure that the flow is unstable, measurements of eddy prop-

erties in Drake Passage agree well with properties of baroclinically unstable eddies

computed from analysis of hydrographic observations (Wright 1981). In regions of

the ACC outside of Drake Passage, the link between the eddy field, the large-scale

flow, and the topography is poorly understood observationafly. A two-year record

in the region southeast of New Zealand shows that short-period eddy heat fluxes

are consistent with a regime of baroclinic instability (Bryden and Heath 1985).

Results from observational studies provide a foundation for evaluating ACC

dynamics. However, due to difficulties involved in sampling the region, a compre-

hensive understanding of the role of eddies in the ACC will require the judicious use

of models. A number of conclusions regarding effects of topography on flow stability

can be drawn based on idealized numerical and analytical studies. In some of the

earliest work on the relation between topography and flow stability, Orlanski (1969)

showed that the large-scale topographic slope determines the range of length scales

of unstable perturbations, as well as growth rates and phase speeds of unstable

modes. In the more complicated case of piecewise continuous topographic slopes,

Mysak et al. (1981) found that the horizontal and vertical structure of linearly unsta-

ble waves is sensitive to vertical shear, stratification, and bottom slope. Analytical

solutions to the linearized baroclinic instability problem indicate that cross-stream

and along-stream variations in topography can lead to modified or hybrid baroclinic

instabilities whose existence is solely due to coupling between topography and the

large-scale baroclinic shear (deSzoeke 1975; deSzoeke 1983). These studies, and

numerous examples from the atmospheric literature (e.g., Blumsack and Gierasch

1972; Tang 1976), demonstrate that even the most basic variations in large-scale

topography can influence flow stability, eddy kinematics, and eddy dynamics.
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Previous numerical simulations of quasigeostrophic channel flow have focused

primarily on effects of meridional barriers to zonal jet flow (e.g., McWilliams et

al. 1981; Wolff et al. 1991). In this study, the effects of zonal ridge topography on the

stability of oceanic, quasigeostrophic, zonal jet flow are investigated. This geometry

occurs in several regions of the Southern Ocean (e.g., along the Southeast Indian

Ridge), but effects of this type of topography on oceanic flow have not been evaluated

in detail in previous analyses. We use a finite-difference, nonlinear, quasigeostrophic

model, in combination with two-dimensional linear stability analysis, to evaluate

effects of topography on the properties and dynamics of developing unstable eddies.

These sensitivity studies are restricted to the most elementary type of topographic

variation, ilamely changes ill the height and width of a zonally uniform ridge.

For practical reasons, analytical studies usually consider only the small-

amplitude phase of wave development. By using a numerical model, we circumvent

this difficulty and focus on both the small-amplitude and the finite-amplitude stages

of eddy development. During the small-amplitude stage of wave growth, the time-

evolutioll of the flow proceeds according to linear dynamics. At finite-amplitude,

eddy forcing significantly reorganizes the larger-scale flow. These two phases com-

prise the transition from a nearly wave-free state to a more turbulent state during

the spinup of the nonlinear, quasigeostrophic model. Further integration of the

model (considered in Chapter 4) is required to attain a statistically steady state.

The objective here is not to reproduce the full range of variability observed

in the ocean. Rather, we hope to illumillate processes which may be important in

more complex systems. The quasigeostrophic model, the nonlinear experiments, and

the linear stability analysis procedure are described ill section 3.3. The transition

to turbulence and properties of linearly unstable modes are discussed as a function

of topographic geometry in sections 3.4 and 3.5. The finite-amplitude stage of
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wave development is considered in section 3.6. Insights gained from cases with

zonally uniform topography are used to aid in interpreting cases with weakly zonally

inhomogeneous topography in section 3.7.

3.3. Formulation

The effects of zonal topography on zonal jet flow are investigated in this

study from a finite-difference nonlinear numerical model and two-dimensional linear

stability analysis. The calculations are based on quasigeostrophic dynamics, as ap-

plied to a 2-layer zonally reentrant channel subject to idealized forcing. This choice

is is the simplest configuration which accommodates all of the processes of inter-

est, including baroclinic instability, large-scale meridional shear, and topographic

forcing.

3.3.1. The Nonlinear Nnmerical Model

The 2-layer, nonlinear, quasigeostrophic model used in this study was first ap-

plied to an investigation of Antarctic Circumpolar Current dynamics by McWilliams

et al. (1978). A brief review of the model is provided here. For more detail, the

reader is referred to their original work.

The quasigeostrophic equations are derived from the primitive equations by

scaling each term and then ordering terms by Rossby number, Ro = U/f0L (see

Pedlosky 1987). For small Rossby number regimes, the zeroth order momentum

equations reduce to geostrophic and hydrostatic balances and the continuity equa-

tion is nondivergent in the horizontal velocity components. At O(Ro), effects of

forcing, friction, inertia, and the planetary vorticity gradient appear in the mo-

mentum equation. At the same order, topography modifies the bottom boundary
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condition in the continuity equation. Because the zeroth order (geostrophic) veloc-

ity field is horizontally nondivergent, a streamfunction, iL', may be defined in each

layer ii (n = 1,2),

an vn.=+.

The O(Ro) momentum and continuity equations can then be combined to form

equations governing the quasigeostrophic potential vorticity in each layer, Q,

where

curl
Qn = J(Q, bn) + n,1 cbV2b26,2 A6V°b (3.la)

p0H1

Qi = V2i (i 2) + Jo + Y (3.lb)

Q2=V22+ f (1-2)+fo+
fohb

(3.lc)
g'H2 H2

In Eq. (3.1), g' is the reduced gravity at the interface, f = fo + /3y is the Coriolis

parameter, H is the undisturbed depth of layer n, and is equal to zero for

n in and equal to 1 for n = in. Forcing and friction are specified by /po, the

wind stress normalized by a reference density for water, and C5, the bottom friction

coefficient. The biharmonic friction coefficient, A6, accounts for effects of subgrid

scale dissipation. Topography, hb, contributes to the quasigeostrophic potential

vorticity of the lower layer. Numerical values of the model parameters are listed in

Table 3.1.

The potential vorticity equations (Eq. 3.1) are discretized on a 20 km rect-

angular grid and derivatives are represented using centered differences. The model

is then solved for streamfunction in each layer subject to free slip conditions at the

north and south boundaries of the domain and a cyclic condition at the east and

west boundaries. Conservation of mass and momentum in each layer are specified
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TABLE 3.1. Model Parameters, Chapter 3

Channel length L 4320 km
Chailnel width L 1200 km
Grid spacing 20 km
Layer depths H1 1000 m

H2 4000 m
Rossby radius R0 36.4 km
Time step 1.6 hr
Coriolis parameters f0 1.1 x iO4 s

/3 1.4x10'1 m s1

Wind forcing T(X) r0 sin2()

To 0.025 N m2
Bottom friction Gb 1.0x107 s

Biharmonic friction A6 1.OxlO'° m4

to ensure that the problem is well-posed (see McWilliams 1977). An additional

boundary condition, V4b = 0, is specified along the north and south channel walls

for coilsistency with the biharmonic operator.

To illvestigate the effects of ridge geometry on properties of unstable modes,

we consider a series of experiments with variable ridge height and width. The prin-

cipal topography, a zonally uniform ridge, is shown in the top panel of Fig. 3.1. To

conform with quasigeostrophic scaling, topographic variations are restricted to val-

ues smaller than those observed in the ocean. Ridge heights between 200 and 900 in

(ill 100 m increments) and ridge widths between 400 and 800 km (in 80 km incre-

ments) are considered in the primary series of experiments. The fiat-bottom case is

also analyzed for reference. This set of parameters allows systematic investigation of

effects of varying both the topographic slope and the width of the region influenced

by topography. In Eq. (3.1), topographic slope contributes to the ambient potential

vorticity gradient. While the width of the topography does not appear explicitly in
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FIGURE 3.1. Topography used in evaluation of the small-amplitude phase of wave
development. (a) Zonally uniform and (b) zonally inhomogeneous cases (ci=100 m).
Ridge height and width are varied in experiments with topography (a). Ridge
height, aild the minimum and maximum ridge width are varied in experiments with
topography (b).

Eq. (3.1), it nonetheless influences solutions by defining boundaries between regions

with different ambient potential vorticity.

The flow is spun up from rest by application of two wind forcing functions.

A steady zonal wind stress jet with maximum amplitude ro = 0.025 N m2 serves

as the primary source of momentum for the oceanic jet. The amplitude of this

forcing is considerably smaller than wind stress values observed at high southern

latitudes. However, unlike the Southern Ocean, where the zonally-averaged topo-

graphic form drag may be an important sink of momentum (Munk and Palmen

1951), the principal topography in the experiments discussed here induces no zonal-

mean topographic form drag. Thus, to attain a state with geostrophic velocities in
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the range of values observed in the ocean, wind forcing must be reduced. This also

allows simulated flows to meet the criteria of small Rossby number required for the

validity of quasigeostrophic dynamics.

A second forcing function, consisting of a wind stress perturbation with ran-

dom along-channel amplitude is applied in cases with hb = hb(y). The maximum

amplitude of this perturbation is equal to 0.0025 N m2, 10% of the maximum value

of the steady wind stress. This perturbation forces small meridional excursions of

fluid parcels about their initial latitudes and stimulates eddy development. Per-

turbation amplitudes are ramped linearly from zero between days 0 and 20, held

constant for days 20-180, and then ramped back to zero between days 180 and 200,

leaving only the larger-amplitude, steady background wind. To facilitate inter-

pretation of experiments with different topography, the same wind perturbation is

applied to each experiment with zonally uniform topography. This perturbation is

not necessary in the three experiments discussed in Sec. 3.7, where zonal variations

in topography directly force meridional flow.

£3.2. Linear Stability Analysis

Properties and dynamics of small-amplitude unstable waves in the nonlin-

ear model are studied using linear stability analysis (LSA). This technique eval-

uates perturbation growth rates and structure based on a decomposition of the

total streainfunction, y, t), into a large-scale "basic state", 'I', and a small-

amplitude perturbation (see Pedlosky 1987). The basic state is a function of the

cross-channel coordillate and layer number, while the perturbation has a wavelike

structure in the zonal direction, arbitrary meridional and vertical structure, and a



time-dependent term representing growth or decay,

where

b(x,y,t) = (y) + e(x,y,t), (3.2)

y,t) = and << 1.

After substituting the expression for the total streamfunction (Eq. 3.2), into the

layered quasigeostrophic equations (Eq. 3.1), relations governing the basic state

and perturbation are obtained at 0(1) and 0(), respectively. Representing cross-

channel derivatives in the 0() equation in terms of finite differences then yields an

eigenvalue-eigenvector equation describing small-amplitude wave development,

(3.3)

Matrices A and B contain the time-dependent terms and terms from the right side of

Eq. (3.1), respectively. The eigenvalues w = Wr + iw represent complex perturbation

frequencies. The eigenvectors ç represent the vertical and cross-channel structure

of perturbations.

Solving Eq. (3.3) at discrete values of the real wavenumber k, returns the

growth rate w, phase speed r/k, and structure ç(y) of stable (w 0) and un-

stable (w 0) perturbations. In results reported below, closely spaced values of k

corresponding to wavelengths ranging from 144 km to 864 km were used in the

linear stability calculation. For the stratification and Coriolis parameters listed in

Table 3.1, the Rossby radius (R0) is 36.4 km. Thus a disturbance with a wavelength

of 229 km corresponds to a wave with a scale of 27rR0. The shortest wavelength con-

sidered here (144 km) is resolved on the 20 km grid, while a wavelength of 864 km

is 1/5 of the length of the channel in the nonlinear, numerical model.

To facilitate analysis of the linear stability calculations, biharmonic friction

and bottom friction were neglected in the linear stability calculation. During early
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stages of wave development, neglect of the biharmonic friction will have little effect

on linear solutions; this scale-selective friction operator represents a very small sink

of energy and momentum during spinup of the model. Neglect of bottom friction

has a small systematic effect on computed wave properties. Where appropriate, the

sensitivity of LSA results to effects of bottom friction are discussed below.

3.4. Transition to Turbulence - the Nonlinear Numerical Model

3.. 1. Effects of Topography on the Time of the Turbulent Transition

The nonlinear model is spun up from rest using the wind forcing described in

Sec. 3.3. The dynamics of the early stages of spinup of quasigeostrophic channel flow

are described in detail by Wolff et al. (1991) and Straub (1993). Briefly, the initial

imbalance between the input of momentum by the wind and the downward transfer

of momentum accelerates flow in the upper layer and tilts the interface between the

surface and deep layers. This quickly establishes a broad oceanic jet centered at the

latitude of zero wind stress curl. As momentum is transferred downward through the

tilting interface, eastward velocities are induced in the lower layer, allowing removal

of momentum through effects of bottom friction. Following this initial stage, which

is characterized by rapid increases in mass transport, further increases in transport

are more gradual. Over the next few thousand days, the net imbalance between the

input of momentum by the wind and the removal of momentum by bottom friction

slowly builds vertical and horizontal shear in the velocity field. These increases in

shear ultimately destabilize the jet.

Approximately 2000-4000 days into the model simulation, small-amplitude

waves appear along the jet in the instantaneous streamfunction fields. The time-

evolution of the upper layer streamfunction for a case with zonal ridge topography
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(Fig. 3.2) shows that waves first appear along the south flank of the topography

(e.g., Fig. 3.2, day 2400). In contrast, in the flat-bottom case, waves first appear

along the central axis of the jet. As the perturbations grow, flow along both the

north and south flanks of the ridge takes on a wavelike character (e.g., Fig. 3.2,

day 2500). For the purposes of the discussion below, we refer to the period of small-

to finite-amplitude wave growth (e.g., approximately days 2300-2550 in Fig. 3.2) as

the "turbulent transition". In addition, we define a reference time (T5) as the model

day for which streamfunction perturbations along a zonal transect (at x = 600 km

for the flat-bottom case and at x = 540 km for cases with ridge topography) reach 5%

of their maximum amplitude. This time coincides with a subjective assessment of

the time of the onset of turbulence. Times prior to T5 correspond to the early stages

of spinup, for which the jet is nearly laminar. Times following T5 correspond to the

more turbulent stages of spinup, during which wave development and eddy processes

are an identifiable feature of the model solutions. As such, T5 provides a convenient

reference point for comparing experiments which develop instabilities at different

times in the model run.

For fixed ridge width, the timing of the turbulent transition depends on

topographic height. This relationship is apparent from Fig. 3.3, which shows T5 as

a function of ridge height for an 800 km wide ridge. Late transitions occur in the

flat-bottom case and in cases with tall topography. Earlier transitions occur in cases

with intermediate topographic slopes. It is clear from Fig. 3.3 that topography has

a significant effect on the stability of the flow; an increase in topographic height

from 0 m to 200 m reduces T5 by 1300 days. As topographic height increases

from 300 m to 900 m, the transition is delayed by 600 days. Both of these changes

in T5 represent a significant fraction of the time required to reach the turbulent

transition in each experiment.
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FIGURE 3.2. Layer 1 streamfunction from the nonlinear quasigeostrophic model
at 50-day intervals during the turbulent transition for a 400 m tall, 800 km wide
zonal ridge (ci=10000 m2 s').
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FIGURE 3.3. The time of the onset of turbulence (T5, solid line) and the maximum
vertical shear at the onset of turbulence (dashed line) in the nonlinear model as a
function of ridge height for an 800 km wide zonal ridge. (See Sec. 3.3.1).

Previous analyses of the stability of pure baroclinic atmospheric flows par-

allel to uniform topographic slopes show that the topographic slope determines the

minimum critical shear for instability (Tang 1976). For cases with equatorward-

rising topography (i.e., the south flank of the ridge in these southern hemisphere

experiments), this critical shear is reduced as the slope increases; poleward-rising to-

pography stabilizes the flow and increases the minimum critical shear for instability.

For small topographic slopes, a qualitatively similar relationship holds for meridion-

ally sheared jet flow over more general, but still simple, topography (Fig. 3.3). In

terms of the necessary condition for baroclinic instability, this relation can be under-

stood by considering the relative contributions of vertical stretching and topographic

slope to the total meridional potential vorticity gradient (Q).
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The necessary condition for baroclinic instability of a current without merid-

ional shear requires that Q change sign somewhere in the domain (see Pedlosky

1987). This condition can be satisfied by a change in sign within a model layer or

by a difference in the sign of the meridional potential vorticity gradient between the

surface and deep layers. In the leftmost panels of Fig. 3.4, we plot Q in each layer

at T5 for the fiat-bottom case (top) and for the case of a 400 m tall, 800 km wide

ridge (bottom). In the panels to the right, the stretching, relative vorticity, and

sum of the planetary and topographic contributions to Q are plotted separately.

For the fiat-bottom case, the necessary condition for instability is met when the

zonal flow builds sufficient vertical shear so that the stretching term in the potential

vorticity gradient changes sign between layers 1 and 2. As the topographic slope

increases, the topographic contribution begins to dominate Q,, and allows flows to

meet the necessary condition for instability at smaller values of vertical shear. In

these cases, the transition to turbulence is possible earlier in the model run. The

necessary condition for instability is not, however, sufficient to guarantee instability,

and the onset of turbulence is delayed subject to other constraints on the flow.

The delay in the onset of turbulence for cases with large topographic slopes

can be attributed to the tendency of fluid parcels to follow potential vorticity (Q)

contours. When isolines of potential vorticity are tightly packed, cross-isobath mo-

tions are restricted and wave growth is inhibited (Hartmann 1979). In Fig. 3.5, we

plot the total ambient (i.e., topographic plus planetary) potential vorticity gradi-

ent at x = 400 km as a function of ridge height for an 800 km wide ridge. For

ridge heights in the neighborhood of 100-200 m, the planetary contribution to Q,,

nearly balances the topographic contribution along the south flank of the ridge, al-

lowing large excursions of fluid parcels from their original latitudes. For larger ridge

heights, gradients in ambient potential vorticity are steep due to the contribution
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from topographic slope. Cross-isobath motion, necessary for the growth of unsta-

ble waves, is restricted as the magnitude of Q increases and larger vertical shear

is required for unstable wave development. Because topographic slopes which act

in the same sense as the planetary vorticity gradient (i.e., the north flank of the

ridge in these southern hemisphere simulations) restrict meridional motions of fluid

parcels more effectively than slopes which oppose the planetary vorticity gradient,

wave motion first develops along the south flank of the ridge in experiments with

ridge topography (see Fig. 3.2). Any wave motion initiated along the north flank of

the ridge is subject to strong topographic restoring, which inhibits growth.

3.L2. Effects of Topography on the Large-Scale Flow at the Tnrbnlent Tran-
sition

The streamfunction field from the nonlinear model just prior to the transition

to turbulence (i.e., at T5) is used as input for the linear stability analysis. For

each experiment, the streamfunction at T5 is zonally averaged and converted to

geostrophic velocity to produce a basic state velocity profile, U(y), in each layer.

Zonal averaging eliminates the meridional velocity component and suppresses small-

scale noise in the basic state profile. It is evident from Eq. (3.1) that zonally uniform

topography does not directly affect the potential vorticity prior to the development

of strong meridional velocities (i.e., prior to the turbulent transition). The large-

scale structure of the potential vorticity at T5, and hence the structure of the basic

state, are therefore qualitatively similar for the full range of ridge heights and widths.

Basic state velocities are largest at the central latitude of the channel and

decrease to approximately zero at L = 300 km and L = 900 km (see Fig. 3.6).

As in other experiments with this channel model (McWilliams et al. 1978; Wolff et

al. 1991), westward velocities occur along the north and south channel walls. These
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FIGURE 3.6. Example basic state velocity profiles for the surface layer (solid) and
deep layer (dashes) of a nonlinear experiment with various values of ridge height (h)
and width (w). Profiles are computed by zonally averaging streamfunction fields
from the model at time T5.

sidewall currents are a normal part of the spinup process (Rhines 1994). A series of

sensitivity experiments showed that unstable wave properties computed from LSA

does not depend on the structure of the velocity field near the channel walls.

While the zonal-mean jet is similar in form from experiment to experiment,

the effect of topography on T5 (see Figs. 3.3 and 3.7) produces a systematic varia-

tion in the amplitude of basic state shear as a function of ridge height and width
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(Fig. 3.6). Because the surface layer is accelerated directly by the wind, the kinetic

energy of the surface jet increases linearly with time, and surface layer velocities are

higher for larger T5. In contrast, the deep layer is accelerated by changes in the tilt

of the interface. Because the rate of tilt is rapid early in the spinup (e.g., during

the first 200-300 days of the experiment), and slows thereafter, the deep velocity

profile is relatively insensitive to T5. As a result, the maximum vertical shear in the

basic state is highly correlated with T5 (see Fig. 3.3). The peak U1 U2 across the

channel varies from 9.9 cm for a 200 m tall, 560 km wide ridge (T5 = 2165 days)

to 17.7 cm for a 900 m tall, 400 km wide ridge (T5 = 3855 days). In general,

cases with high vertical shear correspond to cases with high horizontal shear because

the width of the jet varies little over topographic parameter space.

3.5. Linear Wave Growth

As the nonlinear model is spun up from rest, streamfunction fields from

each of the two model layers are sampled just prior to the transition from a nearly

laminar to a turbulent state (see Sec. 3.4.2). Linear stability analysis is then used to

evaluate properties of unstable modes corresponding to the large-scale flow. Each

of the basic states (i.e., large-scale flows) considered here represents a single stage

in the adjustment of the flow to topographic forcing. The use of a basic state from

the nonlinear model is preferred over the direct specification of an analytical form

because basic states from the nonlinear model represent the adjustment of the flow

to a specific choice of topography.

Linear stability analysis is particularly well suited for this problem. Most

important, LSA isolates individual modes of vertical and cross-channel variability

and allows mode properties and dynamics to be tracked through parameter space.
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FIGURE 3.7. The time of the onset of turbulence (T5) in the nonlinear model as
a function of ridge height and width (ci=100 d). Asterisks indicate the locations of
experiments in topographic parameter space.
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FIGURE 3.8. Upper layer (top) and lower layer (bottom) streamfunction contours
for modes 1, 2, and 3 from linear stability analysis of flow over a zonally uniform
ridge with 800 m ridge height and 800 km ridge width. The streamfunction contour
interval is arbitrary.

In the cases described below, the structure of the most unstable mode varies through

topographic parameter space. For short or narrow ridges, the most unstable mode

contains a single eddy in both layers (e.g., Fig. 3.8, left panels). For tall, wide

ridges, the most unstable mode contains a single eddy in the upper layer and two

eddies in the lower layer (e.g., Fig. 3.8, center panels). Using LSA, these modes

can be considered individually, and their properties and dynamics can be tracked

beyond the range of topographic parameters for which they dominate the nonlinear

solutions.
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FIGURE 3.9. A sample growth rate vs wavelength curve for an 800 m tall, 800 km
wide zonal ridge. Peaks corresponding to modes 1, 2, and 3 are labeled.

From the output of the linear stability routine, the growth of unstable waves

is evaluated as a function of wavelength (X = 2ir/k), and properties and structure

of modes corresponding to peaks in growth rate are compared. A sample growth

rate curve (Fig. 3.9) shows several peaks, each of which corresponds to an unstable

mode with different structure and/or dynamics. Points along the curve that are

part of a single peak have similar properties and dynamics and represent variations

in the growth of a single mode as a function of X. By comparing the growth rate

versus wavelength curves for a range of topographic parameters, modes with similar

structure can be identified and tracked over through parameter space. Modifications

to a given mode ca therefore be evaluated as a function of ridge height and width.
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3.5.1. Unstable Mode Properties, hb = h6(y)

Properties of the most unstable eigenmode are contoured as a function of the

topographic parameters in Fig. 3.10. These properties include growth rate (panel a,

top left), wavelength (panel b, top right), and phase speed (panel c, bottom left).

For reference, the maximum topographic slope is also contoured as a function of

ridge height and width (panel d, bottom right). The good agreement between the

slope of the contour lines in the four panels indicates that properties of the most

unstable wave depend primarily on topographic slope. For the range of ridge height

and width represented in Fig. 3.10, correlation coefficients between the maximum

topographic slope and the growth rate, phase speed, and wavelength of the most

unstable mode are 0.76, 0.98, and -0.85, respectively. This primary dependence

is consistent with that from analytical solutions to the problem of pure baroclinic

instability over a constant topographic slope (Tang 1976).

In addition to the primary dependence of unstable mode properties on topo-

graphic slope, a secondary effect of topography is noticeable in plots of growth rate

and wavelength (Figs. 3.lOa and 3.1Db). A sharp transition in these properties sepa-

rates behavior observed for tall, wide ridges, from that observed for short or narrow

ridges. A more gradual transition is observed for phase speed (Fig. 3.lOc). From

inspection of the structure of the most unstable mode at each point in topographic

parameter space, we find that the transition from the unshaded to the shaded region

in Fig. 3.10 corresponds to a shift in mode dominance between modes with distinct

vertical and horizontal structure. "Mode 1" (Fig. 3.8, left) contains a single eddy in

the upper and lower layer streamfunction fields and dominates for short and narrow

ridges. For tall, wide ridges, "mode 2" dominates (Fig. 3.8, center). This mode has

a single eddy in the upper layer and a double eddy structure in the lower layer. A
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FIGURE 3.10. Properties of the most unstable mode as a function of ridge height
and width: (a) growth rate (ci=0.001 d'), (b) wavelength (ci=10 km), and (c) phase
speed (ci=0.5 cm s'). The topographic slope (ci=0.5 m km') is shown in panel
(d) for reference. Mode properties are computed using the linear stability analysis
(LSA) procedure described in Sec. 3.3. The region of mode 2 dominance from LSA
is shaded grey. The dashed line indicates the transition between modes 1 and 2
observed in the nonlinear model. The locatioll of each experiment in topographic
parameter space is indicated by an asterisk.
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third mode, "mode 3" (Fig. 3.8, right) can be identified in growth rate curves for

tall, narrow ridges, but this mode is never dominant over the range of topographic

parameters considered here.

The transition of dominance from mode 1 to mode 2 can be tracked through

parameter space by comparing plots of growth rate versus wavelength for various

values of ridge height and width. In the cases shown in Fig. 3.11, peaks correspond-

ing to modes 1 and 2 can be readily distinguished. For tall, wide ridges (h= 800 m

and w= 640 km or 800 km in Fig. 3.11), a peak correspondillg to mode 3 can also be

identified. Peaks with smaller maximum growth rates also occur. These correspond

to a variety of other unstable modes, including long-wavelength barotropic insta-

bility near the channel walls, short-wavelength baroclinic instability with structure

similar to mode 1, aild modes with different meridional wavenumbers in each of the

two layers. Extending the analysis to shorter wavelengths does not yield additional

high growth rate modes. Peaks with small maximum growth rates and narrow bands

of unstable wavelengths are difficult to track through topographic parameter space

due to the large number of unstable modes returned by the linear stability analysis.

Thus instabilities other than modes 1, 2, and 3 are not considered here.

From Figs. 3.10 and 3.11 it is clear that the growth of all three modes depends

on topography; in the region of parameter space where each mode dominates, modal

growth rates are strongly controlled by topographic slope. As the topographic slope

increases, the most unstable scale for a given mode shifts to shorter wavelength

and the range of unstable wavelengths for the mode decreases. As low-order modes

shift to smaller scales, higher order modes become unstable at larger scales. Over

the range of topographic parameters considered here, the most unstable wavelength

corresponds to a scale of 0.8 to 1.4 times 271R0 (where R0 is the Rossby radius).
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Growth rate as a function of ridge height (h) and width (w)
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FIGURE 3.11. Growth rate as a function of wavelength for experiments with zonal
ridge topography. Each panel corresponds to one combination of ridge height (h)
and ridge width (w). Peaks corresponding to modes 1, 2, and 3 are labeled.
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The dynamics of modes 1 and 2 can be investigated from energy budgets

constructed using the technique of Holland and Haidvogel (1980). In the kinetic

and potential energy budgets, the large-scale flow used as the basic state in the LSA

is considered to be the "mean" flow, while the streamfunction of an unstable mode

returned by the LSA ((x, y, t)) is designated as the "eddy" component. Kinetic

and potential energy transfers among the mean and eddy fields are computed and

the results are plotted in an energy budget diagram (Fig. 3.12). Arrows connecting

the kinetic and potential energy boxes represent transfers between the mean and

eddy fields or vertical transfers between eddy kinetic energy and eddy potential

energy. Baroclinic instability is indicated by a transfer from mean potential energy

(P) to eddy potential energy (P'), while barotropic instability occurs in layer n when

an energy transfer from mean kinetic energy (Ku) to eddy kinetic energy (K) is

observed.

Comparison of energy budgets for modes 1 and 2 for two choices of topogra-

phy (Fig. 3.12) shows that the dynamics of the two modes are qualitatively similar.

The energy transfer rates differ from mode 1 to mode 2 and from one choice of topog-

raphy to the other. Modes 1 and 2 both arise from baroclinic instability of the zonal

mean jet. In layer 1, the direction of the barotropic energy transfer is consistent

with eddy forcing of the zollal mean flow. In layer 2, eddies remove kinetic energy

from the zonal mean flow and act as a drag on the jet. For a given topography,

baroclinic instability aild the surface layer barotropic transfer are larger for mode 1

than for mode 2. Baroclinic energy transfers for mode 1 are 1.1-1.7 times larger

than the values observed for mode 2. An even larger difference is observed in the

layer 1 barotropic transfer which can be more than twice as large for mode 1 as for

mode 2. Barotropic transfers in the deep layer are similar for the two modes.
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Because the large-scale flows used in the LSA contain a wide range of hori-

zontal and vertical shear, the total available potential energy depends on the topo-

graphic parameters. Thus the quantity of energy available for conversion from the

mean flow to the eddies varies through parameter space. For example, in regimes

with high vertical shear, baroclillic transfers from the mean to the eddy field can be

several times larger than in regimes with low vertical shear. While interpretation

of the total energy budgets is illuminating, the dynamical effect of topography on

modal energetics is not easily revealed by the budgets in Fig. 3.12. Because the

bulk of the energy transfer from the mean flow to the eddies occurs through a single

mechanism (i.e., baroclinic instability), normalizing by this energy transfer rate al-

lows other terms to be interpreted in the context of the total energy made available

to the eddy field.

This calculation shows that the normalized vertical transfer of energy via the

eddy field (P' -+ K) increases as topographic slope increases. The magnitude of this

normalized transfer is larger for mode 1 than for mode 2. In addition, as topographic

slope increases, the upward transfer of energy from P' -+ K is reduced. Energy

transfers from the eddies to the surface layer mean flow (J1 +- K) are however

maintained as topographic slope illcreases. Thus an increase in topographic slope

results in a larger fraction of energy transferred downward through effects of eddies

at the interface. While the upward energy transfer is reduced by an increase in

topographic slope, the eddies nonetheless act as an efficient feedback of K1 for steep

slopes.

For a given topography, forcing of the surface layer jet by the eddies (K1

K) is more efficient for mode 1 than for mode 2. Energy transfers to the deep eddy

field (P' -+ K) are more efficient for mode 2. Both the change in topographic slope

and the shift in dominant mode type alter the energetics of the flow.
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Because the amplitude of basic state shear depends on topography, it is

important to determine whether the transition from mode 1 to mode 2 is due solely

to the variation in in basic state shear with T5, or whether this transition is tied

more fundamentally to the topographic forcing. As a first test, the stability of a

single basic state (i.e., from the case of an 800 m tall, 800 km wide) was evaluated

for ridge widths between 400 km and 800 km in 80 km increments. The transition

from mode 1 to mode 2 occurs at the same value of ridge width as in cases where the

basic state varies as a function of the topographic parameters. Thus the topography,

and not the basic state shear, determines the structure of the dominant mode. As a

second test, the structure of the most unstable mode was computed for basic states

corresponding to a wide range of velocity profiles (i.e., basic states from the four

corners of topographic parameter space, and from cases with the largest and smallest

vertical shear, and from cases with the largest and smallest horizontal shear). The

topography was fixed to either a profile which produces distinct mode 1 dominance

(i.e., a 400 m tall, 800 km wide ridge) or a profile which produces distillct mode 2

dominance (i.e., an 800 m tall, 800 km wide ridge). The most unstable mode in each

case is the mode predicted based on the topographic profile alone (i.e., mode 1 for

the 400 m ridge and mode 2 for the 800 m ridge). These two sensitivity tests strongly

support the hypothesis that the direct effect of topography on flow stability, rather

than the effect of topography on the shear of the basic state, is the most important

factor controlling the relative growth rates of modes 1 and 2.

The large-scale horizontal and vertical shear in the basic state do, however,

act as a secondary control on the dominant mode structure. In a third sensitivity

test, effects of variations in vertical and horizontal shear on modal growth rates were

evaluated for a topography in the transitional region of topographic parameter space.

The amount of each type of shear was adjusted systematically, and the growth rates
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of modes 1 and 2 are determined. As expected for baroclinically unstable waves,

the growth rates of both modes increase linearly with increasing vertical shear. The

sensitivity the growth rates of each mode to changes in horizontal shear is, however,

quite different. As horizontal shear increases, mode 2 growth rates decline, while

mode 1 growth rates increase. For low values of horizontal shear, this effect is larger

than the effect of vertical shear, and the growth rate of mode 2 can exceed that of

mode 1 (depending on the magnitude of the more important topographic effect).

Of the modes identified in these experiments, mode 1 has a structure which is

familiar from studies of baroclinic instability in regimes with horizontal basic state

shear (see e.g. Holland and Haidvogel 1980). Modes 2 and 3 are more unusual, as

their meridional wavenumber varies in the vertical. Modes with this structure have

been identified in a previous study of stability of 2-layer quasigeostrophic flow in a

domain which consisted of a flat-bottom region adjacent to a region with constant

topographic slope (Mysak et al. 1981). In their analysis, the range of unstable

wavenumbers and growth rates of modes with different cross-stream wavenumber

increased as the topographic slope increased. The effect of topography on growth

rate was not, however, sufficient to overcome the dominance of the fundamental

mode with a single eddy in each layer; growth rates for modes with the same cross-

stream wavenumber in each layer exceeded growth rates for modes with different

cross-stream wavenumber in each layer by more than an order of magnitude.

In a combined analytical and numerical evaluation of the effects of cross-

stream variations in topography on linear baroclinic instability, deSzoeke (1975)

considered continuously stratified, baroclinic flow over topography with small am-

plitude curvature. He found that topographic curvature spawns a new class of

baroclinically unstable modes which are not present in cases with constant-slope

or fiat-bottom topography. These new modes arise in cases where the wavenumber
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of the topography bridges the spectral gap between the wavenumber of a neutral

topographic wave and the wavenumber of a neutral baroclinic mode. The "hybrid"

modes identified in deSzoeke's numerical solutions included a mode with a very

small growth rate, a limited range of unstable wavenumbers, and structural com-

plexity concentrated along the upper boundary (H12U), and a mode with much

larger growth rate, a more extensive range of unstable wavenumbers, and structural

complexity concentrated along the lower boundary (H12L). At the higher values

of of topographic curvature considered by deSzoeke (1975), the growth rate of the

H12L mode was comparable to, but still smaller than, the growth rate of the most

unstable mode (MEl).

Modes 1 and 2 obtained here have a number of properties which are similar

to those of deSzoeke's modes MEl and H12L,

1. The vertical structure of modes 1 and 2 resemble the structure of the MEl and

H12L modes, respectively. Mode 1 and MEl have simple vertical structure,

with the same wavenumber at the upper and lower boundaries of the fluid col-

umn. Modes 2 and H12L have higher meridional wavenumber along the lower

boundary than along the upper boundary. The vertical transition in mode

structure in deSzoeke's case is not reproduced in the model considered here.

The abrupt shear at the interface of the 2-layer model enhances differences

in vertical structure; such variations are more gradual in the continuously

stratified case considered by deSzoeke.

2. In both studies, the range of unstable wavenumbers for cases with a single

eddy in the upper and lower region of the domain decreases as topographic

curvature increases, while the range of unstable wavenumbers for the mode
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with more complicated structure along the lower boundary increases with in-

creasing topographic curvature.

3. The relationship between the phase speed of modes 1 and 2 and the wavelength

of the unstable waves (not shown) is similar to that obtained in deSzoeke's

solutions.

4. The growth rate of mode 1 far exceeds that of mode 2 for gently curving

topography, while the two growth rates are more comparable in cases with

strongly curving topography.

Based on these correspondences, and on the similarity between the dynamics used

here and those used by deSzoeke (1975), we conclude that modes 1 and 2 are the 2-

layer, barotropically sheared versions of the MEl and H12L modes in deSzoeke

(1975).

The dynamics of the most unstable mode differs between the 2-layer case and

the case of continuous stratification. Much of this difference can be attributed to

the presence of barotropic shear in the basic state. In cases with uniform baroclinic

shear, mode MEl, which represents a topographically modified Eady wave, has

large eddy heat flux and small (i.e., O(Ro)) eddy momentum flux. These fluxes

are comparable for hybrid instabilities (deSzoeke 1975). In the cases analyzed here,

which contain significant barotropic shear, modes 1 and 2 both have large eddy

momentum fluxes, in addition to large eddy heat flux.

3.5.2. Comparison Between LSA and the Nonlinear Model

To assess the degree to which linear solutions represent the more general

evolution of wave development, we compare results from the linear analysis with
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properties of the nonlinear, numerical model. Streamfunction transects along the

south flank of the topography (i.e., the region where wave amplitudes are largest)

are extracted from the nonlinear model at 5-day intervals throughout the turbulent

transition. The wavelengths of zonal disturbances within the channel are then esti-

mated based on the separation between adjacent wave crests in each sample. Phase

speeds are estimated by comparing the zonal displacement of wave crests during

a 10-day interval. Growth rates are estimated by computing the change in crest-

to-trough wave amplitude based on streamfunction samples 10 days apart. These

estimates from the nonlinear model are plotted as a function of time and compared

with those obtained from LSA. Examples of this comparison are shown in Fig. 3.13

for the flat-bottom case (left) and for a case with a 400 m tall, 800 km wide ridge

(right). The four panels in each column of Fig. 3.13 show the growth rate, phase

speed, wavelength and peak-to-trough amplitude of waves estimated from the non-

linear model. Because wave properties are not uniform along the channel, estimates

are zonally averaged to reduce noise due to small-scale variability. The one stan-

dard deviation error bars shown in Fig. 3.13 were calculated from the scatter in

individual estimates along the channel at a single time. During the linear phase of

wave growth, these error bars are several times smaller than the theoretical max-

imum error expected due to sampling on the finite-difference space-time grid. At

the very small-amplitude stage of wave development, error bars are large due to the

difficulty of obtaining stable estimates. The increasing size of the error bars with

time is indicative of along-channel variations in the wave properties as the waves

become highly nonlinear.

Agreement between wave properties computed from the linear analysis and

from the nonlinear model is good, as expected, during the small-amplitude phase

of wave development (Fig. 3.13). As waves in the nonlinear model grow to finite-
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FIGURE 3.13. Comparison between wave properties computed for the most un-
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based on streamfunction samples at 5-day intervals from the nonlinear model (dots).
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mates from the nonlinear model are computed based on the la scatter in individual
estimates along the channel at each time step.
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amplitude, the growth rate drops from the initially large values computed by linear

stability analysis. In the flat-bottom case and in cases with small topographic slope,

growth rates computed from the nonlinear model become negative and then oscillate

between negative and positive values prior to wave breaking (e.g., Fig. 3.13, top left).

Such oscillations are not a feature of linear solutions (which are required to grow

exponentially in time) or of wave growth in cases with steeper topographic slopes.

These time-dependent variations in growth rate do not affect the wavelength or

phase speed of the waves, which remain in agreement with linear estimates through

the period where reliable estimates of wave parameters can be computed from the

nonlinear model. Bottom friction reduces linear growth rates slightly. Accounting

for the effects of bottom friction results in near-perfect agreement between growth

rates computed from LSA and those computed from the nonlinear model during the

small-amplitude stage of wave development. Bottom friction does not significantly

affect values of wavelength or phase speed.

The horizontal and vertical structure of eddies computed from linear stability

analysis agrees well with the structure of eddies in the nonlinear model during the

small-amplitude phase of wave development. Differences between the linear eddies

and the small-amplitude eddies in the nonlinear model are most apparent in the

fiat bottom case. In this case, as eddies grow in the nonlinear model, the a-effect

induces northward motion of anticyclonic eddies, which occur north of the jet, and

southward motion of cyclonic eddies, which occur south of the jet. The resulting

gradual migration of eddies away from the central latitude of the jet cannot be

reproduced in the linear model, which assumes the growing eddies translate in the

zonal direction only. In cases with topography taller than 100 m, wave growth first

appears along the south flank of the jet, where the topographic gradient opposes /3.

The combination of the topographic gradient and /3 induce southward motion of



both positive and negative eddies, and shifts the center of the zonal-mean flow to

the south. Relative migration of positive and negative eddies does not occur, and

the structure and relative position of eddies in the nonlinear model agree well with

LSA.

Inhomogeneity in wave amplitude along the channel is a source of potential

difference between the linear and nonlinear solutions. Such inhomogeneities appear

to a degree in all of the nonlinear solutions. The magnitude of zonal inhomogeneity

is not correlated with the topographic parameters; it is most likely an artifact of the

zonally variable wind stress perturbation imposed at the beginning of each experi-

ment to initiate wave development during the very early stage of each experiment

(see Sec. 3.3.1). Biharmonic friction, used to ensure numerical stability in the nonlin-

ear model, damps motions with length scales equal to 40 km in approximately 3000

days; motions with longer length scales require longer damping time. Because the

timing of the turbulent transition varies between days 2165 and 3855 (depending on

the topographic parameters), remnants of initially small motions with large spatial

scales are not fully damped by the time of the transition. These produce small

zonal inhomogeneities in the large-scale flow and in the eddy field. Note that the

good comparison of wave properties computed in the linear and nonlinear models

indicates that the effect of zonal inhomogeneity is generally small.

In cases with topographic parameters near the transition between mode 1

and mode 2 dominance, zonal inhomogeneity results in discrepancies between the

linear solutions and the nonlinear model. In particular, the range of topographic

parameters for which mode 2 dominates is somewhat larger in the nonlinear model

than suggested by the linear analysis (see dashed lines in Fig. 3.10). LSA of velocity

transects from the nonlinear model at fixed x values in these cases reveal that

modal growth rates and the structure of the dominant mode vary along the channel.
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Because of this variability, and because of the small difference between mode 1 and

mode 2 growth rates in the transition region, LSA of the zonally averaged flow is not

a reliable predictor of properties of the most unstable wave at any given value of x.

Of the 48 combinations of topographic parameters considered here, this was observed

in only six cases. In these six cases the topographic parameters were near the

transitional region identified from the linear analysis. Outside the transition region,

linear solutions are accurate predictors of properties of small-amplitude eddies in

the nonlinear model.

3.6. Nonlinear Adjustment, hb = hb(y)

While eddy properties and structure during the initial phase of wave de-

velopment agree well between the linear and nonlinear solutions, the dynamics of

subsequent evolution of eddies in the nonlinear model differs from that predicted

by linear theory. One reason for this discrepancy is that an important feature of

flow evolution, namely eddy feedbacks on the large-scale flow, is not permitted in

linear dynamics. In addition, LSA (which applies only to the small-amplitude phase

of wave growth) implicitly neglects time-dependent changes in the mechanism of

flow instability. From analysis of the nonlinear model, the magnitude and sign of

energy and momentum conversions between the large-scale flow and the eddies are

found to vary as a function of time. The nature of these variations depends on

the topographic parameters. A complete explanation of the transition to turbu-

lence therefore requires consideration of both the linear and the nonlinear stages of

wave development. In this section, the nonlinear dynamics of flow along the zonal

ridge are examined. We focus on a series of experiments with ridge height varying

from 0 m to 800 m and fixed, 800 km, ridge width. The conclusions drawn from
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these experiments can be generalized to the larger region of topographic parameter

space discussed in Sec. 3.5.

3.6.1. Methods

The most dramatic evidence for feedbacks between eddies and the large-scale

flow is found in the area-integrated energy and zonally averaged momentum budgets.

For the zonally uniform geometries considered in this section, these budgets are com-

puted by decomposing the flow into zonal-mean and nonzonal components at each

time. Based on this decomposition, conversions between the eddies and mean flow

are evaluated as a function of time and compared between experiments. A complete

derivation of energy and momentum budgets based on a temporal decomposition is

given in McWilliams et al. (1978). The procedure for deriving budgets based on a

zonal decomposition requires a straightforward modification of this technique.

The area-integrated energy conversions of interest include the barotropic con-

version in each layer (J RT) and the baroclinic conversion at the interface

(P P'). These terms are plotted as a function of time and topographic height

in Fig. 3.14 for an 800 km wide ridge. The zonally averaged momentum budgets

are displayed as animations for each choice of topography for visual identification

of features of interest. Because the zonally averaged momentum budgets are com-

puted at each cross-channel grid point and for each layer, they are functions of y

(the cross-channel coordinate), n (layer number), time, and topographic parameters.

The display of these four-dimensional fields on the printed page is considerably more

awkward than the display of area-integrated energy conversions. Thus the momen-

tum budgets are described below; they are not plotted here.
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3.6.2. Results

As shown in Sec. 3.5.2, the small-amplitude stage of wave development is a

period of linear growth in each experiment. Dynamical balances during this stage

are consistent with those expected for growing, baroclinically unstable waves. Eddy

feedbacks on the large-scale flow are small during this stage of the nonlinear simu-

lations. Dynamical balances in the nonlinear model depart from those predicted by

linear theory when horizontal eddy momentum fluxes become a significant source of

momentum for the zonal-mean flow.

In the flat-bottom case (Fig. 3.14a), horizontal eddy momentum fluxes are

a significant source of momentum for the zonally averaged flow during the small-

to moderate-amplitude stage of wave development. As waves grow along the jet,

horizontal eddy momentum fluxes concentrate the jet meridionally, resulting in an

increase in peak jet speed at the center of the channel, aild a reduction in the over-

all width of the jet. As the width of the region of high vertical shear decreases

and as zonal mean potential energy is transferred to the eddy field, the total avail-

able potential energy decreases. The baroclinic energy conversion (Fig. 3.14a, solid

line) is then reduced, wave amplitudes decay, but meridional concentration of the

jet continues. When a sufficiently narrow jet develops, high meridional shear on

the flanks of the jet allows weak barotropic instability (Fig. 3.14a, dashed lines,

day 3800). Barotropically unstable waves quickly erode the zonal-mean merid-

ional velocity gradient, and the resulting broadening of the jet favors a second cycle

of baroclinic instability (Fig. 3.14a, day 3850) . Alternating cycles of baroclinic

and barotropic instability continue until wave amplitudes become sufficiently large

to allow breaking. This alternating response of baroclinic and barotropic instability
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has previously been observed in the flat-bottom simulations of Feldstein and Held

(1989).

Time series of energy conversions for ridge heights between 0 m and 800 m

reveal that topography significantly modifies the time evolution of eddy-mean flow

interaction. In particular, the phase lag between barotropic conversions and baro-

clinic conversions increases with increasing topographic height. In addition, the

number of well-defined oscillations in the baroclinic and barotropic energy conver-

sions varies as a function of topographic height. These responses are due to the

combined effects of topography on the location of initial wave development and on

the shear of the large-scale flow at the onset of instability.

As ill the flat-bottom case, waves in the case with the shortest topography

(i.e., 100 m) first appear near the central latitude of the channel where vertical shear

in the zonal-mean flow is largest. The developing baroclinically unstable waves are

oriented with respect to the zonal-mean meridional shear such that barotropic energy

conversions between the eddies and zonal-mean flow become significant early in the

development of the eddy field. This produces a nearly in-phase response of the

baroclinic and surface layer barotropic energy conversions (Fig. 3.14b). The initial

regime of baroclinic instability is quickly arrested by meridional concentration of the

jet. Because the zonal-mean available potential energy is not depleted significantly

in the first episode of baroclinic instability, this energy is tapped to fuel a second

episode of baroclillic wave growth.

As ridge height increases, the energy conversion time series reveal that the

damping of barotropic conversions is much stronger than that of baroclinic conver-

sions (Fig. 3.14cf). This can be attributed to effects of topography on the location

of initial wave development and on the horizontal shear at the time of the turbulent

transition. As noted in Sec. 3.4.1, the combination of the planetary vorticity gra-
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FIGURE 3.14. Area-integrated energy conversion rates between the zonal-average
flow and the eddy field (i.e., nonzonal flow) during the turbulent transition in the
nonlinear model. Panels corresponding to ridge heights (h) between 0 m and 800 m
are labeled. Ridge width is set to 800 km in each of the cases shown. Baroclinic
conversions (between mean potential energy and eddy potential energy) are shown
by the solid line. Barotropic conversions (between mean kinetic energy and eddy
kinetic energy) for the surface and deep layers are shown by the long and short
dashed lines, respectively. Negative values indicate a gain of energy by the eddy
field. Note change in y axis scale as h increases and the difference in times plotted
on the x axis.
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dient and topographic slope preferentially destabilizes flow along the south flank of

the topography as ridge height increases. The resulting phase relation between the

eddy field and the large-scale shear is initially unfavorable for barotropic energy con-

version. Analysis of the zonally averaged momentum budgets for these illtermediate

cases shows that, instead of accelerating the zonal-mean flow (as in cases with small

or no topography), horizontal eddy momentum fluxes first deflect the jet to south.

Flow north of the ridge crest is decelerated by the eddy fluxes, while that to the

south is accelerated. This reorientation of the zonal-mean flow, coupled with further

growth in eddy amplitude, allows a gradual increase in barotropic energy conver-

sion from the eddies to the zonal-mean flow. For short ridges (i.e., 200 m), there

is little lag between the onset of baroclinic and barotropic energy conversions. For

ridge heights between 300 m and 500 m, the eddy field and zonal-mean meridional

shear do not align to promote barotropic energy transfers before the unstable waves

break. Thus, for moderate topographic heights, topography delays barotropic feed-

backs on the zonal-mean flow, and allows a nearly uninterrupted cycle of baroclinic

instability.

At higher ridge heights (i.e., 600-800 m), the basic state horizontal and

vertical shear at the turbulent transition is large due to the stabilizing influence of

topography (see Fig. 3.3). Energy conversion time series in these cases (Fig. 3.14g

i) show an out of phase response between baroclinic conversions from the large-

scale flow to the eddies, and surface layer barotropic conversions from the eddies to

the large-scale flow. As in cases with moderate ridge heights, waves first develop

along the south flank of the topography where the local combination of topographic

slope and /3 produce the most favorable conditions for energy transfers to the eddy

field. As waves develop, strong horizontal shear in the large-scale flow allows eddy

momentum fluxes to shift the jet to the south. Unlike cases with shorter topography,
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however, this shift is rapid and the onset of barotropic energy conversions occurs

before waves reach a state of imminent breaking. Barotropic feedbacks then reduce

baroclinic growth rates. A second cycle of vigorous baroclinic instability occurs as

barotropic feedbacks enhance the vertical shear of the large-scale flow.

In summary, analysis of the energy conversions has shown that topography

has two primary effects on eddy-mean flow interaction during the finite-amplitude

stage of the turbulent transition. First, the effect of topography on the timing of

the turbulent transition determines the large-scale shear at the onset of turbulence.

The magnitude of vertical shear is indicative of the amplitude of baroclinic energy

transfers from the zonal-mean flow to the eddies early in the nonlinear stage of wave

development. The magnitude of horizontal shear is correlated with the strength

of barotropic energy transfers from the eddies to the large-scale flow. The relative

sizes of the baroclinic and barotropic energy transfers can induce a time-dependent

modulation in energy conversions. Second, the effect of topography on the location

of initial wave development determines the phase lag between the onset of significant

baroclinic and barotropic energy conversions. For cases where waves initially develop

south of the central latitude of the channel, eddy momentum fluxes shift the high ye-

locity region of the jet to the south before accelerating the zonal-mean jet. In these

cases, if meridional shear in the large-scale flow is weak at the turbulent transition,

the delay in the onset of barotropic feedbacks allows baroclinically unstable waves

to develop without interruption. If meridional shear in the large-scale flow is strong,

barotropic feedbacks become significant before the available potential energy of the

jet is substantially depleted and alternating cycles of baroclinic and barotropic con-

versions may occur before waves grow sufficiently to allow breaking. Feldstein and

Held (1989) obtained a similar cycle of alternating baroclillic and barotropic energy

conversions in their flat-bottom, 2-layer quasigeostrophic simulations. The present
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results demonstrate how simple zonal ridge topography systematically modifies this

cycle.

3.7. Sample Cases with hb = h(x, y)

Based on the results of Sec. 3.5, we may expect zonal variations in topography

to produce variability in the structure of the dominant mode along the channel.

Effects of zollal inhomogeneity on the stability of geophysical flows have previously

been evaluated using a number of approaches, including analytical techniques (e.g.,

Pedlosky 1989; Samelson and Pedlosky 1990), WKB analyses (e.g., Pierrehumbert

1984; Samelson and Pedlosky 1990; Merkine and Shafranek 1980; Bar-Sever and

Merkine 1988), normal mode solutions to the three-dimensional stability problem

(e.g., Frederiksen 1982), and numerical simulations (e.g., Mak and Cai 1989; Cai

and Mak 1990). Results from these analyses demonstrate that the properties and

dynamics of a single unstable mode can be modulated by zonal variations in the basic

state and/or topography. In this sectioll, we investigate whether zonal variations in

topography can modulate the type of unstable mode observed along the channel.

Attention is restricted to cases with zonal variations in topography that are

sufficiently weak so that along-stream modulation of the large scale flow occurs

over scales larger than eddy length scales. For these topographies (see Fig. 3.lb),

both the horizontal and vertical shear of the basic state are a function of x, the

along-channel coordinate. The regimes of interest include cases where a single mode

structure is expected to dominate along the entire channel and a case where a switch

in dominant mode structure is expected based on local effects of topography. The

latter response might occur when extreme values of topographic parameters along

the channel support different unstable mode structures in the two-dimensional linear
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analysis of Sec. 3.5. This response is not the only possible solution, however. As

noted above, the growth rates of individual modes are sensitive to variations in large-

scale shear. Topographically induced variations in shear could therefore preclude

the possibility of supporting distinctly different mode types, even for large zonal

variations in the topographic profile.

The nonlinear model is spun up from rest for three choices of zonally in-

homogeneous topography (Table 3.2, page 86). Based on the results of Sec. 3.5,

these geometries could be expected to produce only mode 1 (case A), only mode 2

(case B), and modes 1 and 2 in different zonal segments of the channel (case C).

Linear stability of flows from the nonlinear model is computed using the method

outlined in Sec. 3.3.2; the technique is modified slightly to accommodate effects of

zonal variations in the topography and basic state. As in cases with zonally uni-

form topography, the basic state is extracted from streamfunction samples from

the nonlinear model during the very small-amplitude stage of wave development.

These samples are separated into large-scale and smaller-scale components using

two passes of a 15-point (300 km) along-channel running average filter. This filter

produces a visually acceptable separation of the large-scale and eddy fields during

early stages of wave development. The large-scale basic state is then subsampled

at 540 km intervals in x and the stability of the resulting two-dimensional flows

are analyzed using the procedure outlined in Sec. 3.3.2. The meridional component

of the basic state velocity field (V) is neglected. For the parameters used here, a

series of sensitivity tests concluded that V introduces additional unstable modes

at large and small wavenumbers, but does not significantly affect properties of the

most unstable mode. Thus, for this analysis of the most unstable mode, we feel

justified in retaining only the U component of the basic state. This technique is

admittedly crude, particularly when compared with the more sophisticated analy-
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ses cited above, but it demonstrates the more general implications of results from

Sec. 3.5.

Properties of the most unstable wave computed for the three cases are shown

in Fig. 3.15. In case A (Fig. 3.15, triangles), phase speeds and growth rates are

largest in the central region of the channel where the ridge is narrowest; wavelength

varies little along the channel. LSA confirms the expected dominance of mode 1

throughout the length of the channel. In case B (Fig. 3.15, circles), growth rates

and phase speeds are largest near the narrowest segment of the topography, and

variations in wavelength are small. Mode 2 dominates along the entire channel.

These results are generally consistent with analyses of the 2-dimensional problem in

Sec. 3.5.

The most significant difference between cases A and B and the results of

Sec. 3.5 is that the growth rate and phase speed of the most unstable mode is larger

for hb(x, y) than predicted from cases with hb = hb(y). This can be attributed

to effects of zonally variable topography on the timing of the turbulent transition.

In both cases A and B, the turbulent transition occurs later than in cases with

h5 = hb(y). For example, T5 occurs at day 2600 in case A. This can be compared

with the values expected from Fig. 3.7, which shows that T5 is equal to 2290 days

for the maximum ridge width used in case A, while 725 is equal to 2395 days for

the minimum ridge width used in case A. The zonally variable topography thus

stabilizes the jet and the flow undergoes the turbulent transition at higher values of

vertical and horizontal shear than in cases with zonally uniform topography. The

higher shear at the turbulent transition is reflected in wave properties of the linearly

most unstable mode.

In case C, LSA reveals a shift in dominant mode structure along the channel.

Mode 2 is favored for transects computed at x = 540 km, 1080 km, and 4320 km.
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FIGURE 3.15. Properties of the most unstable mode as a function of the
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Mode 1 is favored for transects computed at x = 1620 km, 2160 km, 2700 km,

3240 km, and 3780 km. Growth rates and phase speeds are largest near the center of

the channel; wavelengths are shortest in the region of mode 1 dominance (Fig. 3.15,

squares). The along-channel shift in the dominant mode is expected from analysis of

the zonally uniform cases considered in Sec. 3.5. However, the range of x for which

each mode dominates differs from that expected based on cases with hb = hb(y);

mode 1 grows faster than mode 2 over half of the length of the channel, rather

than just at the narrower segment of the ridge (see Table 3.2). This difference

can be attributed to a zonal modulation in large-scale meridional shear induced by

zonal variations in the topography. Topographic steering enhances meridional shear

above the south flank of the topography in the region near and just downstream

of the minimum in ridge width; meridional shear is smaller elsewhere. The series

of sensitivity experiments reported in Sec. 3.5.1 suggest that regimes with large

meridional shear favor mode 1 over mode 2. This is consistent with the response

observed in case C, where a broader region of mode 1 dominance occurs than would

be predicted based on the topographic profile alone. This result demonstrates the

importance of considering both the direct effect of topography on flow stability, as

well as effects of topography on large-scale shear.

Wave structures observed in the nonlinear model for cases A, B, and C corn-

pare well with the dominant mode produced in the linear analysis. Only mode 1

is observed in case A; only mode 2 is observed in case B. In case C, a transition

between modes 1 and 2 is evident near x = 2160 km (Fig. 3.16). In agreement with

previous analyses of wave development in pure baroclinic flow over zonally vari-

able topography (Samelson and Pedlosky 1990), maximum modal amplitudes occur

downstream of the local maximum modal growth rate. After accounting for this

zonal offset, the strong correlation between mode structure in the nonlinear model
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and local growth rate in the linear stability analysis suggests that both modes 1

and 2 in this simulation are locally forced, rather than controlled by the periodic

boundary condition at the east and west ends of the channel.

In case C, each mode structure is advected downstream as the eddies grow

(see Fig. 3.16). Between days 3120 and 3240, the span of x values occupied by a

given mode changes little with time; advection modifies only the central location

of each mode group. As the flow continues to develop, local conditions alter the

relative growth of the two modes and nonlinear effects alter the shape of individual

eddies. By day 3240 the mode 1 and mode 2 eddies have deformed significantly.

The centers of positive and negative vorticity in the mode 2 eddies have migrated

apart due to the balance between ambient potential vorticity and the increasing

relative vorticity of the eddies. The mode 1 eddies have stretched meridionally. The

general pattern of the alternating regions of mode 1 and mode 2 dominance remains

apparent until the flow becomes highly nonlinear.

3.8. Conclusions

In this paper, we have considered effects of topography on small-amplitude

wave development in 2-layer, quasigeostrophic, oceanic jet flow. The principal to-

pography is a zonally uniform ridge with various combinations of ridge height and

ridge width. These experiments span a broad range of values of large-scale bottom

slope and curvature. The adjustment of oceanic jet flow to this simple topography is

investigated from linear stability analysis (Sec. 3.5) and from an examination of flow

dynamics during the nonlinear phase of wave development from a finite-difference

numerical model (Sec. 3.6). As described in Sec. 3.4, these two phases offlow evolu-
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tion comprise the transition from a nearly laminar to a turbulent flow state during

the spinup of the nonlinear model.

The linear stability analysis reveals that unstable wave properties and the

dynamics of the most unstable mode vary as a function of topography. Much of

this variation can be accounted for by changes in the large-scale topographic slope.

However, for the topographic regimes analyzed here, variations in topography also

lead to a shift in the type of unstable mode as topographic height and ridge width

increase. A mode with simple horizontal and vertical structure (mode 1, consisting

of a single eddy in the upper and lower layers) dominates for short and narrow

ridges, and a mode with more complicated structure (mode 2, consisting of a single

eddy in the upper layer and two eddies in the lower layer) has the largest growth

rate for tall, narrow ridges. A comparison of the properties of these modes with

previously published analytical and numerical solutions supports the hypothesis that

the shift in mode dominance can be accounted for by effects of curvature in the cross-

channel topographic profile. Transitions between modes 1 and 2 can be attributed

to differences in the sensitivity of modal growth rates to variations in topographic

geometry and variations in the large-scale vertical and horizontal shear.

An assessment of the dynamics of unstable waves as a function of topographic

height for fixed ridge width demonstrates that eddy-mean flow interactions vary as

topographic height increases. These variations can be attributed to effects of topog-

raphy on the large-scale horizontal and vertical shear in the jet at the time of the

turbulent transition. For small topographic slopes, the topographic contribution to

the meridional potential vorticity gradient (Q) allows the flow to become unstable

at lower values of shear than in the case of flat-bottom topography. As topographic

slope increases, the topographic contribution to Q,, stabilizes the flow and the tran-

sition to turbulence is delayed until the large-scale flow spins up to larger vertical



shear. Because energy conversions are closely related to the magnitude of shear in

the large-scale flow, topography controls the time development of eddy-mean flow

interactions.

Topographic control of the latitude of initial wave development also has im-

portant consequences. For the zonal ridge topographies considered here, the latitude

of initial wave development shifts from the central latitude of the channel toward

the south flank of the topography as ridge height or ridge width increase. For these

southern hemisphere simulations, wave development is favored on the south flank

of the ridge where the topographic and planetary contributions to the meridional

potential vorticity gradient (Q) partially cancel. On the north flank of the ridge,

these two contributions to Q,, reinforce and enhance local stability. In cases where

wave development is initially confined to the region south of the center of the jet,

the efficiency of barotropic energy feedbacks on the zonal-mean flow is reduced. The

resulting phase lag between barotropic and baroclinic energy conversions is a direct

signature of the influence of topography on eddy-mean flow interaction. The com-

bined effect of topography on large-scale shear and on the latitude of initial wave

development modulates time-dependent oscillations in conversions of potential and

kinetic energy between eddies and the large-scale flow. As a result, eddy-mean

flow interactions are a complicated functioll of time and depend on the topographic

parameters.

We explore the broader implications of results obtained for simple, zonally

uniform topography, by assessing properties of the most unstable wave for three cases

with weakly zonally variable topography (see Sec. 3.7). These included two cases

where (based on results from experiments with zonally homogeneous topography)

a single mode type was expected to dominate along the entire channel and a case

where a shift in the dominant mode was expected as a function of the along-channel
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coordinate. Along-chanilel variations in the dominant mode can be produced by

an appropriate choice of topographic parameters. After accounting for effects of

advection, a similar response was observed in the nonlinear model.

Results from this study demonstrate the dramatic effects of simple topogra-

phy on the stability and time-evolution of oceanic zonal jet flow. These effects extend

not only to the structure of eddies observed in the model, but also to the dynamics

of eddy-mean flow interaction. As noted in the introduction, global observations of

eddy kinetic energy show a correlation with the location of steep bathymetric gradi-

ents. This correlation is particularly robust in the Southeast Indian and Southwest

Pacific sectors of the Southern Ocean. While the idealized geometries and limited

dynamics used in these simulations are not intended to produce the full range of

variability observed in the ocean, the results of this study demonstrate how changes

in the most basic features of zonal ridge topography can alter the stability of a zonal

jet. The results of Sec. 3.7 further suggest a mechanism which may lead to regional

variations in eddy properties and dynamics. In Chapter 4, we consider the fully tur-

bulent, statistically steady state of the nonlinear model for the uniform zonal ridge

topography, as well as for more complicated cases. In that study, we evaluate effects

of topography on eddy kinematics and dynamics and focus on the contribution of

topography to regional variations in eddy-meall flow interaction.



TABLE 3.2. LSA for Zonally Variable Topography

Case Ridge Height Mm. Ridge Max. Ridge Predicted Actual
(m) Width (km) Width (km) LSA Mode LSA Mode

(Fig. 3.10) (Fig. 3.15)

A 400 640 800 1 1

B 900 640 800 2 2

C 600 480 800 2a 2a

2" 2'

for x; = 540, 1080 km
b for x = 1620, 2160, 2700 km

for x = 1620, 2160, 2700, 3240, 3780 km
' for x = 3240, 3780, 4320 kin

for x = 4320km

00
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4.1. Abstract

Motivated by observations of enhanced sea level height variability near steep

topographic slopes, we consider effects of zonal ridge topography on eddy-mean

flow interaction in a zonal oceanic jet. The sensitivity of the structure of the time-

mean flow, the distribution of time-dependent eddies and the contribution of time-

dependent eddies to the maintenance of the time-mean energy and vorticity balances

are considered as a function of topographic geometry. The principal topography, a

zonal ridge with a zonal modulation in height and/or width, is an idealized version

of a segment of the Southeast Indian Ridge along the path of the Antarctic Circum-

polar Current. From satellite altimetry, along-stream variations of sea level height

variability are associated with modulations of ridge morphology in this region of the

Southern Ocean. Flow fields from the fully turbulent, statistically steady phase of

six experiments with a 2-layer quasigeostrophic channel model are analyzed. Results

from this study show that zonal variations of topography produce local variations

of flow stability through the combined action of topographic steering and effects of

topography on the ambient potential vorticity gradient. Along-stream variations of

eddy production shift the region of "active" dynamics within the model domain. In

cases with zonally uniform topography, dynamical interactions are uniform along the

channel. As zonal variations of topography are introduced, the region of "active"

dynamics shifts to areas near along-stream variations of topography.

4.2. Introduction

In the northern hemisphere gyres, dynamical effects of eddies on large-scale

ocean circulation have been demonstrated from numerical simulations (Holland and

Lin 1975; Holland 1978; Holland and Rhines 1980) and confirmed from observations



(Schmitz 1977; Tai and White 1990; Cronin 1995; Qiu 1995). While the large-scale

flow at high southern latitudes obeys a fundamentally different dynamical balance

than the northern gyres (Gill 1982), eddies are nonetheless important in the South-

ern Ocean (Bryden 1983; Olbers 1993). At high southern latitudes, baroclinically

unstable eddies may be a primary conduit for the vertical transfers of momentum

required to balance the input of eastward momentum by the wind (Johnson and

Bryden 1989). These eddies may also be responsible for a large fraction of the

oceanic heat flux across the Antarctic Polar Front (deSzoeke and Levine 1981; 01-

hers 1993; Thompson 1993). In addition, in some regions of the Southern Ocean,

fluxes of momeiltum by eddies at the surface may act as a forcing mechanism for

the time-meall flow (Morrow et al. 1994).

Observatiolls from the Geosat and Topex satellite altimeters and from the

FGGE drifters show that eddy energy varies spatially over the Southern Ocean

(Sandwell and Zhang 1989; Chelton et al. 1990; Patterson 1985). Along the path of

the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC), regions of high eddy energy are located

near strong time-mean flows and steep topographic gradients. This correspondence

suggests that topography affects the hydrodynamic stability of the large-scale ocean

circulation. Spatial variations of eddy production arid in eddy feedbacks on the

larger-scale flow may therefore influence the large-scale and regional dynamics of

the ACC.

Previous investigations of the role of topography in Southern Ocean circu-

lation have focused primarily on effects of meridional barriers to the large-scale

flow (Munk and Palmen 1951; Gill 1968; Gill and Bryan 1971; Johnson and Hill

1975; Johnson and Bryden 1989; Wolff et al. 1991). In numerical simulations, topo-

graphic form stress associated with features such as the Scotia Island Arc, Kerguelen

Plateau, and Macquarie Ridge comprise a significant sink of momentum for the ACC
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(Kruse et al. 1990; Wolff et al. 1991; Gille 1995). Effects of these barriers on the dis-

tribution of time-dependent eddies are also evident from model results; in accordance

with altimeter observations (e.g., Chelton et al. 1990), high eddy variability is found

downstream of large-scale topographic features in models (Gille 1995). Somewhat

paradoxically, because these abrupt topographic features have such dramatic effects

on the flow, systematic evaluation of the sensitivity of ocean dynamics to this type

of forcing is extremely challenging. The lack of a theoretical foundation for studies

of flow stability near large-scale, abrupt topography compounds this difficulty.

From a theoretical perspective, it is simpler to evaluate flows in regimes with

zonally uniform or weak zonally variable forcing. At several places in the Indian

and Pacific sectors of the Southern Ocean, examples of more gradual variations

of topography are associated with surface eddy variability signals similar to those

observed near more abrupt topographic features. If processes leading to generation

of time-dependent eddies are similar for both types of topography, study of flow near

gradual variations of topography may provide insight to the more general problem

of eddy-mean flow interaction in the Southern Ocean.

A particularly clear example of intensification of sea level variability near a

relatively gradual zonal variation of topography occurs at the Australian-Antarctic

Discordance (AAD) along the Southeast Indian Ridge. The topography in this re-

gion can be characterized as a zonal ridge with a zonal modulation of ridge height

and width (Hayes and Conolly 1972). West of the Discordance, the Southeast Indian

Ridge is broad and oriented nearly zonally. The AAD (125°E, 50°S) comprises the

narrowest, deepest segment of the ridge. Farther downstream, the ridge becomes

broader and taller before making the transition into the more complicated topogra-

phy of the Macquarie Rise-Campbell Plateau complex. Hydrographic and current

meter observations between 100°E and 140°E show that the time-mean transport is
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FIGURE 4.1. Geosat sea level height variance (heavy contours, ci=40 cm2) and
bathymetry (light contours, ci=400 m) near the Australian-Antarctic Discordance
south of Australia.

largely confined to a jet which follows the north flank of the ridge (Callahan 1971;

Savchenko et al. 1978). As the jet traverses the AAD, the flow is first deflected to

the south near 125°E, and to the north farther east (Gordon et al. 1978; also see

Fig. 1.1). Maps of sea level variability from the Geosat and Topex satellite altime-

ters show that variability is low upstream of the AAD, with several local maxima

along the north flank of the ridge (Fig. 4.1). Beginning at the longitude of the AAD,

a tongue of high variability extends downstream.

It is perhaps surprising that a a feature like the AAD is associated with a

recognizable surface variability signal in the altimeter records. Relative to variations



of topography in other regions of the Southern Ocean, the AAD is a minor feature.

However, in an analysis of the potential vorticity balance of the Southern Ocean

from hydrographic observations, Gille (1995) finds that along-stream variations of

the dynamics of the flow are associated with intermediate-scale topographic features,

including the AAD at 125°E. Theoretical analyses of flow stability also indicate

that zonal variations of meridional topographic slope can produce regions of locally

enhanced eddy energy (Samelson and Pedlosky 1990).

As part of the ongoing effort to understand the contribution of topography

to Southern Ocean dynamics, we consider effects of zonally variable topography

on the dynamics of a zonal jet somewhat analogous to the ACC. The structure of

the time-mean flow, the distribution of time-dependent eddies, and the balances of

time-mean energy and vorticity are evaluated for six zonal ridge topographies using

a 2-layer quasigeostrophic (QG) model. As in other QG simulations of Southern

Ocean flow, the model is configured in a periodic channel domain. The principal

topography is an idealized representation of bathymetry near the AAD south of

Australia.

In section 4.3, we describe the numerical model and the six choices of topog-

raphy used in the sensitivity study. Because dynamical balances in later sections of

the paper are defined based on a temporal decomposition of the model flow fields,

we describe the structure of the time-mean flow in section 4.4 and patterns of eddy

variability in section 4.5. We then compare the area-averaged, time-mean energy

balances in section 4.6 and spatial variations of the time-mean vorticity balance in

section 4.7. Results from this study are discussed in the context of Southern Ocean

dynamics in section 4.8.
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4.3. Numerical Experiments

4.3.1. The N'umerical Model

In this study, we perform a series of numerical simulations using a layered,

quasigeostrophic, channel model developed for process studies of Antarctic Circum-

polar Current dynamics (McWilliams et al. 1978). This model applies to large-scale

flows, where the Rossby number of the flow field (Ro = U/f0L) is small and the

aspect ratio of horizontal to vertical motions (L/D) is large. In this limit, the

primitive equations reduce to the hydrostatic and geostrophic balances at leading

order. At the next order, 0 (Ro), a vorticity equation can be derived from the mo-

mentum equations and the evolution of the flow can be defined entirely in terms

of the quasigeostrophic streamfunction, st'. Communication between model layers is

accomplished by vortex stretching associated with motion of the interface between

homogeneous, immiscible layers of fluid with different densities.

The time evolution of the quasigeostrophic potential vorticity field, Q, in

model layer n is given by

= J(Q, ) +
curl

c&V22S,2 A6V6, (4.la)
t p0H1

where the potential vorticity in the upper (n =1) and lower (n = 2) model layers is

expressed as

Qi = V2i (1 2) + fo + y (4.lb)

Q2=V22+g2(1
2)

fohb+fo+/y+, (4.lc)
H2

and the zonal and meridional geostrophic velocity components in layer n (u and

v) are related to the streamfunction in layer n by
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(4.2)vn=+ay ax

In Eqs. (4.1), g' = g(p2 pi)/po is the reduced gravity at the interface, p' and P2 are

the densities of the surface and deep layers, respectively, Po is a reference density

for seawater, f = fo + /3y is the 13-plane approximation of the Coriolis parameter,

II is the undisturbed depth of layer ii, and 6n,m is the Kroenecker delta function

(5n,m = 0 if n m; n,m = 1 if n = m). Forcing and friction are specified by

/Po, the wind stress normalized by the reference density for water, and Gb, the

bottom friction coefficient. The biharmonic friction coefficient, A6, accounts for

effects of subgrid scale dissipation (Holland 1978). Topography, hb, contributes to

the quasigeostrophic potential vorticity of the lower layer.

The potential vorticity equations (Eqs. 4.1) are discretized on a 20-km grid

and derivatives are represented using centered differences. The model is then solved

for the streamfunction in each layer subject to free slip conditions at the north and

south boundaries of the domain and a cyclic condition at the east and west bound-

aries. Conservation of mass and momentum in each layer are specified to ensure that

the problem is well-posed (see McWilliams 1977). An additional boundary condi-

tion, V4 = 0 along the north and south channel walls, is applied for mathematical

consistency with the biharmonic friction operator.

.3.2. Model Parameters

The series of experiments consists of six simulations which differ only in to-

pographic configuration. Flow over a zonally uniform 400 m tall, 800 km wide zonal

ridge is compared with simulations which include a zonal modulation of ridge height

and/or width. Three values of along-channel variation of ridge width (W = 0 km,

160 km, and 320 km) and two values of along-channel variation of ridge height
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(Lh = 0 m, 100 in) are considered. Because we are interested in the response to

topography similar to the AAD, we evaluate cases where the point of minimum

height along the ridge crest coincides with the point of minimum ridge width. This

restricts the number of variable parameters and allows an evaluation of the relative

importance of variations of ridge height and ridge width on the distribution and

properties of transient eddies and on the time-mean flow pattern.

The resulting topographies are referred to as cases 1-6 (Fig. 4.2). Case 1,

the zonally uniform ridge, corresponds to a choice of L\h = = 0. Cases 2 and 3

include a modulation of ridge width only, while case 4 includes a modulation of

ridge height only. Cases 5 and 6 are the most complicated, with nonzero values of

both /h and zW. In the discussion below, we refer to regions of the model domain

using the terms "downstream", "upstream", "east" and "west". This is purely for

convenience and to aid the reader in interpreting spatial variations of flow properties.

"Downstream" and "upstream" refer to the directions of increasing and decreasing

values of x (the along-channel coordinate), respectively. These directions generally

correspond to the sense of the time-mean flow. "East" and "west" are defined

relative to the central meridian of the channel (x = Xmjd = 2160 km). The cyclic

boundary condition imposes identical flow conditions at x = 0 km and x = 4320 km.

Because the topographies considered here differ in several respects from the

true topography near 125°E, 50°S, we do not expect the flow patterns produced

by the model to agree quantitatively with those observed. In particular, effects

of topographic roughness are neglected, and the cyclic boundary condition used in

the model may produce an upstream flow pattern which differs from the flow west

of the AAD. In addition, as in other quasigeostrophic simulations (e.g., Wolff et

al. 1991), variations of topographic height in the model are set to smaller values

than those observed in the ocean in order to retain consistency with QG scaling.
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FIGURE 4.2. Model topography for cases 1-6 (ci=75 m).

Even with these simplifications, the success of previous QG models in reproducing

the spatial pattern of the time-mean flow and the distribution of transient eddies

in the Southern Ocean (Kruse et al. 1990) suggests that results from QG process

studies with idealized topography may provide insights to the dynamics of the ACC.

Because the focus of this study is on the contribution of local variations of

topography to local dynamics, a functional form for the wind forcing is chosen for

its simplicity rather than its realism. A steady, zonal wind jet, with maximum stress

at the center of the channel, serves as the primary source of eastward momentum

for the oceanic flow. This wind produces oceanic flow with both horizontal and

vertical velocity shear. The maximum amplitude of the wind stress (To) is chosen

to provide oceanic transport which agrees with observed ACC transports to within
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a factor of two. The value of required to maintain this level of transport is

considerably smaller than wind stress values normally observed at high southern

latitudes (see Table 4.1). This reduction is necessary because the major sink of wind-

input momentum to the Southern Ocean, namely topographic form stress associated

with steep meridional barriers to the ACC (Gille 1995), is absent in case 1 and small

relative to actual Southern Ocean values in cases 2-6. Increasing or decreasing r0

does not qualitatively modify the major conclusions of this paper (see Appendix C).

In addition to the steady, zonal wind forcing, a small amplitude wind pertur-

bation is applied in case 1 during the first 200 days of the experiment to encourage

the development of a small scale meridional velocity field (see Chapter 3). This

facilitates a transition from a wave-free to a turbulent jet, and allows the eventual

development of a statistically steady state. The long-term effect of this perturbation

is negligible; the structure of the time-mean flow and distribution of eddies during

the statistically steady portion of the experiment are not sensitive to the detailed

form of the perturbation. In cases 2-6, zonal variations of the topography induce

variations of flow which are sufficient to facilitate the transitioll from a laminar to

a turbulent state; the application of perturbation wind forcing is not necessary in

these cases.

Other model parameters are listed in Table 4.1. Many of these are cho-

sen based on values used in previously published experiments (e.g., McWilliams

et al. 1978; McWilliams and Chow 1981). For computational efficiency, the first

baroclinic Rossby radius in the model is set to a value approximately 1.5-2 times

larger than observed, as in previous QG simulations of Southern Ocean circulation

(McWilliams et al. 1978; McWilliams and Chow 1981; Wolff et al. 1991). The zonal

dimension of the model domain (Li) is large enough to allow the flow to evolve

downstream of the variation of topography before encountering the cyclic condition



at x = 4320 km (see Appendix C). The meridional dimension of the domain (Lu) is

large enough to limit interaction between the jet flow of interest and the north and

south channel walls (see Appendix C).

TABLE 4.1. Model Parameters, Chapter 4

Channel length
Channel width
Grid spacing
Layer depths

Rossby radius
Time step
Sampling interval
Sampling period
Coriolis parameters

Wind forcing

Bottom friction
Biharmonic friction

.3.3. Sampling

4320 km
1200 km

L\s 20km
H 1000 m
112 4000 m
R0 36.4 km
Lt 1.6 hr

5 days
7200 days

fo i.ixiO4s'
1.4x1011m1s'

y(X)
y0 sin2 (iry/L)

0.025 N m2
Cb 1.0x107s1

A6 1.OxlO'° m4s1

For each choice of topography, the model is spun up from rest. During the

initial phase of each experiment, a large-scale oceanic jet is established in both

layers. As the horizontal and vertical shear increase, the jet becomes unstable,

and a vigorous field of transient eddies develops (see Chapter 3). These eddies are

particularly energetic in layer 1, but also contribute significantly to the total kinetic

energy of layer 2. The transition from a nearly laminar state to a state dominated

by feedbacks between the eddies and large-scale flow was discussed in detail in

Chapter 3. Following this transition, the large-scale flow continues to accelerate
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and the eddy field approaches a statistical equilibrium. Zonal transport, the area-

averaged kinetic energy of each layer, the area-averaged potential energy at the

interface, and the distribution of transient eddies are tracked throughout the spinup

process. Based on these diagnostics, a 7200-day period of approximate statistical

equilibrium is chosen for analysis. Streamfunction fields are sampled on the 20-km

grid at 5-day intervals throughout this period.

4.4. Time-Mean Flow

In the discussion of eddy-mean flow interaction in sections 4.6 and 4.7, the

dynamics of the flow are computed based on a decomposition of model streamfunc-

tion fields into time-mean and time-dependent components. This decomposition is

preferred over other choices (e.g., a zonal mean and zonally variable components)

because effects of topographic steering are addressable from the definition of the

time-mean flow. As a precursor to the discussion of eddy-mean flow interaction in

the remainder of the paper, we first consider effects of topography on the spatial

structure of the time-mean flow.

Time-Mean Streamlines

Steady, unforced, inviscid QG flows satisfy the conditioll,

= 0, (4.3)

where the overbar indicates a time-mean. Equation (4.3) requires conservation of

time-mean potential vorticity along time-mean streamlines (L'). If the con-

tribution of time-mean relative vorticity to is neglected, Eq. (4.3) can be trans-



formed to

J(f/h,
)
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where h(x,y) is the time-mean thickness of layer n. The structure of f/h1 is

determined by the combination of the planetary vorticity gradient and the depth of

the interface between layers 1 and 2. Topography also contributes to local values of

f/h2. Note that, while the topography directly affects f/h2, it also indirectly affects

f /) by time-mean vortex stretching at the interface.

Equatiolls (4.1) and (4.3) indicate that deviations from a simple functional

relation between and f/] result from forcing, friction, time-mean relative vortic-

ity, or feedbacks by time-dependent eddies on the time-mean flow. The importance

of these effects in terms of conservation of potential vorticity (neglecting the con-

tribution from relative vorticity), can therefore be assessed from a comparison of

the spatial pattern of time-mean streamlines and f/J, contours. This comparison

suggests that, to first order, Eq. (4.3) is satisfied by the mean flow for the six to-

pographic configurations considered here. Discrepancies between and f/ha are,

however, associated with along-stream variations in the topography.

In the surface layer, forcing by the steady wind stress produces an oceanic jet

which is responsible for the majority of the surface layer mass transport (Fig. 4.3).

Jet flow is supported in the deep layer as a result of vortex stretching at the interface,

which serves as the source of momentum for the deep layer. Because topography

contributes to the vorticity of the lower layer, topographic steering influences the

path of the deep jet as well as local values of time-mean flow speed in layer 2

(Fig. 4.4). A similar steering response is observed in the surface layer, except that

the time-mean flow is guided by variations of the depth of the interface rather than

by the bottom topography.
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FIGURE 4.3. Layer 1 time-mean streamfuriction (ci=10000 m2 s1) for cases 1-6.
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The position, width, and maximum flow speeds of the surface and deep jets

depend on the form of the topography. In case 1, there is no mechanism which can

support a time-mean pressure gradient in the along-stream direction. The time-

mean flow therefore consists of a simple zonal jet in each of the two model layers.

The axis of the surface jet is north of the line of zero wind stress curl. The deep

jet is narrower and flows along the south flank of the ridge. The maximum zonal

velocity reaches 24 cm s in layer 1 and 13 cm s in layer 2.

As noted in Chapter 3, the surface and deep jets are both symmetric with

respect to the center line of the channel (y = 600 km) during the early stage of

spinup. Following the transition from a nearly laminar to a turbulent jet, feedbacks

of time-dependent eddies modify the time-mean distribution of momentum. Eddies

transfer momentum from the southern to the northern part of the domain in layer 1,

displacing the jet toward the north flank of the ridge. A transfer in the opposite

sense displaces the deep jet toward the south flank of the ridge. These equilibrium

positions coincide with strong meridional gradients in f/ha (Figs. 4.5-4.6). The

maximum gradient in f/J occurs along the north flank of the ridge where the

interface slope acts in the same sense as the planetary vorticity gradient. In layer 2,

the contribution from topography produces large gradients along both flanks of the

ridge; the deep jet follows the southern branch of enhanced f/h2 gradient.

Zonal modulations of ridge width intensify the surface and deep jets

near Xmid. In the surface layer, this intensification occurs in conjunction with a

southward shift of the jet axis. As expected from consideration of topographic

steering in weakly stratified systems, larger deflections occur in cases where the jet

crosses a steeper topographic gradient (McCartney 1975). From the same consider-

ations, effects of topographic steering are much weaker in the surface layer than in

layer 2 (McCartney 1975).
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In case 2, the surface and deep jets closely follow topographic contours.

Along-stream variations in jet orientatioll and mean flow speed are the result of

topographic steering. In case 3, the surface and deep jets cross isobaths in the

region near Xmjd. As the jet flows from shallow water upstream of Xmjd to deeper

water near Xmjd, it turns to the south. A deflection in the opposite sense occurs as

the jet returns to shallow water downstream of Xmjd. The path of the jet in case 3

is therefore the result of a balance between planetary vorticity and topographic vor-

ticity in layer 2 and between planetary vorticity and vortex stretching in layer 1.

These balances are borne out in the contours of f/i, which coincide with time-mean

streamlines near Xmjd.

A similar deflection is observed in cases 4-6. A more striking effect of to-

pography in these cases is the dramatic reduction ill width of the time-mean jet in

the surface layer along the northern flank of the ridge. As discussed in Sec. 4.5.1,

time-dependent eddies detach from the jet along its entire length in case 1, resulting

in a broad jet due to the transport of eastward momentum away from the jet by the

eddies. In cases with large along-stream variations of topography, eddy shedding

is confined to the region downstream of Xmjd. The time-mean, surface-layer jet is

therefore narrow in the far upstream and far downstream regions of the domain.

The width of the surface jet in cases 4-6 is reflected in the distribution of f/h1,

which is dominated by the strong gradient of interface height across the axis of the

jet.

The largest discrepancies between the time-mean streamlines and contours

of f/JTh appear in the deep layer where f/i2 is influenced by both topography and

interface height. Closed f[h2 contours occur along the ridge crest near Xmjd and in

the southern part of the domain in cases 2-6. As in the surface layer, f/h2 contours

are open along both flanks of the ridge. This f/h2 distribution is consistent with
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deep flow along either flank of the ridge. Over the crest of the ridge, closed f/h2

contours block zonal flow and encourage local recirculations.

Other differences between /J and f/J,, occur in layer 1 in the region down-

stream of Xmjd. Immediately downstream of Xmjd, meridional spreading of the time-

mean streamlines is larger than the spreading of f/ii contours. This difference is

due to effects of transient eddies and is discussed in more detail in Sec. 4.5. Farther

downstream, the surface jet in cases 4-6 splits into northern and southern limbs,

which follow the northern and southern flanks of the topography, respectively. As

the zonal variation in ridge width increases, the surface flow is increasingly confined

to the northern path. A similar pattern is not observed in f/h1.

Time-Mean Shear

Flow instability, which depends on the magnitude of vertical and horizontal

shear in the mean field, is one process which contributes to exchanges of energy

between the mean flow and the eddies. Baroclinic instabilities draw on the available

potential energy of the mean flow for conversion to eddy potential energy. Barotropic

instabilities convert the kinetic energy of the mean flow to eddy kinetic energy.

Flow regimes containing large vertical shear are therefore susceptible to baroclinic

instability, while those characterized by strong horizontal shear are candidates for

barotropic instability. When both types of shear are present, a mixed instability

may occur. Alternatively, the presence of one type of shear may alter properties

of unstable waves produced as the result of the other type of shear. A common

example of this occurs in baroclinic jets, where growth of baroclinic instabilities is

reduced by effects of horizontal shear on the mean available potential energy (James

1987).
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Analytical and numerical studies have demonstrated that simple variations

of topography can alter flow stability (e.g., Samelson aild Pedlosky 1990). As shown

in Chapter 3, this can occur through effects of topography on the ambient potential

vorticity gradient, or through effects of topographic steering on the time-mean shear.

From the time-mean streamlines in Figs. 4.3-4.4, it is clear that variations of time-

mean vertical and horizontal shear are correlated with along-stream variations in

topographic forcing. Variations of flow stability are therefore expected between

experiments 1-6, as well as along the channel for cases 2-6.

In each case, the lateral displacement of the jets in the two layers produces

significant baroclinic shear along the north flank of the ridge. As a zonal variation

of ridge geometry is introduced, the surface jet is deflected to the south near Xmjd,

locally reducing the offset between the surface and deep jets. This, plus the inten-

sification of the deep jet near Xmid produces a zonal modulation in baroclinic shear.

In cases 2 and 3, vertical shear is largest upstream of Xmjd and smallest immediately

downstream of Xmjd. In cases 4-6, vertical shear is high everywhere except near Xmjd.

A similar modulation occurs in horizontal shear. In cases 2-6, the jet is narrowest

and horizontal shear is largest upstream of Xmjd. As the jet diffuses downstream

of Xmid, horizontal shear is reduced.

4.5. Eddy Variability

Regions populated by time-dependent eddies are often sites of horizontal and

vertical mixing of heat, momentum, and water mass tracers (Robinson 1983), as well

as potential sites for feedbacks between eddies and the larger-scale flow (Holland and

Lin 1975a; Rhines and Holland 1979; Holland and Rhines 1980). In this section,

we use several diagnostics to describe effects of topography on the distribution and
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properties of time-dependent eddies in the channel model. For the six topographies,

we evaluate:

(i) eddy kinetic energy per unit mass,

(ii) the spatial pattern of velocity variance ellipses, and

(iii) the eddy force on the time-mean flow.

In addition, we describe spatial variations of the types of eddy variability (e.g.,

wave propagation, formation of closed rings, and the formation of large recircula-

tion cells) observed in animated sequences of the instantaneous quasigeostrophic

potential vorticity fields.

These diagnostics are described in detail in previous work based on model

output, current meter observations, and satellite altimeter observations (e.g.,

Schmitz 1980; Schmitz and Holland 1982; Morrow et al. 1994; Cronin 1995). Briefly,

the eddy kinetic energy per unit mass (K) is defined as

K' (u+v),
2

where n is the model layer and u and v are the perturbation geostrophic velocity

components, defined as the deviations from the 7200-day mean flow considered in

Sec. 4.4. These components are computed from the perturbation streamfunction

using equations analogous to Eqs. (4.2). The spatial distribution of K therefore

delineates regions of high and low velocity variability.

To obtain a better understanding of the types of eddy variability which con-

tribute to the pattern of K?c, the degree of isotropy of the eddy field is evalu-

ated based on the velocity variances u, v, and the velocity covariance u'v (see

Preisendorfer 1988). Results from this analysis are displayed in Figs. 4.7 and 4.8

as ellipses, where the semi-major and semi-minor axes of each ellipse correspond to



a set of coordinate axes along which the orthogonal velocity components are Un-

correlated. The magnitude of velocity variances along these orthogonal coordinates

defines the lengths of the axes. Narrow ellipses occur in regions where velocity fluc-

tuations are highly anisotropic; circular ellipses occur where velocity fluctuations

are isotropic; higher values of R correspond to ellipses with longer axes.

Spatial variations of velocity variance and covariance also provide a measure

of the component of force on the time-mean flow owing to eddy momentum flux

convergence and divergence (see Morrow et al. 1994). An additional component of

force arises from the eddy thickness fluxes which enters the momentum equations

through the ageostrophic terms (see Cronin 1995). For a temporal decomposition,

the total eddy force is equal to the divergent component of eddy potential vorticity

flux, (see Hoskins 1983). This component of utq is calculated by solv-

ing a Poisson equation for the potential function of ftq2t (Holopainen 1984). A

condition of zero eddy potential vorticity flux is specified at the north and south

boundaries of the channel; a periodic condition is specified at the east and west

boundaries of the channel. The total eddy force in the direction of the mean flow,

and the component of force in the direction of the mean flow arising from eddy

momentum flux convergence are plotted in Figs. 4.9 and 4.10, respectively, for the

surface layer for cases 1-6. The component of force from eddy thickness fluxes can

be inferred from the difference between Figs. 4.9 and 4.10.

.5.1. Case 1

Animations of QG potential vorticity for case 1 show that the jet meanders

and creates detached eddies and filaments along the entire length of the channel.

Closed eddies are generally advected eastward by the large-scale flow. Filaments
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separate from the crests and troughs of waves propagating along the jet and stream

to the north and south away from the jet, generally moving to the west before dis-

sipating. Mechanisms which might produce a local accumulation of eddy energy

are absent. The time-mean distribution of eddy kinetic energy is therefore approx-

imately zonally uniform, with K? reaching 180-200 cm2s2 along the core of the

time-mean jet in layer 1 (Fig. 4.7, contours) and 18-20 cm2s2 in layer 2 (Fig. 4.8,

contours). Maxima in in the upper and lower layers are offset meridionally due

to the displacement between the axes of the jets in the two layers.

In the surface layer, velocity variance ellipses along the north flank of the

jet are tilted from northwest to southeast, indicating a southward flux of eastward

momentum by the eddies (Fig. 4.7). Along the south flank of the jet, velocity

variations become more isotropic and the southward flux of eastward momentum by

the eddies decreases to zero. While the eddy flux of eastward momentum is to the

south over the meridional extent of the time-mean jet, the meridional variation in

eddy flux produces a convergence of eastward momentum over much of the width

of the jet (280 km < y < 640 km). As a result, the convergence of eddy momentum

flux exerts an eastward force on the time-mean flow in this latitude range (Fig. 4.10).

Forcing of a mean jet by convergence of eddy momentum has been observed

in the atmosphere (Starr 1968) and in QG channel models with flat bottom topog-

raphy (McWilliams et al. 1978). In oceanic systems, this force arises as a result of

propagation of baroclinically unstable waves along a jet with horizontal shear. The

meridional variation in mean flow speed across the jet induces a variation in Rossby

wave phase speed which tilts eddy motions, relative to the zonal and meridional

coordinates (McWilliams and Chow 1981). In cases with zonally uniform geome-

try, the resulting convergence of eddy momentum into the jet is expressed in the
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area-averaged energetics of the flow as a conversion of eddy kinetic energy to mean

kinetic energy (Starr 1968).

In addition to the eastward force exerted by eddy momentum flux conver-

gences in layer 1, the total eddy force in layer 1 (Fig. 4.9) includes a large compo-

nent from eddy thickness fluxes, which can be inferred from the difference between

Figs. 4.9 and 4.10. These thickness fluxes are associated with baroclinic instability

(see Sec. 4.6). As a result, the net eddy force in the along-stream direction in layer 1

is negative, while the eddies act to drive the layer 2 time-mean flow. Because ed-

dies are weak in layer 2, the component of eddy force due to eddy momentum flux

convergence is small in the deep layer.

Cases and 3

When a modulation /.W of ridge width is introduced, a local maximum in K

develops downstream of Xmid (Fig. 4.7). The amplitude of this maximum relative

to the mean value of K along the jet increases with increasing /.W. In case 2,

K reaches 215 cm2s2 at Xmid+ 560 km. This value is 1.2 times larger than the

zonal average of K at the same y. In case 3, along-channel variations of K are

larger; K reaches 377 cm2s2 at Xmid+ 440 km, a value 1.5 times larger than the

zonal average of K at the same y. Along-stream variations of topography therefore

redistribute eddy energy. This occurs in conjunction with an along-stream variation

in the orientation of transient velocity fluctuations. In case 3, velocity variances are

nearly isotropic south of the main jet downstream of Xmjd. In contrast, ellipses along

the axis of the jet are zonally elongated near the local maximum in K, indicating

the prevalence of strong along-stream variations of the flow field. Ellipses in case 2
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include weaker expressions of these features and are more similar to those observed

in case 1 (Fig. 4.7).

Zonal variations of eddy kinetic energy and in the structure of the velocity

variance ellipses are also observed in layer 2 (Fig. 4.8). RT is largest and velocity

variances are most isotropic along the south flank of the topography downstream

of Xmjd. In case 3, a secondary maximum in K occurs along the north flank of

the topography downstream of Xmjd. Velocity variance ellipses near this secondary

maximum are elongated zonally, indicating strong zonal variations of flow speed.

Inspection of animations of the potential vorticity fields indicates that wave

propagation along the jet combined with intermittent eddy shedding and filament

formation contribute to the K pattern upstream of Xmjd. In the region near Xmjd,

eddy shedding is vigorous, particularly in case 3. As upstream meanders in the

jet are advected eastward toward the reduction of ridge width, the largest meanders

pinch off the main jet to form closed eddies. Circulation of eddies in the region south

of the jet contributes to the local maximum in K near Xmjd+ 500 km. Downstream

of this recirculation region, the jet reforms and wave propagation with intermittent

eddy detachment and filament formation is the dominant contribution to K.

A comparison of the eddy force in cases 2 and 3 demonstrates the sensitivity of

the amplitude and along-stream variation of eddy-mean flow interaction to relatively

small changes of ridge width. Over most of the channel, the structure of the jet and

the orientation of velocity variance ellipses is similar in cases 1 and 2. Meridional

variations in eddy momentum flux produce a nearly zonally uniform along-stream

force in case 1 and 2 (Fig. 4.10). In contrast, eddy momentum fluxes in case 3 are

a function of both the zonal and meridional coordinates. The eddy force due to

eddy momentum flux convergence (Fig. 4.10) is in the direction of the time-mean

flow along the ridge crest and in the region downstream of the variation of ridge
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width. However, eddy momentum flux convergence produces a force opposite the

time-mean flow along the north flank of the jet in the region of reduced ridge width.

A similar pattern is found in the component of force from eddy thickness

fluxes (inferred from the difference between Figs. 4.9 and 4.10). This force is nearly

zonally uniform in case 2 and locally intensified near Xmjd in case 3. As in case 1,

the total eddy force in the surface layer opposes the time-mean flow in both cases 2

and 3. In the deep layer, eddy energies are an order of magnitude smaller than those

in layer 1. Forcing of the time-mean flow by variations of eddy momentum flux is

therefore small.

.5.3. Cases 4-6

The distinctive feature of the surface layer eddy kinetic energy distribution

in cases 4-6 is the strength of zonal variations in K (Fig. 4.7). The maximum value

of K is 2.0, 2.5, and 3.0 times the zonally averaged value ofK at the same latitude

for cases 4, 5, and 6, respectively. The maximum value of K occurs downstream

of Xmjd. High values of K extend along the axis of the jet upstream of Xmjd and

south of the jet in the region near the topographic constriction. The increase in

zW from 0 km (case 4) to 320 km (case 6) increases the maximum value of K

and expands the upstream extension of the region of high K. This shift is clearly

evident from a comparison of the upstream position of the 300 cm2s2 K contour

in Fig. 4.7. This contour is located 360, 760, and 1280 km upstream of Xmid 111

cases 4, 5, and 6, respectively. Another notable feature of the RT distribution is the

development of a tongue of high eddy energy along the southern flank of the ridge

downstream of Xmjd. This feature is particularly clear in case 6, although a finer
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spacing of contours in Fig. 4.7 would show that this signal arises gradually as the

value of zW is increased.

In the deep layer, zonal variations of topography produce a strong localiza-

tion of eddy energy (Fig. 4.8). In particular, K is 3-5 times larger in the region

downstream of Xmjd than at other locations along the jet. As in the surface layer,

the region of high variability occupies the area near the topographic constriction

and extends south of the axis of the main jet. Along the north flank of the ridge,

eddy variability drops off rapidly with increasing y. Values of K are generally an

order of magnitude smaller than those observed in layer 1.

Several distinct eddy regimes can be identified from animations of the layer 1

potential vorticity fields in cases 4-6. West of Xmjd, the region of high K is narrow,

and contributions to K can be attributed to a combination of eastward wave prop-

agation along the jet and detachment of filaments from wave crests and troughs.

As in cases 1-3, filaments generally stream to the west and away from the main

flow as they separate from the jet. However, unlike cases 1-3, the formation of

closed eddies is rare upstream of Xmjd. Ring formation is more prevalent farther

east. Downstream of Xmjd wave amplitudes increase, and the largest wave troughs

plunge to the south in the form of large circulation cells after reaching the minimum

in ridge width. The local maximum in K therefore arises from a combination of

ring formation events near Xmjd and wave propagation along the main axis of the

jet.

As in case 3, eddies which detach near Xmid recirculate in the region south of

the topographic constriction. In cases 5 and 6, these circulation cells drift to the east

as they dissipate, following a path along the south flank of the ridge. While there

is some evidence of a southern path for ring propagation in case 4, this route is not

as prominent as in cases 5 and 6. In the far downstream region (e.g., x > 3240 km),
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high values of K along the time-mean jet correspond to a regime of stable wave

propagation. In this region, eddy detachment episodes are rare.

The signatures of each of these eddy formation regimes can be distinguished

in the distribution of eddy force on the time-mean flow (Figs. 4.9 and 4.10). The

zonal pattern of eddy force observed in cases 1-2 is absent in cases 3-6. Instead,

zonal variations are of primary importance. In the region far upstream of Xmjd, waves

are generally stable and have small amplitudes. Forces associated with convergence

of eddy momentum (Fig. 4.10) and with eddy thickness fluxes (inferred from the

difference between Figs. 4.9 and 4.10) are therefore small in these regions. Eddy

forces, particularly those owing to eddy thickness fluxes, are large and oppose the

time-mean flow in the region of vigorous eddy formation near Xmjd. To the south,

eddy momentum fluxes arising from circulation of the eddies provides a positive

force on the time-mean flow. A positive force also occurs in the region downstream

of the highest eddy energies where eddy momentum and thickness fluxes contribute

to the along-stream intensification of the time-mean jet.

4.6. Energy

From Secs. 4.4 and 4.5, zonal variations of the eddy field appear to be coupled

with variations of the structure of the time-mean flow. One explanation for this

coupling is that topography may alter the stability of the time-mean flow, thereby

modifying the distribution and properties of time-dependent eddies. As a result,

eddy-mean flow energy conversions may vary spatially, as well as depend upon the

topographic configuration. In this section, we consider effects of topography on

the energetics of the flow. Because energy equations cannot be unambiguously

interpreted in a local sense (Lettau 1954), we focus on a comparison of the area-
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averaged energetics for the six topographic geometries. Following this overview of

domain-averaged dynamics, we will return to the issue of local dynamics in Sec. 4.7.

A full derivation of the kinetic and potential energy equations for quasi-

geostrophic flow is provided by Holland (1978). Briefly, an equation describing the

balance of kinetic energy in layer n is derived by decomposing the streamfunction

into time-mean and time-dependent components, and then multiplying the vorticity

equation for layer n by Hi/ and taking the time-average. The same operation ap-

plied to the O(Ro) continuity equation, multiplied by (-1)(f/g') ('1 yields

an equation for the balance of potential energy at the interface. Divergence terms

are eliminated by integrating over the horizontal extent of the model domain. While

this operation removes any possibility of interpreting local energy balances, it has

the advantage of providing a compact representation of flow dynamics. Differences

between energy balances from experiments with different topographies occur because

topography alters the structure and stability of the time-mean flow. Topography

does not appear explicitly in the area-averaged energy equations.

Energy balances are generally displayed as box diagrams (see Fig. 4.11).

The area-averaged kinetic energy in layer 1, potential energy at the interface (P),

and kinetic energy in layer 2 are boxed; columns on the left and right correspond

to time-mean and eddy terms, respectively. Eddy-mean interaction terms indicat-

ing baroclinic and barotropic energy conversions are shown by horizontal arrows

connecting boxes (BC and BT, respectively). These conversions can be in either

direction. Mean to eddy conversions are the result of flow instability, while conver-

sions in the opposite sense indicate that the eddies act as a source of energy for the

time-mean flow. Other terms in the balance give the rate of energy input by the

wind, the rates of energy dissipation by bottom and lateral friction and the rate of

vertical energy transfers.
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FIGURE 4.11. Sample energy balance diagram for the 2-layer quasigeostrophic
model. Energy is added to the domain by time-mean wind forcing and removed
by lateral friction (in both layers) and by bottom friction in layer 2. P and P'
correspond to area-averaged mean potential energy and eddy potential energy, re-
spectively. Transfers from R' to K (BT arrows) indicate barotropic instability.
Transfers from P to P' (BC arrow) indicate baroclinic instability. In energy bal-
ances calculated from the model output, the direction of vertical energy transfers and
transfers between the time-mean and eddy fields depends on the flow configuration.
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Iii each experiment, the wind is a source of energy for the time-mean field.

The total energy input by the wind depends on the orientation of the time-mean

jet, with higher transfer rates occurring for cases with more zonally oriented time-

mean flows. To aid in comparing the energetics of cases 1-6, we normalize each

energy transfer by the rate of wind energy input in the energy balances diagramed

in Fig. 4.12. Normalization factors are provided in the figure caption to allow

reconstruction of full energy balances.

Because the wind is steady, the time-mean energy balances do not include

direct forcing of the eddy field by the wind; eddies receive energy only by conver-

sions from the time-mean flow. Energy is removed from the time-mean flow and

from the eddy field by bottom friction and biharmonic friction. In a statistically

steady regime, the rate of energy dissipation by these mechanisms is equal to the

rate at which it is added by the wind. In these eddy-resolving simulations, the bi-

harmonic friction coefficient, A6, is set to a small value because it is included only

for numerical stability. Most of the energy input by the wind must therefore be

transferred vertically to layer 2 where it is dissipated by bottom friction. The parti-

tion of vertical transfers between the time-mean flow and the eddy field depends on

the stability of the flow and on whether energy is returned to the time-mean flow

by the eddies.

A close look at the eddy-mean conversion terms in Fig. 4.12 shows that there

are two dynamically distinct responses within the range of parameters considered

here. The transition between these two regimes is a function of zonal variations of

topography. In cases with zonally uniform topography or with weak zonal variations

of the topography (i.e., cases 1 and 2), the time-mean flow is baroclinically unstable

(P -+ P'). A significant fraction of the energy transferred to the eddy field by flow

instabilities is returned to the time-mean flow in the surface layer (K1 +- K). In
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FIGURE 4.12. Area-averaged energy balances for cases 1-6 (see Fig. 4.10).
Area-averaged kinetic and potential energy (boxes) given in units of m3 _2 Trans-
fers (arrows) given in units of m3 s3. To facilitate comparisons between experi-
ments, transfers are normalized by the rate of wind energy input (2.04, 2.02, 1.86,
1.65, 1.68, and 1.61 m3 s3 for cases 1-6, respectively).
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cases with more zonally variable topography (i.e., cases 3--6), the time-mean jet is

subject to a mixed baroclinic-barotropic instability ( -+ P' and -+ K') and

the eddy field assumes a larger role in the overall dynamics.

The shift in flow stability identified from the area-averaged time-mean energy

balances can be related to topographically induced variations of the time-mean

shear (see Figs. 4.3-4.4). In cases 1 and 2, the time-mean jet is broad and vertical

shear is weak. Baroclinic conversion rates in cases 1-2 are, however, comparable to

those observed in cases with stronger time-mean vertical shear because the broad

jet supports a large quantity of time-mean available potential energy (James 1987).

Horizontal shear on the flanks of the jet in these cases is too weak to allow barotropic

instability. In cases 3 and 4, vertical shear in the jet is somewhat stronger, but the

jet is much narrower. The available potential energy integrated across the time-

mean jet is therefore lower. Baroclinic conversion rates are lower, and horizontal

shear on the flanks of the jet allows weak surface layer barotropic instability. In

cases 5 and 6, the time-mean jets are narrow and have large vertical shear. A mixed

baroclinic-barotropic instability occurs in these cases.

As a result of the dependence of eddy-mean flow energy conversion rates on

the topography, the partition of dissipation between the time-mean flow and the

eddies exhibits a similar sensitivity to topographic configuration. In cases 1 and 2,

where approximately 20% of the energy transferred to the eddy field is returned to

the time-mean flow, vertical energy transfers via the mean flow exceed transfers via

the eddies. Eddy energy in the lower layer is weak and bottom friction dissipation

from the mean flow is the major sink of energy. In contrast, large mean-to-eddy

energy conversions produce vigorous baroclinic eddies in cases 3-6. Downward en-

ergy transfers via the eddies (P' -+ K) are comparable to those via the mean flow

( k2) in cases 3 and 4. In cases 5 and 6, the P' -+ K transfer is consider-
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ably larger than the corresponding mean transfer. As a result, the deep eddy field

is highly energetic and bottom friction dissipation by the eddy field exceeds bottom

friction dissipation from the time-mean flow.

This analysis of area-averaged time-mean energetics has shown that the

regime of flow instability, and hence the magnitude and direction of eddy-mean flow

energy conversions, depends on the topographic parameters. For cases with little

zonal variation in the topography, the flow is baroclinically unstable. Barotropic en-

ergy transfers return energy to the time-mean flow from the eddies and a significant

fraction of energy is recycled within the upper part of the water column. Downward

energy transfers are accomplished primarily through the time-mean field. As zonal

variations of the topography are introduced, the increased lateral shear associated

with the intensification of the time-mean jet favors a mixed baroclinic-barotropic

instability regime. In these cases, the eddies to participate more fully in the time-

mean energy balance. For cases with the largest zonal variations of topography,

vertical energy transfers via the eddy field exceed those from the mean flow, and

the eddies become the dominant sink of energy.

4.7. Vorticity

The primary motivation for this study is to develop an understanding of

the local response of flow to topographic forcing. While flow instabilities can be

confirmed from an investigation of spatially averaged energy balances (Sec. 4.6),

diagnostics which resolve spatial variations of the dynamics are necessary to deter-

mine local effects of topographic forcing. In this section, we consider the time-mean

vorticity balance. This balance illustrates local variations of forcing and friction,
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as well as spatial variations of the eddy contribution to the maintenance of the

time-mean flow.

The time-mean vorticity balance is derived from Eqs. (4.1) by decomposing

the streamfunction and potential vorticity fields ill each layer into time-mean and

time-varying components. The resulting balance is given by

= J(V2,çb) + j ((-1)f + J(f0 + /3y,) (4.4)
g'H

+ J(V2, b1) + j ((-1)f
(b

)
+ juia /5)S,2

cur1+ poH, CbV2L'5,2 A6V6b.

where terms on the right-hand-side of Eq. (4.4) are referred to as follows in the

discussion below,

MNRV =J(V2,')
MNST = j

((_1)f
(7

BETA = J(f0 + /3y,)
EDRV = J(V2, )

EDST = j
((_1)f ii,

g'H Pi

TOPOG =
WIND =

BFRIC = CbV2nàn,2

LFRIC = A6V6'ç/'

mean advection of mean relative vorticity

mean advection of mean stretching
vorticity

mean advection of planetary vorticity

time-mean of the eddy advectioll of eddy
relative vorticity

time-mean of the eddy advection of eddy
stretching vorticity

mean advection of topographic vorticity

wind vorticity

bottom friction vorticity

lateral friction vorticity

In layer 1, wind stress curl (WIND) acts as a source of positive vorticity

in the northern half of the domain and negative vorticity in the southeril half of

the domain. In layer 2, bottom friction (BFRIC) is a sink of vorticity. Loss of
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vorticity by lateral friction (LFRIC) is small in both layers due to the choice of

A6. Other terms in the balance represent transport of vorticity by the time-mean

and eddy fields. The time-mean and eddy vortex stretching terms (MNST and

EDST) transfer vorticity vertically between model layers. The time-mean and eddy

relative vorticity terms (MNRV and EDRV) redistribute vorticity within a model

layer. Stretching and shrinking of water columns in regions where the time-mean

flow crosses topographic contours results in a transport of vorticity within layer 2

(TOPOG), and time-mean meridional velocities result in transports of planetary

vorticity within a model layer (BETA).

Effects of zonal variations of topography on the dynamics of the time-mean

flow are inferred from a comparison of the time-mean vorticity balance for the six

topographic geometries. The time derivative on the left-hand-side of Eq. (4.4) is

trivially zero. This comparison thus demonstrates the effect of each of the nine terms

on the right-hand-side (RHS) of Eq. (4.4) in maintaining the time-mean distribution

of vorticity at each location in the model domain. This analysis differs from previous

analyses of vorticity from model output. For example, as part of studies of the

vorticity balance of gyre systems, Holland and Rhines (1980) and Harrison and

Holland (1981) integrate each vorticity term over sensibly defined subregions of

their model domains. That approach is not feasible here the number and position

of subregions vary as a function of the topographic geometry. Instead, we calculate

each of the nine terms on the RHS of Eq. (4.4) at each location in the model

domain. The resulting fields contain a wide range of spatial scales; terms which

are highly differentiated (e.g., MNRV and EDRV) are dominated by signals at high

wavenumber, while other terms are characterized by larger spatial scales.

The value of each term on the RHS of Eq. (4.4) is displayed for each model

layer as a grey scale image for cases 1, 3, and 6 (Figs. 4.13-4.18). Results from this
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subset of experiments are sufficient to demonstrate the principal effects of variations

of topography on the time-mean vorticity balance. The x and y axes of each image

correspond to the zonal and meridional dimensions of the model domain. Balances

for layers 1 and 2 are plotted separately.

.7.1. Case 1

The vorticity balance is relatively simple in case 1. Because the time-mean

flow is nearly zonally uniform (Figs. 4.3 arid 4.4), terms which depend on the

time-mean meridional velocity or on zonal variations of the flow are small (i.e.,

BETA, TOPOG, MNST). Although the time-mean relative vorticity advection term

(MNRV) can be large locally, decorrelation length scales for this term are short. The

contribution to the time-mean vorticity balance from MNRV is therefore negligibly

small when averaged over small subregions of the channel. The primary balance is

therefore between three terms in the surface layer and two terms in the deep layer.

In layer 1 (Fig. 4.13), eddy relative vorticity advection associated with wave

formation and eddy detachment along the jet reinforces the input of wind vorticity.

While there is short-scale variability in EDRV, the the along-stream integral of

EDRV is nonzero. EDRV is thus a significant source of positive vorticity north

of the jet axis and negative vorticity south of the jet axis. The combination of

WIND and EDRV is balanced by advection of eddy stretching vorticity, EDST,

which removes positive (negative) vorticity from the surface layer north (south) of

the jet axis.

Because motions of the interface couple the surface and deep layers, EDST

in the surface layer acts as a source of positive (negative) vorticity in the deep layer

north (south) of the jet (Fig. 4.14). Vorticity input to the deep layer by EDST
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Timemean vorticity balance: Case 1 Layer 1

MNRV MNST BETA

EDRV EDST TOPOG

BFRIC LFRIC

FIGURE 4.13. Layer 1 vorticity balance terms for case 1 (plan view). Terms are
labeled as in Sec. 4.7 of the text. The gray scale saturates at values lower than
-5.Oe-13 _2 (darkest shade) and higher than 5.Oe-13 s2 (white). The contour
interval is 2.5e-14 s2 for WIND, 1.Oe-12 s2 for MNRV and EDRV, and 2.5e-13 _2

for all other terms. The zero contour is omitted.

Timemean vorticity balance: Case 1 Layer 2

MNRV MNST BETA

EDRV EDST TOPOG

WIND BFRIC LFRIC

FIGURE 4.14. Layer 2 vorticity balance terms for case 1 (plan view). Terms are
labeled as in Sec. 4.7 of the text. The gray scale saturates at values lower than
-1.Oe-13 (darkest shade) and higher than 1.Oe-13 s2 (white). The contour
interval is 5.Oe-14 s2 for all terms. The zero contour is omitted.
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is removed primarily by bottom friction, as is evident from the approximate equal

magnitude but opposite sign of these two terms in Fig. 4.14

.7.2. Casesand3

Zonal variations of the topography dramatically alter the time-mean vortic-

ity balance. In particular, terms which were are negligibly small in case 1 figure

prominently in the time-mean vorticity balances for cases 2 and 3. In the surface

layer, these include the time-mean advection terms, MNRV and MNST, and a lesser

contribution from the Coriolis term, BETA. In the deep layer, TOPOG also con-

tributes significantly. The additional contributions arise due to (1) along-stream

variations of the shear of the time-mean jet and (2) meridional deflections of the

time-mean jet.

The spatial patterns of terms in the time-mean vorticity balance are qualita-

tively similar for cases 2 and 3. Zonal variations are larger in case 3; the balance for

this case is plotted in Figs. 4.15 and 4.16. As in case 1, eddy fluxes of eddy relative

vorticity (EDRV) tend to reinforce the input of wind vorticity in layer 1. Maximum

EDRV amplitudes coincide with the local maximum in K. Upstream of Xmjd and

in the far downstream region, time-dependent eddies associated with the core of the

jet produce a local balance of time-mean vorticity similar to that observed in case 1.

In these regions, the primary balance in the surface layer is between WIND, EDRV

and EDST; the primary balance in the deep layer is between EDST and BFRIC.

A very different local balance of time-mean vorticity is observed near Xmjd.

Unlike case 1, the time-mean vorticity transport associated with along-channel vari-

ations of time-mean shear (MNRV) contribute significantly to the balance. In ad-

dition, the BETA and MNST terms are nonzero due to meridional deflections of
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Timemean vorticity balance: Case 3 Layer 1

MN RV MN ST BETA_!
EDRV EDST TOPOG

_____________ N

WIND BFRIC LFRIC-
FIGURE 4.15. Layer 1 vorticity balance terms for case 3 (plan view). Terms are
labeled as in Sec. 4.7 of the text. The gray scale saturates at values lower than
-1 .Oe-12 _2 (darkest shade) and higher than 1 .Oe-12 _2 (white). The contour
interval is 2.5e-14 _2 for WIND, 2.Oe-12 s2 for MNRV and EDRV, and 5.Oe-13 s2
for all other terms. The zero contour is omitted.

Timemean vorticity balance: Case 3 Layer 2

MNRV MNST BETA
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WIND BFRIC LFRIC

FIGURE 4.16. Layer 2 vorticity balance terms for case 3 (plan view). Terms are
labeled as in Sec. 4.7 of the text. The gray scale saturates at values lower than
-1.Oe-13 _2 (darkest shade) and higher than 1.Oe-13 s2 (white). The contour
interval is 5.Oe-14 _2 for all terms. The zero contour is omitted.
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the time-mean jet near Xmjd. The contribution from BETA is largely balanced by

advection of mean stretching vorticity (MNST) and advection of eddy stretching

vorticity (EDST). Both of these stretching terms achieve their largest magnitudes

in the region downstream of Xmjd along the core of the time-mean jet.

Because the stretching terms are the only source of vorticity for layer 2, the

zonal modulation of ridge width redistributes the input of vorticity to layer 2. In

case 1, vorticity is added by EDST to layer 2 along the length of the time-mean jet.

As a modulation of ridge width is introduced, the region of vorticity input to layer 2

becomes increasingly confined to the area near the topographic constriction.

Other contributions to the vorticity balance in layer 2 are individually locally

intensified in the region near the topographic constriction. In large part, this is due

to the localization of vorticity input to layer 2 by MNST and EDST. The relative

vorticity advection terms (MNRV and EDRV) which could redistribute vorticity

beyond the topographic constriction are small in layer 2 in the region away from

the topographic constriction. In addition, because the mean meridional velocity is

small outside the topographic constriction, BETA and TOPOG do not produce a

net flux of vorticity beyond the topographic constriction. Vorticity added to layer 2

near Xmjd is therefore dissipated locally by bottom friction. BFRIC is largest at the

narrowest segment of the ridge, and smaller upstream and downstream.

The case 3 vorticity balance demonstrates the important effects of topo-

graphic steering on the spatial pattern of flow dynamics and eddy-mean flow in-

teraction. In the surface layer, regions of positive and negative contributions are

aligned with time-mean streamlines. In the deep layer, topography deflects the

time-mean flow to the north as the jet approaches Xmjd and to the south farther

east (Fig. 4.4). Effects of steering in layer 2 are most clear from the MNRV term,

which is approximately symmetric with respect to Xmjd. The BETA and TOPOG
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terms contain a lesser degree of symmetry due to variations of the magnitude of

the mean meridional deep velocity 1Y2 along the jet. Upstream of Xmjd, v2 is small,

and BETA and TOPOG are weak. Immediately downstream of Xmjd, v2 is larger,

leading to strong contributions of BETA and TOPOG to the time-mean vorticity

balance. The stretching terms, MNST and EDST, which take on opposite signs in

the surface and deep layers, are influenced more by the path of the surface layer jet

than by the orientation of the deep jet.

.7.8. Cases-6

As a modulation of ridge height is introduced along the channel, the time-

mean jet narrows, maximum eddy energies increase, and the region of active dy-

namics becomes increasingly confined to the region near Xmjd. This restructuring

of the time-mean and eddy fields is reflected in the spatial pattern of terms in the

time-mean vorticity balance. The full balance is plotted for case 6 in Figs. 4.17 and

4.18. The balance for case 4 is similar to that of case 3. Case 5 represents conditions

intermediate between cases 4 and 6.

In cases 4-6, each contribution to the balance, except the zonally uniform

WIND, varies significantly in the zonal direction. Zonal variations of MNRV and

MNST arise in conjunction with the modulation in horizontal and vertical shear as

the time-mean jet diverges downstream of Xmjd. Along-stream variations of EDRV

and EDST coincide with along-stream variations of eddy energy. The general pattern

of each of the terms in the time-mean vorticity balance is, however, similar for cases 3

through 6. In layer 1, all terms (except WIND) follow the trend of the time-mean jet

in the region near Xmjd. In layer 2, a similar pattern emerges as the zonal modulation

of ridge width increases.
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Timemean vorticity balance: Case 6 Layer 1

MNRV MNST BETAii:
EDRV EDST TOPOG-
WIND BFRIC LFRIC

FIGURE 4.17. Layer 1 vorticity balance terms for case 6 (plan view). Terms are
labeled as in Sec. 4.7 of the text. Scaling and contouring as in Fig. 4.14.

Timemean vorticity balance: Case 6 Layer 2

MNRV MNST BETA

EDST TDPOGEDRV

r!-i5
WIND BFRIC LFRIC

FIGURE 4.18. Layer 2 vorticity balance terms for case 6 (plan view). Terms are
labeled as in Sec. 4.7 of the text. Scaling and contouring as in Fig. 4.15.
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. 7.. Eddy Contributions to the Local Balance of Time-Mean Vorticity

Effects of eddies in maintaining the local distribution of time-mean vorticity

can be evaluated from the eddy flux of eddy relative vorticity (EDRV) and the

eddy flux of eddy stretching vorticity (EDST). The sum of these terms is plotted in

Fig. 4.19 for the surface layer for cases 1-6. In layer 2, the net effect of the eddies

is approximately equal to EDST because of the weak contribution from EDRV.

Comparison of the sum of EDRV and EDST for cases 1-6 demonstrates that

the net effect of eddies on the local balance of time-mean vorticity is amplified by

zonal variations of topography. From plots of eddy kinetic energy in the surface

layer (Fig. 4.7), it is clear that eddies are an important feature of the solution

for all six topographies. For example, in case 1, eddies are the sole conduit for

vertical transfers of vorticity and momentum. For geometries with weak or no zonal

variation of topography, the net effect of eddies on the time-mean balance of vorticity

is, however, quantitatively small. Eddies emerge as a quantitatively more important

contribution to the balance when a local accumulation of eddy energy is supported

by a localized forcing mechanism, such as variations of topography.

From Fig. 4.19, it is clear that the eddy contribution to the time-mean vor-

ticity balance is amplified near along-stream topographic gradients. In cases 3-6,

eddies are a negative contribution to the vorticity balance in the downstream exten-

sion of the jet and in the region south of the jet near Xmjd. Immediately downstream

of Xmjd, eddies are a positive contribution to the balance. If eddies maintain the

local balance of time-mean vorticity in the ocean, as they do in this QG channel

model, the results obtained here indicate that assessments of the dynamics of the

time-mean flow in the ocean and accurate simulations of the time-mean flow in mod-

els must account for effects of the eddy field. While this task is presently beyond
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FIGURE 4.19. The total eddy contribution to the time-mean vorticity balance for
cases 1-6 (ci=5.Oe-13 s2). Solid contours correspond to positive values. Dashed
contours correspond to negative values. The zero contour is omitted.
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the reach of most observational systems, it can be accomplished in models by either

explicitly resolving mesoscale eddies or by accounting for effects of topography on

eddy development with appropriate eddy parameterizations (Holland 1977).

4.7.5. Along-Stream Averaged Vorticity Balances

As noted in Secs. 4.7.2 and 4.7.3, contributions to local vorticity balances

are oriented along time-mean streamlines in cases 3 and 6. The effects of local

variations of topography on larger-scale dynamics can therefore be determined by

averaging each contribution to the vorticity balance along time-mean streamlines.

This averaging operator is preferred over other methods (e.g., a zonal average),

because along-stream cancellations of positive and negative values are small, leading

to a relatively straightforward interpretation of the dynamics of the flow with respect

to the axis of the time-mean jet.

The averaged balances for the surface and deep layers are plotted as functions

of the time-mean streamfunction for cases 1, 3 and 6 in Figs. 4.20 and 4.21. These

balances can be compared with the local vorticity analyses presented in Figs. 4.13-

4.18. In each case, balances are averaged only along streamlines which are single-

valued in y. Balances are thus available for streamlines comprising the time-mean

jet, but not for those near the channel walls.

Several conclusions can be drawn from a comparison of along-stream averages

of time-mean vorticity for the cases shown. In the surface layer, the primary effect of

zonal variations of topography is to retain a larger number of terms in the balance

(Fig. 4.20). In case 1, a vigorous eddy field is required to satisfy the large-scale

balances of vorticity and momentum. Eddies redistribute vorticity input to the

surface layer by the wind and transfer it downward to layer 2, where it is dissipated
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FIGURE 4.20. Contributions to the layer 1 time-mean vorticity balance (left panels)
averaged along the time-mean streamlines shown in the right panels. Terms in the
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by bottom friction. Terms dependent on meridional deflections of the jet (e.g.,

MNST and BETA) and on zonal variations of mean shear (e.g., MNRV) are zero ill

case 1 because of the zonal nature of the mean flow and the topography. These terms

figure significantly in the surface layer balance for cases 3 and 6. The amplitude of

eddy contributions to the along-stream averaged balance is, however, comparable in

cases 1, 3, and 6. Eddies are therefore an integral part of the surface layer dynamics

in all three cases.

Unlike the surface layer, where zonal variations of topography add new terms

to the along-stream averaged time-mean vorticity balance without significantly re-

ducing the magnitude of terms present in case 1, zonal variations in topography af-

fect the relative contributions of all terms to the balance in the deep layer (Fig. 4.21).

In cases 1 and 3, the input of vorticity to layer 2 by EDST is balanced primarily

by bottom friction. The overall balance of time-mean vorticity is, however, very

different in these two cases owing to the contribution of TOPOG. This term is zero

in case 1 where the time-mean jet follows topographic contours. In contrast, it is

one of the largest contributions in case 3, where the time-meall jet crosses isobaths

in the region near Xmjd. Along-stream variations in mean shear and interface height,

which occur as a result of topographic steering, produce moderate contributions

from BETA, MNST, and MNRV in case 3. The sum of these three terms balances

TOPOG.

In comparison with case 3, defiections of the deep jet across isobaths are

larger in case 6. TOPOG is therefore the primary contribution to the along-stream

averaged balance. This term is balanced primarily by BETA. Time-mean vortex

stretching associated with the gradient in interface height along the south flank of

the jet also produces a large contribution from MNST. In comparison with cases 1

and 3, flow in the time-mean deep jet is sluggish in case 6 (see Fig. 4.12, K2 box),
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and energy is transferred to the layer 2 eddies rather than to the layer 2 time-mean

flow. As a result, gradients in the time-mean deep velocity field are small and

bottom friction is a minor sink of vorticity in case 6.

The comparison of along-stream averaged time-mean vorticity balances for

cases 1, 3 and 6 demonstrates two effects of zonal variations of topography on the

large-scale dynamical balance of the time-mean flow. In cases with zonal variations

of topography, topographic steering allows terms to enter the balance which are zero

in the case of zonally uniform topography. In addition, effects of topography on the

stability of the flow alter the large-scale balance of time-mean vorticity. In cases

where the flow is more unstable, as measured by conversions from the time-mean

field to the eddies in area-averaged energy balances, less energy is available to the

time-mean flow in layer 2, and the along-stream average of time-mean vorticity is

affected accordingly.

4.8. Discussion

The dynamics of the Southern Ocean have been of great interest from a

modeling perspective for more than three decades. These studies have largely fo-

cused on evaluating the dynamics of the large-scale, or zonally averaged component

of ocean circulation (e.g., McWilliams et al. 1978; Treguier and McWilliams 1990;

Wolff et al. 1991, Killworth and Nanneh 1994, Thompson 1993). Recent altime-

ter observations of the geographical distribution of surface eddy variability indicate

that zonal variations of the flow may also be important. Altimeter sea level vari-

ability, an indicator of eddy kinetic energy, varies along the axis of the ACC, with

high values observed in regions near steep topographic slopes (Chelton et al. 1990).

Time-dependent variations of surface height are generally lower in areas with more
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gentle topographic variations. These observations suggest that flow stability and

the dynamics of eddy-mean flow interaction may be sensitive to zollal variatiolls of

topography.

In this study we have considered effects of zonal variations of zonal ridge to-

pography on the structure of the time-mean flow, the distribution of time-dependent

eddies, and 011 effects of eddies 011 the time-mean balances of energy and vorticity.

The model topography (Fig. 4.2) consists of a zollal ridge with a zonal modulation

of ridge height and/or width. This topography is intended as an idealized repre-

sentation of the Southeast Indian Ridge near the Australian-Antarctic Discordance

(Fig. 4.1). In the region near the AAD, locally high values of sea level variability

are found over the point of minimum ridge height and width; variability decreases

downstream and to the north and south of the ridge.

While the simple dynamics and geometry used here cannot produce the full

range of complexity observed in the ocean, it is encouraging that the model cap-

tures basic features of altimeter and in situ observations. For a ridge with a zonal

modulation in height and width (cases 4-6), the surface layer eddy kinetic energy

distribution ill the model is qualitatively similar to the distribution of sea level vari-

ability from Geosat (Figs. 4.1 and 4.7). In addition, the structure of the surface

layer time-mean flow in the model is in good qualitative agreement with the struc-

ture of the ACC determined from hydrographic data (Callahan 1971; Savchenko et

al. 1978; Gordon et al. 1978) and with the axis of the ACC estimated from altime-

ter observations (Morrow et al. 1994). Although the abruptness of the shift in the

latitude of the jet with depth is clearly an artifact of the discontinuity in density

between the two model layers, the time-mean flow in layer 2 is in good agreement

with observations from USNS Eltanin Cruise 41, along 132°E (Callahan 1971). Ve-

locities computed from 2-3 day deployments of deep current meters at 132°E showed
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weak eastward flow over the north flank of the ridge (ii =0.9 cm s at 45°S), west-

ward flow over the ridge crest (i = 5.9 cm s 1 at 50°S), and eastward flow over

the south flank of the ridge (ii =3.6 cm at 55°S). The degree to which these

measurements represent conditions averaged over longer intervals is unknown.

Because of the simplicity of the model used in this study, the sensitivity of

selected processes to changes in forcing ca be evaluated. Of particular interest is

the correlation between surface eddy variability, topographic slopes, and the location

of strong mean flows along the path of the ACC. This correspondence suggests that

topography plays a significant role in determining regional flow stability. In this

section, the role of topography in flow stability is further investigated from linear

stability analysis. In addition, we interpret a model of Southern Ocean dynamics

recently proposed by Johnson arid Bryden (1989) in the context of results from the

present study.

.8. 1. Effects of Topographic Steering on Local Flow Stability

It was concluded in Sec. 4.4 that the structure of the time-mean flow and

the resulting distribution of time-mean shear in the model are sensitive to small

variations of ridge height and width (Figs. 4.3-4.4). As a modulation of ridge height

or width is introduced, the time-meall jet narrows in both layers and a meridional

offset develops between the axes of the surface and deep jets. The surface jet is

confined to the north flank of the topography. The deep jet follows the open contours

of f/h2 along the south flank of the ridge. Over the ridge crest, closed f/h2 contours

prevent the deep jet from migrating to the north flank of the ridge during spinup of

the model.
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These time-averaged fields can be compared with results obtained by Mc-

Cartney (1976), who solved the quasigeostrophic potential vorticity equation for

steady, baroclinic flow in cases without forcing or dissipation. McCartney's analyt-

ical solution to the problem of flow along a zonal ridge indicates that topographic

steering intensifies eastward flows over the equatorward flank of the ridge (i.e., the

north flank of the ridge in southern hemisphere cases), and weakens eastward flows

over the poleward flank of the ridge. For steep topographic slopes, flow along the

poleward flank of the ridge stagnates or reverses, forming a region of weak west-

ward flow. For ridges of finite zonal extent, this pattern is punctuated by steady

meanders in the along-stream direction which have largest amplitude near the ends

of the ridge and smaller amplitude farther downstream.

Some features of the McCartney (1976) linear solutions are observed in the

fully nonlinear, time-dependent simulations with forcing and dissipation considered

here. The intensification of the surface jet along the north flank of the ridge and

the southward shift of the jet at the narrowest point of the ridge (Fig. 4.3) are

consistent with results from McCartney (1976). The meridional offset between the

surface and deep jets are not, however, a feature of the linear solution. We attribute

this difference to the form of the velocity profile required to solve the linear problem

using separation of variables (McCartney 1976). In particular, the flow fields in

the linear, analytical solutions were derived for cases where the horizontal structure

of streamlines was independent of depth. The nonlinear solutions presented here

suggest that this constraint is not applicable in more general cases.

Spatial variations of the structure of the flow are important from the perspec-

tive of eddy-mean flow interaction because these variations may occur in combina-

tion with changes in flow stability (Haidvogel and Holland 1978). In the experiments

considered here, the highest vertical and horizontal shears are found upstream of
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the narrowest or shallowest segment of the ridge. Farther downstream, the time-

mean jet diverges, and shear is reduced. From theoretical considerations, the rate of

energy transfer from the time-mean flow to the eddy field is proportional to the mag-

nitude of the large-scale vertical (horizontal) shear in pure baroclinic (barotropic)

flows (Pedlosky 1987). While flows with both vertical and meridional shear are more

complicated (Stone 1969; Ioannou and Lindzen 1986; James 1987), spatial variations

of shear can lead to variations of wave growth rates and in eddy-mean flow energy

conversions (see Chapter 3).

Effects of topography on domain-averaged flow stability can be gauged by

comparing energy conversions for cases with different topography (see Sec. 4.6).

Alternatively, flow stability can be evaluated locally along meridional transects using

linear stability analysis (see Chapter 3). Because linear stability analysis (LSA)

applies only to the small amplitude phase of wave growth, this technique will not

describe the full cycle of nonlinear development. LSA is however a useful indicator

of relative variations of stability along the jet. Optimally, LSA should be performed

on transects through many instantaneous flow fields to accumulate statistics on

unstable wave growth as a function of x. Due to practical considerations, we evaluate

the stability of the time-mean flow instead. Growth rates computed from the time-

mean field are, in general, smaller than those computed from the instantaneous

flow.

To evaluate whether the increase in eddy kinetic energy observed downstream

of Xmjd can be attributed to effects of topography on flow stability, the growth rate

of the most unstable mode is calculated at 270 km intervals along the channel for

the limiting cases 1, 3, 4, and 6. Both components of the flow, bottom friction, and

variations of topography are included in the stability calculation. Results indicate

that the growth rate of the most unstable mode varies along the channel (Fig. 4.22,



top panel). Growth rates are largest in the region between x = 1620 km and

x = 2700 km. Farther upstream and downstream, the growth rates are two to five

times smaller. A similar zonal variation in growth rate is obtained if the calculation

is repeated using instantaneous flow fields.

As discussed in Chapter 3, topography can influence flow stability through

its effect on the ambient potential vorticity gradient. Eastward flows are least stable

over topographic slopes which counteract the planetary vorticity gradient (i.e., the

south flank of the ridge in these southern hemisphere simulations). To test whether

this direct effect of topography on the ambient potential vorticity gradient controls

the stability of the time-mean flows in cases 1, 3, 4, and 6, the growth rate of the

most unstable mode is compared for calculations which include the topography and

for those in which topography is omitted. This comparison is possible because linear

stability analysis requires only a large-scale flow as input (see Chapter 3). Mecha-

nisms which contribute to the dynamics of the flow can be be easily added or deleted

from individual stability calculations. Results from this comparison show that the

contribution of topography to the ambient potential vorticity gradient inhibits wave

growth everywhere in the channel (Fig. 4.22, bottom panel). The relative effect of

topography on flow stability is, however, a function of x.

The ridge exerts the largest stabilizing influence on linear waves in regions

away from zonal perturbation of topographic height and/or width. NearXmjd, topo-

graphic steering forces the time-mean jet over the ridge crest and to the south. The

smaller ambient potential vorticity gradient favors wave growth in the region near

Xmid. Thus topographic steering, combined with the effect of topography on the am-

bient potential vorticity gradient, inhibits wave growth upstream and downstream

of Xmjd and promotes the development of unstable eddies near the along-stream

variation of topography.
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FIGURE 4.22. Effect of the topographic contribution to the ambient potential vor-
ticity gradient on the stability of the time-mean flow for cases 1, 3, 4, and 6. For
each case, the growth rate of the most unstable mode is calculated from meridional
sections through the time-mean flow at 270 km intervals using linear stability anal-
ysis (see Chapter 3). Growth rates calculated from adjacent sections are averaged
to reduce point-to-point noise in the plot. The topography is included (omitted) in
the calculations shown in the top (bottom) panel.
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Effects of Topography on Local and Regional Dynamics

One consequence of along-stream variations offlow stability is that the struc-

ture of the large-scale flow and the amplitude of the eddy field depend on topographic

geometry. By stabilizing the flow along a segment of the ridge, along-stream vari-

ations of topography support strong jet flow in the region upstream of the zonal

modulation of ridge height and/or width. Farther downstream, eddy kinetic energy

is concentrated in the region east of the reduction in flow stability. The energy and

vorticity analyses presented in this paper demonstrate that these changes in the

time-mean and eddy fields affect both local dynamics and dynamics averaged over

the full model domain.

While the model used here is admittedly simple, our goal in undertaking

this project was to use the model to isolate processes which may be important

in the Southern Ocean. One of the issues at the center of the debate over the

Southern Ocean is the dynamics of the ACC momentum balance. According to one

theory (Munk and Palmen 1951), the input of eastward momentum by the wind

in the circumpolar region is balanced by the loss of momentum via topographic

form stress. Because there are few locations where topography breaches the surface

along the path of the ACC, this balance requires a vertical transfer of momentum

from the surface to the depth of topographic obstacles. One mechanism which has

been proposed for this transfer is a downward flux of momentum by time-dependent

eddies (Johnson and Bryden 1989). Such fluxes may arise as a result of southward

heat transport by baroclinic instability.

To test this conceptual model, Johnson and Bryden (1989) calculated the

downward momentum flux due to baroclinic eddies in Drake Passage. Eddy heat

fluxes were estimated from observations at the ISOS central Drake Passage current
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meter array. Properties of the large-scale flow were measured from a hydrographic

section across Drake Passage. From these data, Johnson and Bryden found that

Drake Passage eddies transport approximately twice as much momentum downward

through the water column as is supplied locally by the wind. To account for this local

imbalance, Johnson and Bryden (1989) suggested that horizontal eddy momentum

fluxes may locally intensify the flow in Drake Passage, thereby increasing downward

momentum flux at the central Drake Passage current meter array. Alternatively,

they hypothesized that eddy fluxes need not balance the wind locally.

In this paper, we have evaluated local dynamics from vorticity balances

(Sec. 4.7) rather than momentum balances. This strategy is used because unknown

ageostrophic contributions to the momentum equations do not allow a full recon-

struction of the momentum balance at each point in the model domain.' The

vorticity analyses demonstrate that along-stream variations of topography can shift

the region of active dynamics within the model domain. In an experiment with

zonally uniform topography (e.g., case 1), the production of time-dependent eddies,

the transfer of vorticity to the deep layer, and the dissipation of vorticity by bottom

friction all occur along the entire jet. The addition of a zonal variation of topog-

raphy disrupts this system. In cases 3-6, the largest contributions to the vorticity

balance, including the advection of eddy stretching vorticity, are concentrated near

along-stream variations of topography.

Because along-stream variations of topography redistribute eddy fluxes, the

input of vorticity by the wind is not locally balanced by export of vorticity to

1Other papers using QG dynamics in channel domains, e.g., McWilliams et al. (1978),
Treguier and McWilliams (1990), and Wolff et al. (1991), have circumvented this difficulty
by zonal averaging.
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layer 2. Instead, wind vorticity is broadly distributed over the model domain and

downward transfers of vorticity by eddy stretching are confined to regions where the

combinatioll of topographic steering and the ambient potential vorticity gradient

favor eddy development. Because vertical transfers of vorticity and momentum

both require interfacial stretching, downward fluxes of momentum may be large in

the same regions. Areas where topography destabilizes the time-mean flow may

therefore be regions of locally enhanced vertical fluxes of vorticity and momentum

in the ACC. These regions may also be particularly important sinks of vorticity and

sites of enhanced energy dissipation.

4.9. Conclusions

The distribution of eddy variability measured by satellite altimetry suggests

that regions near steep topographic slopes may play a particularly important role

in the overall dynamics of the ACC. Based on results from numerical simulations

reported here, effects of topography on flow stability may explain the correlation

between eddy variability and topography in some regions of the Southern Ocean.

Analysis of flow fields and dynamics from a simple, 2-layer, quasigeostrophic model

indicate that along-stream changes of topography:

(i) produce local variations of flow stability through the combined action of topo-

graphic steering and the effect of topography on the ambient potential vorticity

gradiellt,

(ii) alter area-averaged and along-stream averaged dynamical balances by modi-

fying the structure of the large-scale flow, and
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(iii) shift the regioll of "active" dynamics to areas near large along-stream topo-

graphic gradients.

Based on these results, a greater focus on modeling the effects of topography on

local circulation may improve the representation of Southern Ocean dynamics in

the present generation of nearly eddy-resolving models.
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5. SUMMARY AND GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

In this thesis, effects of zonal variations of topography on the stability and

dynamics of a zonal oceanic jet were evaluated based on experiments with a 2-layer,

nonlinear, quasigeostrophic (QG) numerical model. This study was motivated by

the clear correspondence between surface current variability and topography in the

Southern Ocean. Several data sets, including the historical hydrographic data base

(Lutjeharms and Baker 1980; Gille 1995), FGGE drifter tracks (Patterson 1985;

Daniault and Ménard 1985), and Geosat altimeter heights (Saudwell and Zhang

1989; Chelton et al. 1990) show that time-dependent fluctuations in surface currents

vary along the path of the Alltarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC). Areas of high

variability appear to be confined and steered by the bottom topography. Variability

is particularly strollg on the deep side of steep topographic slopes in regions with

strong time-mean vertical shear.

Unlike the northern gyres, which have been studied intensively, the dynamics

of Southern Ocean circulation are not well understood. This is in large part due

to the difficulty and expense of acquiring direct observations in the region. Until

recently, the more logistically straightforward analytical aild numerical investiga-

tions of Southern Ocean circulation have considered only the large-scale features

of the flow. Smaller-scale features, including transient eddies, may, however, be

particularly important in the Southern Ocean where meridional transports of heat,

momentum and tracers by transient eddies may be larger than the corresponding

time-mean transports. Analyses of the Southern Ocean hydrographic data base and

intensive observations from Drake Passage suggest that eddies may contribute to

the momentum balailce of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (Johnson and Bry-
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den 1989) and that eddies may figure prominently in the total oceanic heat balance

(deSzoeke and Levine 1981).

The correspondence between the location of steep topography, strong time-

mean flows, and high eddy energy suggests that the stability and dynamics of the

ACC may be controlled by topography in some regions. To the degree that eddies

affect larger-scale dynamics, regional variations of eddy energy may induce regional

variations of ACC dynamics. The goal of this project was to isolate and systemat-

ically investigate the link between topography, flow stability, and eddy-mean flow

interaction using a simple numerical ocean model configured in a domain some-

what analogous to a specific segment of the Southern Ocean. The model chosen

for this study uses quasigeostrophic dynamics with idealized geometry and forcing.

By considering a very simple model which includes only the processes of interest,

the sensitivity of those processes can be investigated without complication due to

competing dynamical effects.

In Chapter 3, effects of zonally uniform topography on the stability of zonal

jet flow was evaluated using linear stability analysis and from an examination of flow

dynamics during the nonlinear phase of wave development from a finite-difference

numerical model. The focus of this chapter was on the small amplitude stage of

wave development during the transition from laminar to turbulent jet flow.

The analysis presented in Chapter 3 demonstrates that the structure and

energetics of small-amplitude, baroclinic eddies produced by instability of zonal flow

along a zonal ridge depends on the ridge height and width. Much of this variation

can be accounted for by changes of the large-scale topographic slope. However, a

shift in the structure and dynamics of the most unstable mode occurs as a function

of topographic geometry. A mode with simple horizontal and vertical structure

(mode 1, consisting of a single eddy in the upper and lower layers) dominates for
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short and narrow ridges, and a mode with more complicated structure (mode 2,

consisting of a single eddy in the upper layer and two eddies in the lower layer) has

the largest growth rate for tall, narrow ridges. A comparison of the properties of

these modes with previously published analytical and numerical solutions supports

the hypothesis that the shift of mode dominance can be accounted for by effects

of curvature of the cross-channel topographic profile. Transitions between modes 1

and 2 can be attributed to differences of the sensitivity of modal growth rates to

variations of topographic geometry and variations of the large-scale vertical and

horizontal shear. In experiments with zonal variations of ridge geometry, both modes

can be supported simultaneously in different segments of the domain.

As waves grow from small to finite amplitude, effects of topography on the

zonally averaged vertical shear alter the time evolution of energy and momentum

conversions between the large-scale mean flow and the eddies. For small topographic

slopes, the topographic contribution to the meridional potential vorticity gradient

Q allows the flow to become unstable at lower values of shear than in the case of flat-

bottom topography. As topographic slope increases, the topographic contribution

to Q,, stabilizes the flow and the transition to turbulence is delayed until the large-

scale flow spins up to larger vertical shear. Because energy conversions are closely

related to the magnitude of zonally averaged shear, topography controls the time

development of eddy-mean flow interactions.

Topographic control of the latitude of initial wave development also has im-

portant consequences at this stage of wave development. Effects of topography on

the meridional potential vorticity gradient shift the latitude of initial wave develop-

ment from the central latitude of the channel toward the south flank of the ridge

as ridge height or width increase. In cases where wave development is initially con-

fined to the region south of the axis of the jet, the efficiency of barotropic energy
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feedbacks on the large-scale flow is reduced. The combined effects of topography

on large-scale shear and on the latitude of initial wave development produce time-

dependent oscillations of conversions of potential and kinetic energy between eddies

and the large-scale flow. As a result, eddy-mean flow interactions are a complicated

function of time and depend on the topographic parameters.

Effects of topographic geometry on the structure and dynamics of a fully

turbulent zonal jet were evaluated in Chapter 4. Of particular interest were effects

of zonal variations of zonal ridge topography on the structure of the time-mean flow,

the distribution time-dependent eddies, and on the time-mean balances of energy

and vorticity. The model topography, a zonal ridge with a zonal modulation of ridge

height and/or width, is an idealized representation of the Southeast Indian Ridge

near the Australian-Antarctic Discordance. In this region of the Southern Ocean,

locally high values of sea level variability are found over the point of minimum ridge

height and width; variability decreases downstream and to the north and south of

the ridge.

While the simple dynamics and geometry used here cannot produce the full

range of complexity observed in the ocean, it is encouraging that the model captures

the salient features of altimeter and in situ observations. For a ridge with a zonal

modulation of height and width, the surface layer eddy kinetic energy distribution

in the model is qualitatively similar to the distribution of sea level variability from

Geosat. In addition, the structure of time-mean flow in the surface and deep layers

of the model are in good qualitative agreement with the structure of the ACC

determined from hydrographic data and with the axis of the ACC estimated from

altimeter observations.

The analysis presented in Chapter 4 demonstrates the importance of topo-

graphic steering to the overall dynamics of the flow. In cases with large zonal
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variations of ridge geometry, the time-mean jet is deflected to the south as it crosses

the region of reduced ridge height and/or width. As a result, the jet is deflected

toward a region of smaller ambient potential vorticity gradiellt, which favors the de-

velopment of unstable eddies. The along-stream variation of flow stability induces

zonal variations in the eddy field and in feedbacks of the eddies on the time-mean

flow.

A particularly interesting result from Chapter 4 is the redistribution of eddy

fluxes induced by topography. Because along-stream variations of topography locally

intensify eddy fluxes, the illput of vorticity by the wind is not locally balanced by

export of vorticity to layer 2. Instead, wind vorticity is broadly distributed over the

model domain and downward transfers of vorticity by eddy stretching are confined

to regions where the combination of topographic steering and the ambient potential

vorticity gradient favor eddy development. Because vertical transfers of vorticity

and momentum both require interfacial stretching, downward fluxes of momentum

may be large in the same regions. Areas where topography destabilizes the time-

mean flow may therefore be regions of locally enhanced vertical fluxes of vorticity

and momentum in the ACC. These regions may also be particularly important sinks

of vorticity and sites of enhanced energy dissipation.

Based on results from the numerical simulations in Chapters 3 and 4, effects

of topography on flow stability may explaill the observed relation between eddy

variability and topography in some regions of the Southern Ocean. In addition, if

transient eddies are important in maintaining the balance of time-mean momentum

and time-mean vorticity in the ocean, as they are in the simple model used here,

the local dynamics of time-mean flow may be coupled with the behavior of the

eddy field in the Southern Ocean. The implication is that the role of the eddy field

must be considered in evaluating the large-scale dynamics of the Southern Ocean
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from eddy-resolving numerical simulations and from direct observational studies. In

coarse resolution climate models which do not explicitly resolve eddy length scales,

parameterizations of subgrid scale eddies may improve by accounting for effects of

variations of topography on the ambient potential vorticity gradient.
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APPENDIX A. Zonal Momentum Balance

As noted in Chapter 1, the zonally averaged, zonal momentum balance of the

Antarctic Circumpolar Curreilt is a topic of long-standing general interest. While

the geometry of most of the flows discussed in Chapter 4 is not purely zonal, the

zonal average of zonal momentum is a useful diagnostic for comparison with previous

studies.

The time-mean balance of zonal momentum in the limit of quasigeostrophic

(QG) dynamics is derived in McWilliams et al. (1978). Briefly, this balance ca be

expressed,

H1ii=W+A1+B1+CiDD' (A.1)

H2i2=A2+B2+C2+D+D'EF (A.2)

in the surface and deep layers, respectively. Where H is the depth of layer n and Ti

is the time-mean of the zonal acceleration in layer n. Mathematical expressions for

terms on the right hand side are provided in McWilliams et al. (1978). Physically,

these terms can be interpreted as

W = input of momentum by the wind

= change in momentum owing to lateral friction in layer n

B = horizontal redistribution of momentum in layer n by time-mean advection

= horizontal redistribution of momentum in layer n by the Reynolds'

stresses

D = downward flux of momentum by time-mean interfacial stretching

= downward flux of momentum by the time-dependent eddies
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E = change in momentum owing to topographic form stress

F = change in momentum owing to bottom friction.

Zonally averaged, time-mean zonal momentum balances are plotted in

Fig. A.1 for the six cases discussed in Chapter 4. In cases 1 and 2, eastward mo-

mentum is added to the surface layer by the wind. Eddy motions associated with

wave propagation along the jet give rise to Reynolds' stresses which are a second

source of eastward momentum at the core of the time-mean jet and a sink of east-

ward momentum near the channel walls. Virtually all of the momentum added to

the channel by the wind is exported to the deep layer because a significant sink

of eastward momentum does not exist in the surface layer. This vertical transfer

is accomplished by eddy stretching at the interface. Note that, in the cases with

nearly zonally uniform topography, the time-mean meridional velocity is small or

zero everywhere. As a result, vertical transfers of eastward momentum by the time-

mean flow are negligible, as is loss of eastward momentum in layer 2 by topographic

form stress. Bottom friction therefore serves as the primary sink of momentum in

cases 1 and 2.

For larger zonal variations of topography, terms dependent on the time-mean

meridional velocity field enter the balance. Horizontal transfers of momentum within

layer 1, and vertical transfers of momentum from the surface to the deep layer,

depend on both the time-mean and eddy terms in cases 3-6. For small along-stream

variations of topography (cases 3 and 4), momentum loss by topographic form stress

is small, relative to bottom friction, and confined to the region along the crest of

the ridge. In these cases, bottom friction loss occurs in the deep jet along the south

flank of the ridge. In cases 5 and 6, the topographic form stress and bottom friction

terms are comparable over much of the width of the channel.
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FIGURE A.1. The zonally averaged balance of time-mean zonal momentum for
cases 1-6. Terms in the momentum balance (see equations A.1A.2) are plotted as
functions of y, the cross-channel coordinate. The upper panel of each pair shows
contributions to the layer 1 momentum balance. The lower panel shows contri-
butions to the layer 2 momentum balance. Values on the y axis are in units of
1.Oe-4 m2 s2.
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Like the comparison of the along-stream averaged potential vorticity balance

presented in Chapter 4, a comparison of the zonally averaged momentum balances

illustrates the sensitivity of large-scale dynamics to zonal variations in topography.

Results from topographic configurations considered in this study (i.e., cases 1 and 6)

agree with those computed from previous QG simulations of zonal flow above to-

pography (e.g., McWilliams et al. 1978; Treguier and McWilliams 1990; Wolff et

al. 1991).
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APPENDIX B. Time-Dependent Transport Fluctuations

In the experiments discussed in Chapter 4, time series of zonal transport

include significant temporal fluctuations in cases 3-6 (Fig. B.1). Because of the 1:4

ratio between the surface and deep layer thicknesses, small velocity fluctuations pro-

duce larger transport fluctuations in the deep layer than in the surface layer. Thus

time-dependent variations in transport are most evident in layer 2. Similar fluc-

tuations are also a feature of previously published solutions from quasigeostrophic

(QG) channel models (McWilliams et al. 1978; Wolff et al. 1991). In this Appendix,

the nature of the fluctuations and their effect on results presented in Chapter 4 are

described.

From Fig. B.1 it is clear that temporal fluctuations in transport are of sig-

nificantly different character in cases 3-6. In case 3, fluctuations correspond to an

oscillation between two apparently quasi-stable states. In this experiment, the in-

terval between days 32650 and 33600 is characteristic of the "high transport state"

(HTS). The time-averaged transports and one-standard deviation error bars over

this interval are 115±2 Sv in the surface layer and 130±4 Sv in the deep layer. The

time-averaged flow in both layers is predominantly zonal (Fig. B.2). Eddy kinetic

energy (K,n =1,2) is high along the axis of the jet (Fig. B.3). In contrast, the

interval between days 33800 and 34400 is characteristic of the "low transport state"

(LTS). The time-averaged transports and one-standard deviation error bars over this

interval are 101±1 Sv in the surface layer and 76+5 Sv in the deep layer. The time-

mean jet in layer 1 separates into two streams near Xmjd (Fig. B.4). One stream,

containing about 40% of the surface layer transport, follows a northern route. The

other jet dips to the south in a large-amplitude meander. In the deep layer, a single
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FIGURE B.1. Transport time series during the 7200-day sampling interval for
cases 1-6. The upper line in each panel shows the total transport. Other lines give
the transport in layers 1 and 2. Layer 2 transport fluctuations are larger than those
in layer 1. The high and transport states in case 3 correspond to days 32650-33600
and days 33800-34400, respectively.

jet veers to the south downstream of Xmid. In layer 1, K' is high along the segment

of the jet between x = 0 km and Xmid (Fig. B.5). Smaller eddy energies are observed

downstream of Xmid in the southern half of the channel.

Transitions between the HTS and LTS occur in conjunction with wave prop-

agation along the jet. From inspection of animations of QG potential vorticity in

the two model layers, the high transport state corresponds to a regime of strong,

but relatively stable, wave propagation along the jet. At all points along the jet,

small closed eddies form as a result of wave growth. From the K' distribution,
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this process is slightly more active near Xmid than in other regions of the channel.

Transitions from the HTS to the LTS occur when a particularly large wave develops

along the upstream segment of the jet. As this wave propagates downstream, it

grows, and detaches as a closed eddy near Xmjd. Advection associated with these

events produces the large anticyclonic circulation cell observed in the time-mean

streamfunction during the LTS. The extension of this cell into the northern half of

the model domain significantly reduces transport along the north flank of the ridge.

The transition from the LTS to the HTS occur when the cyclonic circulation cell

dissipates, allowing stronger transport along the north flank of the ridge.

In comparison with case 3, fluctuations in cases 4-6 occur over a broad range

of time scales (Fig. B.1). The sequence of events associated with transitions between

the HTS and LTS in case 3 are also observed in cases 4-6. In these cases, however,

the low and high transport states do not fully develop. Instead, a wide range of

states with transports between that of the LTS and HTS exist. The lifetime of

these intermediate states can be quite short (i.e., tens of days) in comparison with

the longer lifetimes of the HTS and LTS evident from the transport time series of

case 3. From animated sequences of the QG potential vorticity field, transitions

between states in cases 4-6 are initiated by eddy detachment near Xmjd and by

dissipation of intense eddy activity downstream of Xmjd, as in case 3. However, as

noted in Chapter 4, the jet is more unstable at Xmjd in cases 4-6 than in case 3. As

a result, the frequent development of eddies near Xmjd disrupts transitions between

states and does not allow the evolution of the extreme states observed in case 3. In

addition, the interaction of the large-scale flow with the south channel wall observed

in case 3 (see Fig. B.4) does not occur in cases 4-6.

In the range of parameter space appropriate for atmospheric dynamics, the-

oretical analyses (Charney and DeVore 1979; Charney and Straus 1980; Pedlosky
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1981) and numerical simulations (Legras and Ghil 1985; Jin and Ghil 1990) of QG

flows produce a phenomenon similar to that observed here. Results from these stud-

ies indicate that, in baroclinic flows, topographic form drag catalyzes an exchange

of energy between the mean flow and eddies resulting ill a restructuring of both

the mean and eddy fields. In severely truncated spectral models (e.g., Charney

and Straus 1980), this leads to the development of two quasi-stable states. One is

characterized by nearly zonal flow, while the other contains large-amplitude waves.

As the number of degrees of freedom of the system is increased, intermediate states

appear, and the behavior of the system should be described in terms of chaotic dy-

namics (Legras and Ghil 1985; Jin and Ghil 1990). The sensitivity of a flow regime

to this mechanism depends on the energy of the mean flow (or, alternatively, on

the magnitude of forcing and frictional dissipation) and on the length scale of the

topography (Pedlosky 1981).

Observations of atmospheric and oceanic flows suggest that the process of

form drag instability may be important under specific conditions. In the atmosphere,

persistent "blocking" patterns have been attributed to this mechanism (Legras and

Ghil 1985). III the ocean, the bimodality of the path of the Kuroshio Current

has been interpreted as a result of a similar topographic interaction (White and

McCreary 1976; Charney and Flierl 1981). Such oscillations have not, however, been

observed in transport time series from the Southern Ocean. The large-amplitude

fluctuations in transport in the QG simulations presented in Chapter 4 may therefore

be a discrepancy between model solutions and the behavior of the ocean in the region

south of Australia.

In the experiments discussed in Chapter 4, the structure of the time-mean

flow, the distribution of the eddy field, and the dynamics of eddy-mean flow in-

teraction are functions of along-stream variations of topographic forcing. From
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inspection of the time-mean flows and eddy kinetic energy distributions for the six

cases, changes in the general character of flow statistics based on a temporal de-

composition are relatively gradual from one choice of topographic parameter to the

next. Nonetheless, the transport time series for these six experiments are very dif-

ferent (Fig. figbl). The good behavior of the temporal flow statistics, relative to

that of the transport time series, may be at least partially attributed to the choice

of sampling interval. In the experiments considered in Chapter 4, the sampling

interval was chosen based on the behavior of the transport time series. In case 3,

which includes a significant amount of power at very low frequencies, the 7200-day

sampling interval includes three distinct transitions from the high to low transport

states and three transitions from the low to high transport states. The same interval

samples many oscillations between various transport states in cases 5 and 6. Flow

statistics presented in Chapter 4 are therefore the result of averaging over a wide

range of states.

Flow properties and the dynamics of eddy-mean flow interaction discussed

in Chapter 4 are not well correlated with the behavior of the transport time series.

Instead, a generally smooth progression of flow properties and dynamics is observed

from case 1 through case 6. Dynamics are similar for cases 1 and 2 and for cases 3--6.

This grouping of flow regimes led to the major conclusion of Chapter 4, namely that

variations of topography are important to eddy-mean flow interaction to the degree

that these variations force the time-mean jet into a region of reduced ambient po-

tential vorticity gradient. Topographic steering which satisfies this criteria can be

accomplished through either of the along-stream variations of topography investi-

gated in Chapter 4 (i.e., variations of ridge height or ridge width). A 40% variation

of ridge width is required to produce a result similar to that obtained with a 25%

variation of ridge height. Because the group of experiments showing large zonal
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variations of flow properties (cases 3-6) includes cases with small, moderate and

large transport fluctuations, we conclude that the results of Chapter 4 are robust to

the transport fluctuations described here.
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APPENDIX C. Sensitivity to Model Parameters

Results from numerical simulations can be sensitive to choices of model pa-

rameters. In some cases, parameter choices are well-founded, and simulations may

be performed using values close to those measured in physical systems. In other

cases, model parameterizations represent a simplification of processes occurring in

nature and there is no obvious correct choice for the numerical values of the param-

eter. Like other ocean models, the quasigeostrophic (QG) model used in Chapters 3

and 4 contains a large number of parameters. The sensitivity of model solutions

to the most important of these parameters is assessed from the statistically steady

portion of a limited number of experiments.

C.1. Grid Geometry: L and /s

In the investigation of zonal variations of flow dynamics presented in Chap-

ter 4, the geometry of the model domain is a central issue. The length of the channel

(Lx) is of particular importance because the cyclic boundary condition matches the

flow configuration at x = 0 and x = L. If the channel is too short, dynamical pro-

cesses in the region near the along-stream variation of topography may be advected

through the channel, and contaminate solutions for values of x "upstream" of the

variation of topography. If the channel is longer than necessary, contamination will

not occur, but practical considerations may become an issue (i.e., more disk space

will be required to store the solutions, and more CPU time will be required to run

the model and analyze results).



To evaluate the choice of L 4230 km adopted for the simulations of

Chapter 4, statistically steady solutions were compared for L = 4320 km and

= 5760 km. Topography in the two simulations was identical in the region 0 km <

x < 4320 km. In the long channel experiment, the ridge profile at x = 4320 km

was continued to the end of the channel. Comparison of the time-mean flow for the

region between x 0 km and x = 4320 km indicated that the choice of L in the

shorter channel allowed for sufficient evolutioll of the flow in the region downstream

of Xmid. The eddy kinetic energy distribution and amplitude was virtually identical

for the two experiments. In addition, the time-mean velocity profile at x 0 km

matched nearly exactly in the two cases.

While computing power has increased explosively since the development of

the first general circulation model, grid resolution remains an issue. Results from a

number of published sensitivity studies indicate that fine grid resolution is important

to obtaining an accurate representation of the eddy field (Boning and Budich 1992;

Schmitz and Thompson 1993; Beckmann et al. 1994). In general, as the model

grid interval is reduced, eddy energy increases. Primitive equation simulations by

Schmitz and Thompson (1993) suggest that grid spacing as fine as 5 km may be

needed to stabilize the level of eddy energy in models and to achieve agreement

between modeled and observed kinetic energy distributions.

To evaluate effects of the grid interval on simulated flow fields, statistically

steady solutions were compared for cases with 16 km and 20 km grid spacing (is).

As /s is reduced from 16 km to 20 km, horizontal shear in the time-mean jet is

better resolved. Thus transfers of surface layer kinetic energy from the time-mean

to the eddy field (i.e., barotropic instability) is larger for cases with filler horizontal

resolution. Iii addition, because eddy length scales are better resolved, the amplitude

of eddy energy is similarly increased by a reduction of s. The area-averaged eddy
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energy increased by 10% in the surface layer and 20% in the deep layer when the

grid spacing was reduced from 20 km to 16 km. Spatial variations in the distribution

of eddy energy were however unaffected by the change of grid interval.

C.2. Forcing and Friction: TO, Cb and A4

The QG model used in this study is mechanically forced by application of

a surface wind stress. In the simulations presented in Chapters 3 and 4, the wind

is used to generate the desired oceanic flow pattern, a baroclinic jet. The form

of the applied wind stress is not designed to reproduce forcing observed in the

Southern Ocean. The maximum wind stress amplitude (To) is set to a value lower

than observed. The meridional profile of the wind is a simple geometric function

(see Table 3.1). Because the wind is the sole forcing mechanism for the model,

simulated flow patterns are sensitive to the choice of wind parameters. A comparison

of cases with 0.5'r0, 1.0T0, and 2.0T0 for topographies 1-3 (see Chapter 4) shows that

the transport through the channel increases approximately linearly with T0. This

increase in transport occurs primarily along the jet axis. Thus a change of wind

amplitude is reflected in the horizontal and vertical shear of the time-mean jet. To

first order, the time-mean energy balance, normalized by the rate of wind energy

input, are similar for cases with 0.5T0, 1.0T0, and 2.0T0. Cases with larger wind

amplitude have slightly larger rates of baroclinic conversion from the time-mean to

the eddy field. Thus eddies are a more important energy sink in cases with larger T0.

After accounting for differences of the magnitude of eddy energy for various choices

of wind amplitude, along-stream variations of eddy energy are similar for cases with

different values of T0.



The bottom friction coefficient, Cb, is used to parameterize frictional effects of

the boundary layer adjacent to solid surfaces. Velocities outside the boundary layer

approach the free stream velocity of the fluid; velocities at solid surfaces are zero

due to the no slip condition. At the bottom of the ocean, this adjustment occurs in

an Ekman layer analogous to Ekman layers at the ocean-atmosphere interface (see

Pedlosky 1987). Measuring the velocity profile near the bottom of the deep ocean is

technically challenging. Few reliable estimates of a quantity analogous to cb exist.

The bottom friction coefficient used in numerical models is therefore chosen based

on practical, rather than physical, considerations.

A number of QG simulations have evaluated effects of the bottom friction

coefficiellt on the kinematics and dynamics of model flow fields. These experiments

find that an increase of eb weakens lower layer velocities and reduces the ability of

large-scale topography to support horizontal pressure gradients (Wolff et al. 1991).

Because the friction coefficient determines the baroclinicity of the flow (via its effect

on lower layer velocities), barotropic instability is favored for low frictioll regimes,

while baroclinic instability is more prevalent in cases with larger friction (Holland

1978).

A comparison of statistically steady flow for case 6 topography (see Chap-

ter 4) with Gb = 1.Oe-7 s and Gb = 3.Oe-7 s1 agrees with published results (e.g.,

Wolff et al. 1991). The factor of three illcrease of Gb reduces transport by 35%, with

57% of the reduction occurring in layer 2. The effect of Gb on vertical and horizontal

shear alters the stability of the jet. As c6 increases, the jet becomes more baroclill-

ically unstable. Barotropic instability, which is a feature of the low friction regime

for this choice of topography, does not occur in the high friction case. Instead,

barotropic conversions are a source of energy for the time-mean flow. For both

choices of Gb, zonal variations of eddy energy are associated with zonal variations in
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topography. Eddy energy is highest downstream of the point of maximum vertical

shear. The point of maximum vertical shear and the location of highest eddy energy

shifts upstream (i.e., to smaller x) as the friction coefficient is increased. Overall

levels of eddy energy are smaller in the case with eb = 3.0e-4 s1.

A second friction mechanism is required in the model to account for subgrid

scale dissipation. As such, biharmonic friction ensures numerical stability by pre-

venting an accumulation of enstrophy at scales smaller than those resolved on the

model grid (Holland 1978). The biharmonic friction coefficient used in Chapters 3

and 4 is equal to the value used in previously published QG channel experiments

with 20 km grid resolution (e.g., McWifliams et al. 1978; Wolff et al. 1991). The

sensitivity of model solutions to A4 was evaluated by comparing statistically steady

flows for cases 3 and 6 topography (see Chapter 4) for 0.5A4, 1.0A4 and 2.0A4. As

expected from analyses of variability in QG atmospheric simulations (Legras and

Ghil 1985), time-dependent fluctuations of transport are sensitive to the biharmonic

friction coefficient. Fluctuation amplitudes are larger for lower values of A4. In com-

parison with the dependence on Cb noted above, the time-mean flow structure and

the time-mean energy balance are relatively insensitive to a factor of four change of

the biharmonic friction coefficient. Regimes with higher friction have weaker hori-

zontal shear in the surface layer and lower barotropic energy conversions from mean

to eddy energy. As a result, slightly higher eddy energy is supported in regimes

with weak biharmonic friction. In these cases, eddies receive energy at a higher rate

from the time-mean flow and the rate of eddy energy dissipation is low.




